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ABSTRACT

The laws of optics have been generalized to describe the
reflectance, absorptance, and transmittance of a saturable slab as
a function of the Irradlance under steady state conditions.

The

Intensity distribution and divergence of the Incident light beam,
the optical properties of the sample container, the effects of sample
heating due to absorbtion, and the molecular properties of the
absorber have all been taken into account.

The latter included the

difference between the frequency of the radiation

and the center of

the absorption line, the transition dipole moment, and the relaxation
rates, Ti and T2 .
Experiments have been performed to test this theory at normal
incidence, and the theory and experiments were found to agree within
experimental error with no adjustment of the input parameters
obtained from the literature.

In addition, the precision of these

experimental results was exceptionally high for laser induced
saturation of gases.

In the course of this work a goniometer and a

dedicated analog computer for the routine measurement of reflectance
was designed, built, and tested, an inexpensive, high quality
frequency controller for a COz laser was developed, a technique
for the study of dynamic processes in gases irradiated with laser
pulses was developed, and a sensitive new technique for resolving
spectra consisting of many closely spaced and overlapping lines
was developed,

A method for studying the effects of collisions

between identical molecules in gases was also explored.
xiv

The application of this new knowledge should be valuable to
the design of goggles, lenses and filters designed to protect
people and materials from harmful radiation.

xv

CHAPTER X
INTRODUCTION

When an electromagnetic wave travels through an absorbing
material, energy is transferee! from the electromagnetic field
associated with the wave to the atoms, molecules, or ions of the
material.

The rate of transfer of energy from the field to the

matter depends upon the absorption coefficient.

If the intensity

of the wave is sufficiently great, the capacity of the atoms,
molecules, or ions to absorb this energy will be exceeded and
the absorption coefficient of the material will decrease without
producing any permanent change

in the material.

This process

is called optical saturation, and the <rv.iterial so affected is
called a saturable absorber.
In the simplest case, optical saturation is associated with
two nondegenerate quantum-mechanical levels in the absorbing atoms,
molecules, or ions of the saturable absorber that are connected by
an allowed dipole transition.

If a low intensity light wave

oscillating at the resonant frequency of this dipole transition
strikes a saturable absorber, the intensity of the light, will be
attenuated exponentially with increasing distance into the sample
according to the relationship developed by Bouguer, Lambert, and
Beer.1

This relationship (Beer's law) is based upon the assumption

that all of the absorbing species are in the lower of the two
energy levels connected by the dipole transition.

1

Of course, the

actual population of the excited state will not be zero at any
temperature above absolute zero.

It Is further assumed that

the excited species cannot contribute to the absorption and that
multiple absorption and emission processes do not occur.

If a

molecule, for example, Is struck by a photon and happens to be In
the excited state, It may be forced to emit, thus contributing
an extra photon to the light beam.

In 1917> Einstein2 showed that

the cross-section or probability for this stimulated emission process
is identical with that for the absorption.

It follows that the net

absorption coefficient of the material will be proportional to the
population difference between the upper and lower states involved in
the transition.

Each time a photon is absorbed from the beam, this

population difference diminishes by two from its equilibrium value.
For a light beam of sufficiently low intensity, however, each
excited molecule in the sample will have adequate time to relax to
the lower state by stimulated emission or non-radiative processes
before the next photon arrives.

Thus the thermal equilibrium

distribution can be maintained.
If the photon flux is very large, departures from equilibrium
can occur, and the attenuation will no longer be strictly ex
ponential: the absorption coefficient of the sample will decrease.
In the limiting case the population of the upper state will equal
that of the lower state; at this point optical saturation of the
absorption is complete.

The photons arrive so rapidly that spon

taneous emission and non-radiative processes can be completely

neglected.

A given photon will have a 50$ chance of being

annihilated (by absorption) and a 50$ chance of being doubled (by
stimulated emission).

Thus for every photon entering the sample

through its front face, one will exit through the rear face; the
material will be, In effect, transparent.

For an absorbing center

that has many energy levels in which only the lowest level
absorbs, saturation can be obtained without stimulated emission.
If the energy from the upper state of the transition is transferred
to other states not involved in the transition, the effective
number of molecules interacting with the radiation will decrease.
Although the possibility of observing optical saturation
had been known for many years, there were few observations of this
effect before the discovery of the laser.

These limited observations

were caused by the unavailability of a convenient light source of
sufficient intensity at the appropriate frequency. One of the earliest
observations of optical saturation was reported by G. N. Lewis, D.
Lipkin, and T. T. Magel3 in 19^1.

Using a high pressure mercury

arc lamp, they observed the saturation of the absorption of fluor
escein in boric acid.

Five years later C. H. Townes4 observed the

saturation of the absorption of ammonia gas with microwave radiation.
The saturation of materials which absorb at optical frequencies
was not easily observable until the development of the laser in

I960.
The ability of saturable absorbers to act as a very rapid
shutter for intense light beams made them particularly useful in
laser work.

By placing the saturable absorber inside the

optical cavity of a pulsed laser, the threshold pump power for
laser action is raised to a very high level.

When the intensity

of spontaneous emission for the pumped laser material eventually
becomes sufficiently high to completely saturate the absorption,
the laser fired a pulse of much higher intensity and shorter
duration than would have been the case without the saturable
absorber.

This effect of the saturation process upon the laser

output is called Q-swltching.

Because of this valuable application,

saturable absorbers that could be used to Q-switch a laser were
studied extensively by many workers. 5

In most of this work, the

saturable absorbers were organic dyes in liquid solutions with
organic solvents.
Shortly after the CO2 laser was developed, Wood and
Schwarz6 reported that it could be Q-switched with a gaseous
absorber at low pressure.

This development led to the discovery

of many saturable absorbers which could be used to Q-switch a
COfe laser.

Q-switching with gases involves the saturation of a

rotational-vibrational type of electric-dipole transition

since

the COs laser operates in the Infrared somewhere in the wavelength
region between 9*6 and 10.6 -pjn.
This interest in saturable absorber

has continued beyond

Q-switching applications because of the Information which may be
obtained from saturation phenomena.

Since saturation is the

result of a direct competition between excitation and relaxation
processes, information about relaxation processes in absorbing
atoms, molecules, and ions can be extracted from the results of

saturation experiments.

This method could provide a powerful tool

for the chemical physicists in obtaining such Information.

In

the past most efforts in spectroscopy were devoted to finding the
energies of the various stationary quantum states of the system
rather than to the dynamic aspects of the interaction.
The interest in saturable absorbers was further heightened by
recent developments which permitted a greater number of materials
to undergo saturable absorption.

In the past only materials that

had a strong absorption band that overlapped one of a rather few
laser transitions at fixed frequencies would exhibit saturable
absorption.

Tunable dye lasers, new frequency tuning techniques,

and the development of many new material combinations which will
sustain laser action have greatly increased the number of
available laser transition.

Further, Brewer7 et al., showed that

the Stark effect could be used to shift absorption bands into
overlap with a laser transitions. Thus any gas which strongly
absorbs in the vicinity of the many available laser transitions
could become a saturable absorber if the molecules of the gas
possessed a permanent electric-dipole moment.
Before information can be readily extracted from saturation
experiments, however, the relationship between the degree of
saturation achieved and the properties of the material and the
laser radiation must be known.

Quite recently researchers have

sought to learn these relationships by measuring the optical
properties of a saturable absorber under various levels of
irradlance and developing a theoretical procedure which will
predict these optical properties as a function of the properties

6
of the laser radiation and the saturable absorber.

The theoretical

treatments to date have not taken the reflectance of the sample
Into account and therefore to that extent they must be Inaccurate.
Thus a complete description of a material undergoing optical
saturation must include reflectance phenomena as well as trans
mittance phenomena.
In this work, a theory was developed which describes the
transmission, reflection, and refraction of light in a saturable
absorber undergoing laser Induced saturation.

Experiments

were performed to test the adequacy of the theory.

The result is

a generalization of the lews of Bouguer, Lambert, Beer, Snell,
and Fresnel which have adequately described light propagation
in non-saturable materials for over one hundred years.

Thus this

work must be considered as a fundamental contribution to the
field of nonlinear optics.

As a result chemical physicists who

wish to add optical saturation as a powerful tool to their repertoire
of spectroscopic techniques

may do so with confidence that the

results they extract from experimental data will be accurate.
This dissertation consists of five chapters.

The

theoretical procedures employed are discussed in Chapter II.
Chapter III is devoted solely to describing the experimental
apparatus and techniques required to perform the saturation
experiments.

The major effort of the author was the design and

construction of the experimental apparatus.

A study of the

influence of temperature on optical saturation in SFe is

presented in Chapter IV.

Sample heating caused difficulties in

the interpretation of the saturation data which could not be
overcome without this study.

In Chapter V the experimental

results are compared with the optical properties calculated from
the theory.

Techniques to Improve the theory and optimize it for

SF6 will be discussed.

A number of appendices present technical

information such as descriptions of the design and operation of
electronic equipment.
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CHAPTER II
THEORY OF OPTICAL SATURATION

A.

INTRODUCTION

Historically there have been two main theoretical approaches
to describe optical saturation.

In both approaches one needs one or

more equations to describe the matter which is being struck by the
light beam

and one or more equations to describe the state of the

electromagnetic field Interacting with the matter.
The first method is called the rate-equation approach and
was developed by Einstein to describe absorption and emission of
radiation by matter.

This approach derives one equation for the

difference in population of the energy levels of the absorbing systems
in the material by using the Einstein rate coefficients for spon
taneous and stimulated emissions.

The equation which describes the

electromagnetic radiation is based simply on the conservation of
energy; a change of two in the population difference is associated
with the creation or annihilation of one photon.

If the exciting

light is coherent (a laser for instance), transient phenomena can be
produced which are not calculable by means of this approach.
The second method uses time-dependent quantum-statistical
mechanics (the density matrix formalism).
derived to describe the absorbing material.

Three equations are
One of these

equations describes the population difference in the manner of the rate-

9

equation approach.

The other two are required to describe the dipole

polarization of the sample because there are two components of the
polarization:

one in phase with the driving electromagnetic field

and one in quadrature with it.

The electromagnetic fields of the

radiation are described by Maxwell's equations.

While the rate-equation

approach uses only one equation to describe the electric field (the
square of the field amplitude), the density matrix approach gives one
equation for the amplitude and one for the phase of the electric
field.

These equations permit the consideration of coherence effects.

Arrecchl and Bonifacio were responsible for the coupling of the
three equations describing the material with the two equations
describing the electromagnetic (era) waves which interact with the
material.

For this reason this approach is sometimes called the AB

theory.
Although the rate-equation approach has had many successes, in
principle it is incorrect because the quantum systems of the matter
are not adequately described.

The fields of the electromagnetic

radiation act on the matter by exerting a torque on the dipoles of
the quantum systems.

To calculate the expectation value of the

dipole moment a quantum mechanical treatment is required.
In a description of steady-state saturation (when the
macroscopic properties do not change with time) these two methods are
equivalent.

The phase relationships of the matter become scrambled

after a time T2 which is called the transverse relaxation time.
Coherence effects can no longer be observed and the phase equations
of the AB theory are no longer meaningful; the rate-equation treatment

XI
will be adequate.

Although the theory required for thia work

treats steady-state saturation, the AB approach will be used to permit
the treatment of non-steady-state systems at a later time.
There are many treatments of steady-state optical saturation
in the literature.

For the purpose of this discussion, only those

which bear directly on saturable absorption will be referenced here.
All of these suffer from one or more of the following deficiences:
1.

Some3 9 do not take into account both transmitted

and reflected radiation.

They assume that all of the light

entering the sample was either transmitted or absorbed.
Some of the attenuation attributed to absorption is in
fact reflected from within the body of the absorber due
to changes in the refractive index produced by the optical
saturation.

Thus the degree of saturation will be

under

estimated if the reflected radiation is not considered.
2.

None3 "14 explicitly take into account the optical

properties of the sample container.

This is especially

important in the case of gases because they must be
confined.

The windows of the container will reflect,

refract, and sometimes absorb a portion of the exciting
radiation.

The radiation reflected by the rear window

of the cell will pass back into the sample and interact
with the sample and the forward-traveling wave.

When

the exciting radiation is coherent, the em wave reflected
from the surfaces of each window can constructively or
destructively interfer with each other depending upon

12
the properties of the window, the wavelength, and the
angle of incidence of the radiation.

Changing the angle

of incidence and thus the optical thickness may change
the transmittance of an individual window by as much as
1hio because of these interference effects,

if the in

cident radiation is normal to the sample cell and to
both windows of the cell, interference phenomena can
also occur between the reflected waves originating from
the two windows.

These interference effects are

extremely sensitive to a change in the angle of in
cidence of the laser radiation.

Finally, the amplitudes

of the reflected waves depend upon the magnitude of the
changes in the refractive index (n) which occur at all
interfaces.

These changes are also influenced by

optical saturation.
3.

Some3 "11 do not consider that the strength of

the electric field at any given molecule or atom as the
vector sum of the oscillating electric feilds of the
forward and reverse em waves.

When waves are traveling

in opposing directions, they can interact through the
bulk of the absorber.
Ik

None3-14 takes into account the intensity

profile of the em wave.

Previous formulas use the

infinite plane wave approximation,

A laser usually

exhibits a Gaussian intensity profile in the plane
perpendicular to the beam axis.
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The theoretical procedure employed in this work to describe steadystate optical saturation will not suffer from any of these four
deficiencies.

B.

CHARACTERISTIC MATRIX TECHNIQUE

A theoretical procedure which correctly describes optical
saturation in an absorbing medium irradiated by two opposing electro
magnetic waves is presented in this section.

This procedure is much

simplier to employ than the previous theoretical procedures11" 14
which treated opposing waves in an absorbing medium.

The atoms,

ions, or molecules of the absorbing material are assumed to possess
two energy levels (ground and excited states) which are in exact
resonance with the exciting radiation.

For convenience, it will

be assumed that the sample is a gas contained in a cell having flat*
transparent,and parallel windows at each end .

The origin of the

backward-traveling wave is the reflection of the forward-traveling
wave from the exit and entrance faces of the rear window of the
sample container and possibly from within the body of the absorbing
material.
When the radiation which is incident upon the sample has
sufficient

intensity to produce partial optical saturation, the

degree of saturation will change with the depth into the sample
material.

The sample material at the very front of the cell will

undergo the greatest saturation.

As the radiation propagates

through the sample it will be attentuated and saturate the saturable
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absorber to a lesser extent.

Thus the degree of saturation will be

continuously varying throughout the sample material.

When the

forward-traveling radiation strikes the rear window of the sample
container a small portion of the radiation will be reflected back
into the sample.

If the incident radiation is normal to the container

windows this reflected radiation will be collinear with the forwardtraveling wave.

This reflected wave will encounter material the absorp

tion coefficient of which is continuously decreasing as the front of
the sample container is approached.

A theoretical treatment of the

effects produced by partial optical saturation will be very similar
to the treatment of a system having many layers of material with
each layer having different optical properties.
Several years ago a French graduate student named Abells
developed a very powerful technique for computing the optical
properties of multi-layer dielectric coatings. 15

To employ this

technique, a characteristic matrix (CM) is developed for each
component of the optical system.

Each matrix is square of order two,

and therefore has only four elements.

These elements depend upon the

index of refraction, the absorption coefficient, and the thickness of
the component being described. The reflectance, absorptance and trans
mittance of each component can be calculated directly from the values
of the matrix elements.

The characteristic matrices for all the com

ponents of the optical system are multiplied together in the same order
that they are traversed by the wave.

The resulting two-by-two

product matrix characterizes the entire ensemble of optical components
in the way that each individual CM in that product characterized the
corresponding separate component.

In particular, the elements
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of this product matrix can be used to compute the reflectance (R)
and the transmittance (t ) of the entire optical system.

Then

using the law of the conservation of energy, the absorptance (A)
can be computed by

A = 1 - T - R.

(i)

This characteristic matrix technique was derived by Abells
from the differential equations given by Maxwell to describe an
em wave.

The solution to these wave equations can be written in the

form

E(x,y,z) = elCKy'U,t)[UTE(z)y-v'm (z)>J-W™(z)z]

and

(2a)

H(x,y,z) = e*^Ky u,t^[U™(z)y+VTE(z)xWTE (z)z]

where

(2b)

U(z)\

|lfe(z)

Ui(z)|

U(0)

V(z)/

\v2 (z)

Vi(z)/

\V(0)y

(3 )

The two-by-two matrix in Eq. (3)

is the transpose of the characteris

tic matrix defined by Abells. For this work it was found that the trans
pose of Abells CM was most convenient to use. Future references to the
CM will in fact be the transpose of the CM defined by Abells.

In

Eq. (3), U(0) and v (0 ) are the values of U and V at the entrance to
the optical component where z«0 and must be supplied as a boundary
condition.

The z axis represents the direction of stratification
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of the medium (the normal to the entrance and exit faces) which
need not be the same as the direction of the propagation of the
wave.

In order to solve the differential equations associated

with the elements of the CM it was necessary to transform the
independent variable from z to Q [to be defined in Eq. (13)J• The
element of the characteristic matrix are now equal to

UX(C) = i sin (C) P(C),

(*+)

V2(C) = i sin (C)/P(C).

(5)

Vi(C) = cos(C-o)/Q(c),

(6)

Ife(c) = cos(;+a)Q(c).

(7)

and

The variables P, Q, and a are defined for the transverse electric
(TE) wave by
pTE( c ) - Cp (c > p ( ° ) 3 .

(8)

Qt e (C) - Cp (C)/p (°)].

(9)

and
a TE

= 3

.

(10)

The corresponding equations for the amplitude properties (U an V) of
the transverse magnetic ('EM) wave differ from Eqs.(8)-(10) only in the
substitution of

q for p. [The direction of propagation of the

em wave and the z axis define a plane called the plane of incidence.
The electric and magnetic wave vectors and the propagation direction
form a mutually orthogonal set.

Any em wave can be resolved into

two independent components, one with the electric vector

perpendicular to the plane of Incidence (TE wave) and one with the
magnetic vector perpendicular to the plane of incidence (TM wave).]
The quantities p and q are called the slant Impedance and admittance
of the sample, respectively, and are defined by

and

P - a/r

(11)

q = b/r .

(12)

G - J® r (w)dw ,
o

(15)

r - (ab - K2 )^ ,

(Ilf)

K - u)[p(0 )c(0 )^isin 6 .

(15)

Further

and

where

The angle 9 is the angle between the z axis and the direction of
propagation of the em wave.

K is the propagation vector in the y

direction and the symbols a and b are defined by

a(z) = <uy(z) + icrm (z)

(16)

b(z) = uue(z) + io

(17)

and
.

In the preceding equations <ju is the angular frequency (presumed
constant), y, is the magnetic permeability, c is the electric
permittivity, and a is the electric conductivity.

The parameter,
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am implies the existence of a magnetic conductivity associated with a
current of magnetic monopoles induced by the field H.

Because

magnetic monopoles have never been observed there is no physical
reason for retaining this term.

It could be used, however, to

represent physical effects not described by the other parameters.
Finally,

(18)
and
W™ =

KU™/b

(19)

Equations (l)-(l9) illustrate the procedure prescribed by
Abells and generalized by Macomber. 16

Equation (5 ) is particularly

useful because it can be used to determine the changes in the
amplitude and phase of the em wave as it propagates through a material.
If U(z) and V(z) are known for a depth z into the material, U(z + d)
and v(z + d) may be computed by means of Eq. (3 ) by using the z
position as the initial boundary.

Finally, e and ^ are the only

parameters in this technique which describe the properties of the
material interacting with the em wave.

Thus any changes produced

by the em wave in the properties of the material must be described
by changes in e and p,.
The CM technique does not automatically provide for the
saturation of the absorption of the sample.

Therefore, the

effects of optical saturation upon the elements of the CM must be
determined before this technique can be applied to a saturable
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absorber.

As previously mentioned the Abells equations use only

two parameters (aside from the thickness of the element) to
characterize the electromagnetic properties of the medium through
which an em wave Is propagating.
as constant n ~
transitions occur.

One of these (^,) may be treated

when only electric-dipole-allowed spectroscopic
In this case, the absorptivity of the medium

must be described by e.

The permittivity is complex and may be

defined by the real and imaginary parts of the electric susceptibility
(7)). The susceptibility is a property of the absorbing material that
determines the polarizability of the medium by the electromagnetic
wave.
e = cQ(l + tT

+

iTf) ,

(20)

ilf)^ .

(21)

where
n = (1 + V

+

The symbol n is the complex refractive index of the medium.

The

imaginary part of the electric susceptibility (l\u) is related to
the absorption coefficient

q

(0) of

the medium by

+
« —coj3(l
c--------

>

(22)

03

where c0 is the velocity of light is vacuum.

In the absence of

saturation T|* and I]" are related by the Kramers-Kronig relations.
Since 71 characterizes the electromagnetic properties of
the medium, a relationship between 7) and the intensity of the light
is needed.

Macomber17,18 has reported a relationship which

describes the susceptibility as a tensor function of the electric
field amplitude, the transition dipole moment of the absorber, and
the relaxation times (Ti and T2 ) characteristic of the absorber.

ra2 T2 Cl N
e
______

2

-i.

+ i

1\

(23)

where

Ae = 1 + 6aT^ + T 1T2m|(|Ex |2 + \Zy \3 )/l? ,

(2k)

Ie = 2T1T2n^|Ex | |Ey l sin

(25)

,

and

n

B

- i s " Pex
Pg

,

(26)

Pex

In Eq. (26) the p's refer to the populations of the ground and
excited levels which are connected by a spectroscopic transition
which has a transition dipole moment of me -

The oscillating electric

fields Ex and Ey differ in phase by ytand 6 is the angular frequency
difference between the resonance frequency of the dipole transition
and the frequency of these electric fields.

The density of

absorbing molecules per unit volume is N. Planck's constant
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divided by two pi is represented by h.

The application of Eq. (2j)

is greatly simplified if the em waves of the radiation are polarized
in the y direction.

Then

and

will be zero and the y

components of the tensor will give

n
D

m2 t2 a

= ---- ®
60

[6Ta + i] .

(27)

Ah

With the susceptibility determined, the electric permittivity (e)
and the propagation of the em wave in the medium may be accurately
described when optical saturation occurs.

The CM technique may

now be employed to saturable absorbers.

C.

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

To apply the CM technique to a saturable absorber contained
in a sample cell, an iterative procedure was used.

In order to

accurately describe the em wave interacting with the sample, the
vector sum of the fields of the backward and forward-traveling
waves had to be obtained.

Since the properties of the backward-

traveling wave are initially unknown, they had to be approximated.
After performing this approximation, the optical properties of the
sample system were computed and improved estimations of the fields
of the backward-traveling wave

were obtained and added vectorlally

to the fields of the incident wave.

This improved description of

the total em wave was used to determine the optical properties

2a
i
of the system again, and a further improved description of the
backward wave was obtained.

This procedure was iterated until

self-consistency was obtained within prescribed limits.

For the

initial approximation of the backward wave, the absorber was assumed
to attenuate the radiation in accordance with Beer's law.

The CM

for the absorber was calculated with the use of the small-signal ab
sorption coefficient with no consideration of optical saturation.
The CM's for the two cell windows were calculated with the use of
known optical properties of the window material.

A product

matrix was obtained by multipling the CM's of the front window,
the

absorber, and the rear windowin that order.

of the product matrix (u1 and V')

The elements

were then used to compute

the reflectance coefficient (r) and the transmittance coefficient
(t) of the entire sample system by means of Eqs. (28)-(3 0 ).

DenomTE

rTE
and

tTE

=

(u^ -

p) - (v^ -

= K Ui + U2 p) **
=

-2p/Denon^E

p ,

(28)

+ V2 p) P 3/Denom^,

(29)

p)

.

(30)

As before, the coefficients for the TM wave were obtained by
the substitution of q for p in Eqs. (28)- (3 0 ).

The quantities

p and q were evaluated for the medium in which the sample system
is immersed.

The medium was air in this case.

The approximate value of r was then used to compute u (o )
and V(o) which describe the vector sun of the fields of the
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reflected and Incident em waves at the entrance to the sample
system.

The peak amplitude of the fields (E and H ) of the
P
P

Incident laser radiation were computed from the Intensity of
the laser beam,

Then

UTE(0)

=

(1 + r) Ep sin 4 ,

(3 1 )

VT£(0)

=

(1 - r) Hp sin 4/p ,

(3 2 )

UTM(0)

=

(1 + r) HP c° 9 * ’

(33)

Vtm(°)

=

(l “ r ) Ep cos 4 /p •

(3 4 )

and

The symbol 4 represents the polarization angle of the electric
field associated with the em wave.

The em wave at the entrance to the

sample system is now defined by U(o) and v(o). The behavior of this
wave upon propagating through the entrance window was calculated by
means of Eq. (3 ). The em wave which exists this window was defined by
u(zj) and V(zi). The absorber was imagined to be divided into M slabs
of thickness dz. For this second approximation M=5 was used (i.e., 3
slices). The amplitude of the electric field present at the front of
this stack of slabs was given by u(zx) and v(zi).

The electric sus

ceptibility was computed by means of Eq. (23)> and the CM for the
first slab was calculated by assuming a constant susceptibility
through out the slab.

The behavior of the em wave propagating through

the first slab was again calculated by means of Eq.
(3 ).
U(z2 )

The em wave striking the second slab was defined by
and

V(z2 ).

The electric field strength at

2k
the front of this slab was used to compute a susceptibility.

The

CM of the second slab was calculated,and the em wave was allowed to
propagate

through the second slab.

for the next three slabs.

The same procedure was followed

In this way the degree of saturation

In each slab was taken into account by using the electric field
strength at the front of each slab to compute the susceptibility.
A product matrix was obtained by multipling the CM's of the front
window, the five slabs of the absorber, and the rear window in
that order.

The r coefficient was computed from the elements of

the product matrix as before by means of Eqs. (28) and (29).
This latter r was compared with the previous r to see if selfconsistency had been obtained.

If self-consistency was not

obtained, the latter r was used to recalculate u (o ) and v(o)
and the whole propagation procedure was repeated.

On the third

iteration the absorber was divided into 10 slabs, 15 slabs on
the fourth, etc.

As M became large, dz became very small and the

smooth gradient of the changes in the optical properties of the
saturable absorber could be accurately approximated.

When the

iteration procedure obtained self-consistency(<0 .2$ change), the rand
t coefficients were calculated, and the radiant reflectance (R) and
transmittance (t) of the entire sample system were calculated by

R (e ,d ) = 1 ^ ( 6 ) |2 cos2*

+

|rTE(e) ) 2 sin2*

T(0,*) = 1 ^ ( 0 ) |2 cos2 *

+

j t ^ U ) ! 2 sin2* .

and

(55)

(36)
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A computer program which is discussed later in this chapter was
developed to execute this Iterative procedure.

D.

THEORETICAL TREATMENT OF A NON-SATURABLE SAMPLE

An experiment was performed to determine the feasibility of ob
taining accurate experimental results in accord with existing theory
on a non-saturable absorber. The "existing theory" was the charac
teristic matrix technique which was used for each ray of laser
light to calculate ^ and g from the known properties of the
sample material.

A complete description of this experiment is

given in Appendix 1.

A mechanical device (theta two-theta

goniometer) was designed and constructed to enable the measurement
of the radiation reflected, absorbed, and transmitted by a sample
at any angle of Incidence.

The goniometer was rotated by a

synchronous motor so that the sample mounted upon the theta table
rotated at a constant angular velocity of u).

The two-theta

table rotated at a constant angular velocity of 2u>.

A detector

attached to this table therefore continuously tracked the
radiation reflected from the sample.

A helium-neon laser was

used as the radiation source and photodetectors were used to
detect the reflected, transmitted, and incident radiation.

An

analog computer, constructed for this research, converted these
intensity measurements into reflectances, absorptances, and
transmittances.

When the goniometer was rotated at a constant

velocity, the outputs from the analog computer were fed to a
three-channel strip-chart recorder driven at a constant rate.

The resulting traces represented reflectance, absorptance, and
transmittance of the sample as a function of the angle of incidence
of the central ray of the laser beam upon the entrance face.
A computer program was developed to calculate the theoretical
optical properties for these experimental conditions. The program
employed the CM technique although this technique was not really
necessary because there was only one component.

The value of the

absorption coefficient and refractive index of the sample and the
angle of polarization of the incident radiation used in the
program were adjusted for a simultaneous best fit with the data.
The theoretical curves then differed by less than 0,1(-$ from the
experimental curves obtained.

This excellent agreement between

experiment and theory inspired confidence that these experimental
and theoretical procedures were sound, and that the results of future
work with a saturable system could be accepted with confidence.

E.

COMPUTER PROGRAM

The computer program which was developed to execute the
iterative procedure previously described had three features which
further enhanced the accuracy of the procedure.A fourth feature
enabled the convenient comparison of experimental data with the
theory.
The first feature provided a better method for determining
the electric susceptibility (f]) within a particular slab of the
absorber.

When the saturable absorber was divided into M slabs

of thickness dz, the amplitude of the electric field associated with
the em wave which struck the front of the slab was used to calculate
T) for that slab.

The electric field amplitude, however, was oscillat

ing and varied from -Ep to + Ep over a propagation distance of ^
wavelength (X).

In the limit of an infinite number of slabs T\ would

be correctly computed, but for slabs many \ thick, the phase and hence
the amplitude of the electric field were greatly Influenced by the
precise choice of slab thickness.

It is unlikely that the value of T|

which was calculated at the front face of the slab was the average of
T] within the slab.

The slabs had to be many \ thick, however, or a

tremendous computation time would have been required to execute the
computer program.

To obtain an average T1 for each slab, ten small

slabs of thickness \ / 1 0 were formed in between each major slab of
thickness dz.

The average of T) for the ten small slabs was then used

as the effective 7] for the slab of thickness dz.

The amplitude of the

electric field made one complete cycle while the em wave propagated
through the ten slabs of thickness X/10.
A second feature provided a technique to take into account
the intensity profile and divergence of the incident light beam.
The intensity profile is the relative intensity of the beam in the
plane perpendicular to the axis of the beam.

A light beam can be

imagined as a bundle of many light rays having different directions
and Intensities so that the optical properties of the light beam is
the sum of the optical properties of the many rays.

The diver

gence of the laser beam has the effect of averaging the inter
ference effects when the beam strikes a sample if a light

detector with an aperature larger than the beam Is used.

If a

detector with a very small aperature is used, only one ray is observed,
and this feature is not needed. This averaging routine used the
experimentally measured divergence and intensity profile of the
laser beam to determine the direction and intensity of a number of
individual light rays.
ray was computed.

The reflectance and transmittance of each

To compute the average reflectance for the complete

beam, the reflectance of each ray was mathematically weighted accord
ing to the intensity of the ray.

The average of the reflectances of

the intensity-weighted rays was the reflectance of the beam.
same procedure was followed for the transmittance.

This

A more complete

explanation of this procedure and the trigonometry involved is given
in section H of Appendix 1.
A third feature of the computer program was the option to vary
the length of the sample cell over a range of X/2 so that interference
effects could be averaged. This feature was very useful when the inter
ference effects were large.

In the case of the reflected beam in

saturation experiments in which the beam was at normal incidence to the
sample cell the interference effects were large.
A final feature of the computer program enabled the convenient
comparison of experimental data with the theory.

With this feature the

experimental data which consisted of laser intensities, transmittances
and reflectances were read into the program.

By means of the program

the R and T for the laser intensities used In the experiments were
calculated.

A root-mean square deviation of the experimental data

from the theoretical predictions was calculated for each set of
experimental data.

A complete listing of this computer program Is presented
In Appendix 2.

In Chapter 5 the employment of the program to

calculate the optical properties of SFe is discussed.

F.

EVALUATION OF THEORETICAL PROCEDURES

The theoretical procedure which has been described In
this chapter has three weaknesses.

One weakness arises from the

model that was used to describe the absorbing species of the
saturable absorber.

It was assumed that molecules, ions, or atoms

of the sample possessed only two energy levels which were connected
by an electric-dipole transition.

Most saturable absorbers have

molecules that have several energy levels, and frequently more
than one level will absorb the exciting radiation.

Adapting

this theory for a two-level system to a multi-level system
could introduce inaccuracies into the theoretical procedures.

A

second weakness is that the theory assumes that the absorption
line of the absorbing species is homogeneously broadened,

For

gases at moderately low pressures the Doppler broadening of the
f
absorption line is frequently the order of the homogeneous
broadening.

Finally, a third weakness is that it was assumed

that the relaxation mechanisms of the absorbing centers in the
sample could be described by two relaxation times.

In practice

there are many relaxation mechanisms which require many relaxation
times to fully describe them.

The strengths of this theoretical procedure are four.

First,

it takes into account the effects of the backward-traveling wave
produced by the reflections at the interfaces of the sample cell win
dows and from gradients of optical properties within the absorber pro
duced by partial optical saturation.

Second, it explicitly calculates

the optical properties of the total sample system which includes the
sample cell windows. Third, it can explicitly treat a realistic laser
beam without the infinite plane wave approximation.

And fourth,

it uses the vector sum of the fields of the forward and backwardtraveling em wave to determine the effective field at an
individual electric dipole.
Only a few workers10’ 12 14 have reported a theoretical
procedure to compute the reflectance of a sample undergoing partial
optical saturation.

The first of these, Macomber and Kestner10

in 1969, treated a plane slab and reported a significant dependence
of the reflectance upon the thickness of the slab.

Their results

predicted that the reflectance could increase by a factor of two
or three as the incident Intensity was varied from zero to in
finity, or it could decrease to almost zero, depending on the
initial slab thickness which was chosen.

Three review

articles12 14 which develop the theory of saturation spectroscopy
have recently been published.

Two of these articles12’ 14

suggested an experiment to study the effects of saturation upon
the intensity of the radiation reflected from the sample system
as a function of the incident intensity.

Shirley12 predicted

that the reflectance would Increase monotonically with increasing
intensity of the incident radiation.

Haroche and Hartmann13

predicted that the radiation reflected from the rear window of the
sample cell would be amplified as it traversed the material
which was saturated by the forward wave if the incident radiation
had sufficient

intensity.

Although many workers have used a

reflected wave to experimentally perform saturation spectroscopy, to
the author's knowledge none has reported the influence of the inten
sity of the incident radiation upon the reflectance of a sample
system containing a saturable absorber.
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CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SFe UNDER
CONDITIONS OF PARTIAL OPTICAL SATURATION

A.

INTRODUCTION

The experiments described in thiB chapter were performed to
obtain data that could be used to test the adequacy of the theory
presented in Chapter II.

The phenomenon to be described is the

optical behavior of a saturable absorber undergoing partial optical
saturation.

These measurements entail Irradiating the saturable

absorber with high Intensity radiation and then detecting the amounts
of that radiation which were reflected, absorbed, and transmitted by
the saturable absorber.

The Intensity of the impinging radiation

was systematically varied to produce various degrees of optical
saturation.

A careful selection of the necessary experimental

components was made in order to enhance the accuracy of the results.
A continuous wave carbon dioxide laser was chosen for the in
tense radiation source for three reasons. First, it has a very stable
power output of sufficient intensity to produce optical saturation.
Second, the beam characteristics (single mode operation, narrow
divergence, high coherence, small beam radius) are excellent and
reproducible.

And third, compared to the cost of detectors required

for pulsed lasers, the cost of detectors required to detect the COg
radiation is not great.

5^

The saturable absorber chosen for this work should have an
Intense absorption band near the output wavelength of the laser and
relaxation times slow enough In relation to the Incident photon flux
to permit saturation to occur.

There are several such materials

suitable for saturation experiments with the COfe laser, and they are
all gases at low pressure.
hexafluoride.

The gas most commonly used is sulfur

It has a complicated energy level structure that may

make a simple theoretical interpretation of the data rather difficult
but it is inexpensive, not very reactive, and easy to obtain.

Also,

because it has been studied expensively by other workers, comparison
of the results of these experiments with those previously obtained in
related studies would be possible. For these reasons sulfur hexa
fluoride was chosen to be the saturable absorber.
The detector chosen to detect the CO^ laser radiation was a
pyroelectric type.

These detectors are very sensitive and can

operate linearly over a wide range of input intensities.

Furthermore

they operate at room temperature and have a moderately short rise
time.

The short risetime permits faster chopping of the incoming

radiation than would be possible if thermocouple type infrared
detectors were employed.

This faster chopping produces a higher

frequency output signal, and the higher frequency simplifies the
electronics required to process the detector output.
The major criteria for the remaining experimental components
were that they be compatible with the CQg laser, the pyroelectric
detector, and SFQ gas.

Most of these additional components were

designed and constructed in the laboratory because coamericlal

alternates were unavailable or too expensive.

Each

experimental component will be discussed In detail In section C
of this chapter.
The characteristics of SFe which are pertinent to this work
will be discussed in Section B.

In Section D, the procedures and

results of a transmittance experiment will be presented.

In the

last section of this chapter, the procedures and results of an
experiment which simultaneously measured all the optical properties
of the sample system will be presented.

This latter experiment

employed a Nova 1200 minicomputer to collect and treat the
experimental data.

B.

CHARACTERISTICS OF SFn

Sulfur hexafluoride is very easy to handle because it is
chemically inert and can be heated to 800 K

without decomposition. 1

This ease of handling along with its Intense infrared absorption at
the 9M 4-.2 cm* 1 (I0 .5 9 *yn) CO5 laser frequency has led to over a
dozen different studies of the effects of COz laser radiation on SF6 . 2
This absorption band is quite broad, and the center of the Q branch
occurrs

at

948 cm 1.

It has been shown that the separation between

two rotational components of the vibrational lines

is about 0 .0 5 cm 1

when the fine structure of the lines is neglected. Including the super
position of the fine structures, there are estimated to be about one
thousand lines in a 1 cm* 1 frequency interval.

Since the Doppler

width of a transition is 10"3 cm" 1 (JO MHz), the absorption lines
overlap each other within the Doppler width and the infrared
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spectrum near 9I& cm-1 is nearly continuous. 3

Further, it has been

shown experimentally by means of Lamb-dip spectroscopy that several
rotational sublevels from one or more vibrational manifolds are
expected to absorb the 10.59-MW CQ2 laser line. 4
Brunet studied the temperature dependence of the SFe absorption
band contour and concluded that several "hot bands" overlap the
fundamental band, and thus increase the complexity of the infrared
spectrum. 3

He concluded that the absorption of the 10.59“Mffl laser

radiation is mainly due to both transitions of the fundamental and
of the hot band (\*3 + vs) - Vq.

The contributions to absorption of

the laser radiation by the other hot bands were negligible because
of the small populations of the lowest levels.
A three step mechanism which describes the various energy
transfer processes between the laser radiation and the molecules and
among the molecules is illustrated in Fig. 1.

In step 1, molecules

from a particular rotation energy sublevel of the ground vibrational
manifold are excited by the laser radiation to a specified rotational
energy sublevel of the \fe»l vibrational manifold.

The initial

population of this lower rotational sublevel is only about 0 .3 # of
the molecules5 ; however, an equilibrium among the rotational sublevels
occurs very rapidly (less than 300 nsec)2 .

Since this rotational

equilibrium is so rapid compared to that of vibrational relaxations,
the effects of saturation appear to be a result of absorption by the
whole vibrational manifold.

Also in step 1, a rotational sublevel in

the \)q—1 vibrational manifold is being pumped to the upper level of the
(V3 + Ve) - \>e hot band.

In fetep 2, the y^-l level and the upper
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Vibrational excitation and relaxation model for SF6.

level of the hot band transfer vibrational energy by collisions to
the complete set of excited vibrational levels in SFs , among which
an equilibrium is reached in a few microseconds.

In gitep 3» the

excess vibrational populations originating from the laser pumped
yj^l level and the upper hot band level relax to the ground vibra
tional level.

The rate limiting process of this step is the

vibrational-translation deactivation of the vg»l level at 350 cm 1.
This mechanism permits two nearly independent absorption
processes.

The ground to \q =1 process can be easily optically

saturated due to the slow relaxation of the ve“l level to the
ground level.

Thus Tj. will be characteristic of the v q «1 relaxation.

The process in which the v ^ l level absorbs the laser radiation will
be much harder to saturate because of the rapid equilibrium that
occurs in the vibrational manifold beginning at \nal.
the hot band transition will be very short.

Thus a Ti for

Treating two saturation

processes simultaneously will further add to the complexity of the
theoretical calculation of optical saturation in SFB .

C.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

This section will present a detailed description of the
various experimental devices and apparatus used in this work.

The

techniques used to vary the laser power and the electronics which
handle the output signals of the detectors will not be discussed
here but will be discussed in the appropriate portion of the section
on experimental procedure.

ho
1.

COp Laser
The laser employed In this work was a Sylvanla model J& 8 COfe

laser which was warranted

to produce a minimun of 6 watts of power.

The Intensity distribution in the plane perpendicular to the beam
direction had a Gaussian shape with a radius (measured at the point
where the intensity was 1/e of its peak) of I.7 8 nm at the output
of the laser and a full beam divergence of I.5 8 milliradians.
Special features of this laser was its very stable, electronically
controlled power output and its operation in a single transverse
mode.
laser.

These features were major reasons for choslng this particular
One of several possible COfe laser lines (with correspondingly

different output frequencies) was selected by changing the cavity
length: the rear laser cavity reflector was mounted upon a piezo
electric transducer for that purpose.
TWo modifications of the COfe laser were made to improve its
performance.

The first was the Installation of a constant temperature

control unit (stable to + 0.01 K) which circulated an ethylene glycolwater mixture inside the cooling jacket of the laser plasma tube.
The major purpose of this modification was to prevent the cavity
length from changing because of thermal expansion due to small
temperature fluctuations.
cooling fluid.

Tap water was originally used as the

Another benefit of this modification was that it

was possible to lower the laser temperature to 13 K by using a
refrlgation unit with the temperature controller.

Bridges and Patel6

have shown that the output and efficiency of a COfe laser are
improved by cooling the plasma tube.

The inside of the laser tube

housing was continuously flushed with dried air in order to prevent
moisture collection.
The second modification of the COfe laser was the Installation
of an electronic servo system which stabilized the output frequency
of the radiation.

The manufacturer claimed a long term (hours)

frequency deviation of less than 2 MHz after a £ hour warm-up when an
auxiliary heat exchanger was used to obtain greater thermal stability.
On some occasions the laser did achelve this frequency stability;
however, in most cases the frequency drift was sufficient to cause a
jump from one laser transition to another (i.e., from one CQa line
to another) in less than 1 hour.

Since the saturation experiments

required a long term stability of the power and the frequency of the
laser, this frequency drifting could not be tolerated.

The modifica

tion was an electronic servo system which modulated the cavity length
of the laser and used the effects of this modulation upon the
impedance of the laser plasma tube to provide a frequency correction.
Accurate tuning and locking of the frequency over the Doppler gain
profile for each available laser transition was made possible by means
of this modification.

A complete.description of this modification and

the method of operation are presented in Appendix 3*
Identification of the CCfe line producing the laser action
was accomplished with the aid of silicon stopcock grease used as an
infrared absorber.

Although the COfe laser could be tuned to output

several different frequencies, only the p(20) line at 10.59"V®i (9W -*2
cm"1) was desired for this study.
0 .3m) scanning monochromator

A McPherson (Model 218,

which was borrowed temporarily from

k2
Professor James Robinson's research group* Was used to observe six out
put frequencies (lines) from this laser.

Three of these lines were

in the P branch of the 9.6-pjn COfe transition and three were in the P
branch of the 10.6-ym transition.

Unfortunately, these lines could

not be tuned reproducibly by calibrating the laser frequency
adjustment representing the laser cavity length.

Silicon stopcock

TABLE I
COp LASER FREQUENCIES

Wavelength (u.)
9.488^
9.5360
9.552^
IO.513I
IO.57IO
IO.59IO

Frequency (cm

)

1053.9
KA8.7
10^6.9
951.2

Transition
P(12)

9^6.0
9^.2

ferease (Daw-Corning Corp.) exhibits a very strong absorption from
9-pm to 10-ym and has a minimum absorption at 10.6-pm. 7

The silicon

stopcock grease would be expected to have a very small transmittance
for the 9 .6 -ijm lines and to exhibit increasing transmittance in going
from the P(l2) to P (18) to P(20) of the 10.6 -^jm lines.
was confirmed with the monochromator

This hypothesis

for a sand-blasted NaCl flat

coated with the stopcock grease.

To identify the 10.59~*jP laser

line without the monochromator,

the coated flat was placed

immediately in front of a Cintra (model 202) radiometer and Irradiated
with the laser radiation.

The transmitted radiation was detected by

^3
the radiometer as the laser was tuned over the six laser lines.

The

laser line which produced the maximum transmittance in the coated
salt flat was the 10.59_yPi line.

This identification procedure was

performed each time the COg laser was brought into operation.

2.

Sample Cell
The gas sample cell was constructed from a stainless steel right

circular cylinder which had polished KC1 windows at each end.

Great

care was taken in the construction of the cell to insure an accurate
parallelism between the two end windows. When the laser beam was normal
to the front window, the incident radiation and the radiation reflected
from both windows were all collinear. The inside dimensions of the cell
were a length of 10 cm and a diameter at k.2 cm.
were 6 .5 nm thick and 1+9*5

The KC1 windows

irL diameter, and a vacuum seal was

obtained between them and the stainless steel cylinder with neoprene
"0" rings.

A Matheson brass stopcock was installed at the middle of

the cell and connected to the gas-handling system.
In the Nova minicomputer experiments the sample cell was wrapped
with an electrical heating element and was insulated with asbestos.
A thermistor temperature probe was put into thermal contact with the
cell using brass filings and silicon lubricant.

A Sargent Thermoniter

sensed the temperature of the cell with the thermistor and fed a
variable current into the heating element to maintain the cell at a
constant temperature (+0.05 K).
A second gas holding cell was used in the initial transmittance
experiments.

This cell was placed near the laser output so that the
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laser beam traversed the axis of the cell.

Filling this cell (25 cm

long, 2.b cm diameter) with ethylene and helium attentuated the laser
radiation and pexmitted a convenient method to vary the intensity of
the laser beam exiting this cell.

The helium was added as a buffer

gas to prevent optical saturation of the ethylene (ethylene, not
helium was the absorber of the laser radiation).

By slowly pumping

the ethylene-helium mixture from the cell, the intensity of the
transmitted laser beam would gradually increase.
attached to the gas-handling manifold.

This cell was also

The cell was constructed

from brass and had two NaCl end windows mounted at ^5° to the cell
axis.

The transmittance of the empty cell was maximized by rotating

the cell about its long axis until the cell windows were perpendicular
to the plane of polarization of the incident laser radiation.

The

output of this COg laser was plane polarized as a consequence of the
discriminatory action of the laser tube windows, which by their
orientation favored one polarization.

3.

Gas-Handling System
The gas-handling system used in this work was capable of acheiv-

ing a vacuum of 0.005 Torr and had a leakage rate less than 0,0003
Torr per minute.

The system was constructed with a brass manifold

and flexible brass tubing which connected it to the sample cell and
the gas storage cylinders.

Each component of the vacuum system

could be Isolated by means of brass stopcocks. A copper line connected
the manifold to a McLeod vacuum guage which was used to measure all the
gas pressures. The gas pressures were sufficiently high to permit
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the partial pressure of mercury

to

be ignored. (A thermocouple

vacuum guage was also installed for rough pressure measurements.)
The vacuum pump employed waB a two stage Welch Scientific Duo-Seal.

Ij-.

Detectors
Two pyroelectric detectors were used to detect the chopped

laser radiation in both the transmittance and Nova experiments.

One

of the pyroelectric detectors was a Harshaw model PY4 and the other
was a Laser Precision model KT-1000.

The heart of these detectors

was the small permanently polarized pyroelectric crystal (l ran by
1 ran) which changed its capacitance when heated.

When the laser

radiation strikes the pyroelectric element the temperature of the
element Increases and a small current flows in the circuit.

This

current is proportional to the rate of heating and hence, to the
intensity of the impinging radiation.

A load resistor was placed in

parallel with the element to improve the response time of the
detecting system.

Because of the very high impedance of the pyro

electric element, the voltage created by the current flow is applied
to the gate input of a field effect transistor.

This transistor

serves as an impedance converter and amplifier.

This resulting

voltage (millivolts or less in this work) was further amplified and
passed to a synchronous detector (sometimes called a lock-in-amplifier)
for processing.

Because these detectors operate at room temperature

and require no special housing, they were convenient to use. ( More
sensitive and faster infrared detectors must operate at liquid
nitrogen temperatures or below.)

Finally, pyroelectric detectors cost

less than other infrared detectors of similar capabilities.

1*6
Another infrared detector used in this work was the Cintra
model 202 thermal radiometer.

This detector used a thermopile

sensing element and was calibrated in watts/cn^.

The electronics

were self contained and produced a digital display of the average
irradiance

striking the thermopile element.

The radiometer

was used as the absolute standard in determining the intensity
the laBer beam in all of the experiments.

of

The accuracy of the

radiometer was determined to be + 5$ by the manufacturer.
A laser beam with a Gaussian intensity profile is conveniently
characterized by its peak intensity and cross sectional diameter at
the positions where the intensity has decreased to 1/e of the peak
intensity.

These two properties were determined from the average

intensity Cl

) and a measurement of the beam profile.

The average

intensity over an area of 1 cm2 at the beam center was given directly
by the radiometer when the thermophile element was irradiated.

Care

was required to ensure that the beam and the detector aperatures
were concentric.

An Intensity profile was obtained by slowly

traversing one of the pyroelectric detectors across the laser beam.
The 1/e diameter and 1/e radius (Ri/e ) were directly determined
from the profile and the peak intensity
of Eq. (l). Measurements of lpeak when a 2

W

“

‘

) was calculated bymeans
mm diameter pinhole was used

//> ]

gave similar results to the Ipeak calculation when Ri/e was
The pinhole technique for determining
routine work.

(1)

mm.

was inconvenient for

The peak intensity of the laser beam was calculated in each
experiment by means of Eq. (l).

As a check, beam profiles were

measured frequently, but they were quite reproducible.

Since the

pyroelectric detector saw only a 1 mm by 1 mm cross section of the
laser radiation and a typical Ri/e was J.k ran, the beam intensity
was nearly constant over the small area of the detector element.
Thus by aligning the detector to the very center (most intense)
section of the laser beam, lp6a^ became an excellent approximation
of the actual intensity seen by the detector.

5 . Light Chopper
A mechanical device was constructed to chop the laser
radiation and to provide the intermittent input required by the pyro
electric detectors.

The chopper was driven by a synchronous electric

motor which operated at 30 revolutions per second.
spur gears reduced the chopper speed to 10 Hz
experiments.

Two outside

for the transmittance

Unfortunately, the pulses produced by this speed

occurred at an exact multiple of the 60 Hz electronic noise
produced by the ac power line.

In the detection of very weak signals

the 60 Hz noise was significant and could not be completely removed
by synchronous detection.

Two new outside spur gears were purchased

to convert the final chopping frequency to 13.2 Hz, which was used
in all later experiments.

A synchronous output signal was obtained

from the chopper by means of a small light and a photocell placed
behind the slit openings in the chopping wheel.

In the Nova mini

computer experiments, a second photocell was used to monitor the
revolutions of the chopping wheel.

w
6.

Optical System
Mirrors and salt optics were used to direct the laser

radiation after it left the laser cavity.

In order to save space

on the laboratory table, two mirrors were used to fold the laser
beam into a new path antiparallel to the original direction.
These mirrors and all others used in this work were coated with
aluminum on their front surfaces.

The mirrors were made in our

laboratory by vacuum deposition of aluminum onto 3 " by 2 "
microscope slides.

All of the optical components which were

required to be transparent to the laser radiation were made from
either NaCl or KCl (salt optics).

Since these materials are highly

hygroscopic, nichrome wire heaters were installed under each
salt component.

In spite of the heater, fogging eventually

occurred over a period of time,and the salt component had £o be
restored by repolishing in most cases.

A NaCl wedge was used

instead of a flat to minimize interference phenomena.
The optical alignment of an infrared laser beam is difficult
for two reasons.

One, the CQs laser radiation is not directly

visible to the eye.

The laser beam could be observed only when

it burned or melted something.

The second difficulty is that the

intense power of the laser beam is dangerous when its destination
is unknown.

For these reasons a low power helium-neon laser was

installed so that its visible beam could be made collinear with
the CO2 laser output.

Thus the initial alignment of all the compon

ents of the experiments was made by means of the visible He-Ne

laser output.

Fine adjustments in the alignment could then be

safely made with the CO^ laser.
Other aids to optical alignment were the use of optical
benches and adjustable mounts for components.

These aids increased

the mechanical stability of the system and permitted reproducible
positioning of the components.

Each infrared detector was mounted

on special mounts which traversed in both directions (x and y)
perpendicular to the laser beam (z).

The sample cell was mounted

on a modified sextant, which permitted roll, pitch, and yaw
adjustments.
The table which contained all of the optical components was sus
pended upon six partially inflated boat-trailer inner tubes in
order to damp out vibrations.

The vibrational stability of the

system was further enhanced by weighting down the optical benches
and the laser with lead weights.

D.

TRANSMITTANCE EXPERIMENT

The purpose of these initial transmittance experiments was
to check the overall design of the experimental procedure.

Since

previous workers3 ’8 10 had described transmittance studies on a
similar SFe system, a comparison of the results of the present
work with literature values was possible.

Also, these initial

experiments suggested refinements in the theoretical treatment of
optical saturation.
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1.

Experimental
A schematic diagram of the experimental configuration employed

In these transmittance experiments is presented in Fig* 2. Detector
I was the Laser Precision pyroelectric detector*

It monitored

the Intensity of the laser radiation that was reflected from the
front surface of the NaCl wedge.

This reflected intensity was

proportional to the intensity of the radiation transmitted by the
wedge;

therefore, the signal from detector I was also proportional

to the intensity of the radiation incident upon the sample cell.
Detector II was the one manufactured by Harshsw, and it monitored
the radiation which was transmitted through the sample.

The

chopping wheel had four slits which produced 6.25 msec pulses when
the wheel was operated at 10 Hz.

TWo opposite slits were covered

with a sheet of polystyrene 0.125 mm thick.
transmitted only 36$ of the incident

The polystyrene sheet
cm 1 radiation.

Thus

the resulting radiation output after the chopper was a pulse of 100$
intensity followed by one 36$ of the intensity of the original laser
beam.

It was expected that optical saturation of the SFe would cause

the intensity ratio of the two pulses to differ from O .36 after they
had passed through the sample.
The output voltage from detector I was fed to a preamplifier
and its output was analyzed by an absolute value determining
circuit (AVDC).

This circuit outputs the time-average of the

absolute value of any voltage signal input.

Since the output of de

tector I was a series of pulses each of which was proportional to the

Mirror

C 02 LASER
Attenuation
Cell
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Power

10.6 m.
6 watts

Detector II
45°

Mirror
Light

Photocell
Detector I

FIGURE 2.

Experimental configuration used in the
transmittance experiments.

incident power, the time-average of the magnitudes of these pulses
produced a dc voltage proportional to the intensity of the radia
tion striking detector I.

The AVDC was useful only so long as

the voltage pulses from detector 1 were larger than the background
electronic noise; in, -these experiments the pulses were appropriately
large.

The AVDC replaced a more expensive lock-in amplifier which

is normally used to treat this type of voltage output.
The output of detector II was fed first to a preamplifier and
then to a dual-channel lock-in amplifier.

The lock-in provided dc

output voltages proportional to the transmitted intensity of the 100$
pulses and also of the 36$ pulses.

These dc outputs were fed to

the R and T inputs of the dedicated analog computer described in
Appendix 1.
I.

The AVDC output was fed to the analog input labeled

With proper normalization, the analog computer then gave

voltage outputs proportional to the transmittance of the 100$
pulses (T100) and to the transmittance of the 36$ pulses (T36). The
analog computer was modified to pexmit taking the ratio of the
radiances transmitted by the 36$ pulses and the 100$
pulses.

The ratio (T0 ) was Independent of small fluctuations in

the laser beam intensity and more importantly, independent of
differences in detector characteristics
detector was used to obtain both signals.

since the same infrared
The outputs representing

T 100 and T_ were fed to two channels of a Leeds and Northrup
Speedomax M three-pen minirecorder.

The voltage from the AVDC,

which represented the incident intensity of the laser beam, was
amplified by the analog computer and fed to the third channel of

the recorder.

A schematic diagram and an explanation of the function

and operation of the preamplifiers, the dual-channel lock-ln ampli
fier, and the AVDC are given in Appendix k.
The details of the exact procedure used to collect the
transmittance data are also presented In Appendix k.

The general

procedure Involved tuning the laser to the 10.59-Mm line,
optimizing the alignment of the detectors to the beam center, and
then zeroing and normalizing the outputs of the detectors.

This

zeroing and normalizing was accomplished for the evacuated sample
cell with the adjustable gains of the preamplifiers and the zero
offset adjustments available on the analog computer.

The peak

laser intensity (lp6a^) was determined by the procedure which
employed the radiometer and the measured beam profile.

Since

detector II was mounted on a motor driven traversing mount, the
beam profile was conveniently obtained before each experimental
run.

The output of the AVDC was calibrated in W/cm2 from Ipgg^

and the simultaneous voltage of the AVDC.

The attentuatlon cell

was filled with a helium-ethylene mixture to attentuate the laser
radiation by a factor of 1000.
desired SF6 pressure and sealed.

The sample cell was filled with the
Helium gas was added to the

sample cell on occasions to observe the effects of a non-absorbing
buffer gas upon optical saturation.

The SF0 gas used in this study

was purchased from the Matheson Gas Products Co. which certified a
purity of 99.99$.

No further purification was performed.

The

temperature of the sample cell was 303 K. The data collection finally
began when the gas mixture in the attentuatlon cell was slowly

pumped out to produce a gradual Increase In the Intensity of the
laser radiation striking the sample cell.

The large Intensity

range which covered three orders of magnitude was made possible
by using attentuatlon filters (KBr disks containing SiO^) in front
of the detectors and changing the gain of the preamplifiers.
In the 1-100 attentuatlon range the gains of the preamplifiers were
reduced by 10 by means of a switch which exchanged two precision re
sistors that were used in the preamplifiers. In the 1-10 attentuatlon
range the KBr disks were placed immediately in front of the detectors.
A typical recorder output for a transmittance experiment is
presented in Fig. 5«

2.

Discussion of Results
To compare the results of these transmittance experiments

with those predicted by the theory and with the results of other
workers, sufficient data points were extracted from the recorder
output to convert the data to a plot of Txoo
logarithm of Ipg^*

TR vs the

fact,that the average transmittance of

the evacuated cell was 0 .871» had to be considered when the results
were compared with the theoretical predictions. Several of these
plots of Txoo vS ^■°8 (ipeait) are presented in Chapter V where they
are compared with the theoretical predictions.
The results of the Tioo data agreed

reasonably well with

the previous studies of Brunet3 and Burak, Steinfeld and Sutton. 6
The shapes of the plots of T 10o vs
work were the same

obtained in this

as those in the literature,but exact values of
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the transmittance differed by as much as 15# at high laser
intensities.

One criterion for the comparison of experimental data

is the small signal absorption coefficient (/3o) which is obtained
when the intensity of the laser radiation is too weak to produce
saturation.
work.

A value of 0.1+6 + .02 cm 1 was found for Po in this

This value was in good agreement with the 0.1+6 cm"1

reported by Brunet and Burak et

al., Armstrong and Gaddy9 reported

a value of 0.1+7 cm 1 for |3o» while Wood10 et
smaller value of 0.1+0 cm 1.

al.

reported a

Another criterionfor the comparlsion

of experimental data is the saturation intensity (i ) which was
used by

Brunet to

be

an empirical parameter in his theoretical

treatment of optical saturation.

Roughly, I may be defined to be the
s

intensity of the laser radiation which produces sufficient
saturation of the absorption to decrease the effective absorption
coefficient to /3o/2.

Brunet reported that an Ig of 6 + 2 W/cm^Torr

was consistent with his experimental data and also that of
Burak8 et

al.

Wood10 et

al.

reported a value of 2.6 W/ci&

Torr

for an Ig which was consistent with their experimental data.
Although the theoretical treatment of Brunet was not employed in
this work,a value of Ig was obtained in order to compare it with
the literature values.

The value of I determined from the results
s

of these transmittance experiments was 5 * 5 + 2 W/cm^Torr.

Thus

both Ig and /3q were in good agreement with the literature values
reported by Brunet and Burak et

al.

The addition of helium as a

buffer gas significantly decreased the observed effects of optical
saturation, and this agreed with the results reported in previous
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studies.

A more detailed comparison with the results of others

would not be meaningful because of the variations in experimental
conditions.
Three experimental improvements enhanced the accuracy of
these transmittance experiments over that of previous experiments.
First, in this work

was determined by means of an accurate

beam profile and the average beam intensity over an area of 1 cm2 .
In two of the previous works8 *10 the beam diameter was determined
by measuring the size of a spot burned by the laser beam.

The

procedure used to determine the diameter of the laser beam was not
given by Brunet.

Second, this work was the oily one which employed

a frequency stabilised laser.

TWo groups3 *10 used lasers from which

the output laser line was selected by using a grating
rear reflector of the laser.
laser with a grating

as the

Selecting the output frequency of the

alone does not permit fine tuning over the

particular laser transition.

Thus small changes in the cavity

length will cause a small frequency drift within the I4-O MHz band
width of the CO2 transition.

More importantly, operation at

different frequencies within the particular CQ2 transition will
cause significant variation in the gain and thus the intensity of
the laser output.

A third group8 used a CO2 laser which

simultaneously produced laser action at several lines (p(l8 )-p(2l|))
in the vicinity of the desired p(20) line at 10.59“P*n*

Since there

are variations in the absorptance of SFe for these different laser
lines, the results obtained by means of the use of the average, of the
effects produced by several lines would not necessarily be the same

as those from the use of the P(20) line alone.

And third, this work

was also the only one which used a power-stabilized laser.
The Tr data clearly indicated the presence of optical
saturation

because this ratio would have been independent of

varying laser intensity had there been no saturation affects.

At

low laser intensities neither pulse produced saturation and
therefore, T

= O.3 6 .

At slightly greater laser intensities,

the 100$ pulses had sufficient power to partially saturate the SF6
absorption but the 36$ pulses did not; thus TR began to decrease,
On increasing the laser Intensity still further, a point was reached
at which the 100$ pulses were almost producing complete saturation
and the 36$ pulses were beginning to produce partial saturation.
At this time TR had passed through a minimum and had begun to
increase.

If a sufficiently high laser intensity could be achelved,

Td would return to a value of O.3 6 .

Unfortunately, no quantitative

use for these T_ data has yet been found.
K
The major experimental problem encountered in this study was
maintaining an accurate zero setting at the recorder when the
laser radiation was blocked.

One reason for this problem was the

10 Hz chopper speed which permitted 60 Hz noise to be picked up by
the lock-in amplifier.

Another reason was that the zero offset

adjustments had to be reset when the preamplifier gains were switched
during the course of an experiment.

It was also difficult to

maintain the initial calibrations when the offset adjustments were
changed.

The efficiencies of the two pyroelectric detectors and the

gains of the two preamplifiers were surprisingly well matched over
the intensity ranges used in the experiments.
A second experimental problem was the alignment of the sample
cell with respect to the laser beam.

When the cell windows were

exactly normal to the beam, the radiation reflected from the
windows reversed its original path.

This feedback of laser

radiation into the plasma tube created tremendous oscillations in
the impedance of the laser plasma tube.

These oscillations

occurred even when the intensity of the reflected radiation was only
a few per cent of the initial laser output.

Since the laser

frequency stabilizing system must monitor the impedance of the laser
plasma tube, these large oscillations severely taxed the frequency
stabilizing system and reduced the frequency stability of the laser.
To prevent these effects the sample cell was misaligned from the
normal to the laser beam just enough to prevent the radiation
feedback to the laser tube.
An attempt to conduct reflectance experiments with this
procedure was made by placing detector II opposite detector I.
In this position the radiation reflected from the sample struck
the NaCl wedge and was reflected into detector II.
was discontinued after two discoveries.

This effort

The first was that the

high electronic gain required to produce a sufficient signal also
produced too much noise when the laser radiation was attentuated
by a factor of 100. The high noise level existed even after the chopp
er was converted to a 13.2 Hz frequency that significantly aided in
eliminating 60 Hz noise which synchronous detection. The second

6o
discovery was the great temperature dependence of the interference
effects between the two end windows of the sample cell which were
now aligned exactly perpendicular to

the laser

by 1,5 K caused its

length to change

by

heating period, the

reflectance went

from 0.24

0.24.

beam. Heating the cell

(X/2).

During this

to 0.04and back to

As a check these data were used to calculate the thermal

expansion coefficient of the sample cell.

The result (5 .5 x 10~5 K 1)

fortunately agrees with the literature value for stainless steel.
The difficulty of maintaining the sample cell at a sufficiently
constant temperature and alignment to teproduce the interference
effects eventually led to the decision to vary the cell length
thermally during an experiment so that the optical properties
would be averaged over several interference cycles (multiples of
X/2).

E.

This averaging eliminated interference effects.

SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF REFLECTANCE AND TRANSMITTANCE
BY USE OF THE NOVA MINICOMPUTER

1.

Introduction
As previously mentioned, the purpose of this experiment was

to obtain data which could provide a quantitative test of the
theory presented in Chapter II.

The transmittance experiments

were successful and informative, but much of the information
obtained had been presented previously by other authors.

The major

challenge of this work was the experimental measurement of the
reflectance of the sample system.

The effects of partial optical

saturation upon the radiation reflected from a sample system had

not been reported by previous workers.

As shown In Chapter II, the

theoretical treatment of the reflected radiation was much more
complex than the treatment of the transmitted radiation.

The same

Increased complexity was also true for the experimental measurements
of the reflectance.

The principle source of this increased

complexity was the interference phenomena which occurred when the
sample cell was aligned exactly perpendicular to the laser radiation.
(These same interference phenomena also affected the transmitted
radiation, but relatively to a much lesser extent.)
Every time there is a change in the refractive index of the
medium through which a light wave travels, there will be a reflected
wave. The more abrupt is the refraction change, the greater will be
the amplitude of the reflected wave. For this reason, the amplitude
of waves reflected from the four surfaces of the two cell windows
were larger than those originating from the smooth gradient in the
refractive index of the sample produced by partial saturation of the
absorption coefficient of SFe .

All the reflected waves Interfered

with one another by amounts which were determined by their phases
and amplitudes.

The amplitudes of the rays reflected by the surfaces

of the exit window and the sample Itself were affected by the
absorption of the wave by unsaturated SF6 molecules.

The phases were

affected by the spacing of all of the reflecting surfaces, measured
in multiples of the wavelength (X) of the light wave.

The

resultant amplitude (r) of all the individual reflected waves may
be computed by means of Eq. (2) —
radiation is proportional to r2 .

the intensity of the reflected
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n
v'* „. i .
j \
r = £ A sin(u)t -9.)
^ i
i

n = total interfaces
amplitude of wave reflected
from interface i
,
,
,
c
*
phase angle of wave i
U) ■ angular frequency
t = time

(2)
'

It is normal to treat the refractive index as a
complex number in which the real part is the ordinary refractive
index (which determines the velocity of the wave)
imaginary part

is

and the

proportional to the absorption coefficient

(which determines the damping of the amplitude of the wave in
the medium).

Because these two parts of the refractive index are

connected (by the Kramers-Kronig equations), optical saturation
changes the magnitudes of both parts.

The magnitude of the

changes of refractive indices at gradients and boundaries within
the cell are therefore affected by the saturation process as are
the amounts by which the waves are attentuated.

Further, the

relative phases responsible for the interference effects are also
affected by the saturation process.

A complete theoretical treat

ment of these interrelated properties can be quite complex.
To design an experiment in which the cell length, gas pressure,
temperature, etc. could be controlled to the extent that these
interference effects would be reproducible would be very difficult.
To compare experimental results with the theory, however, such
rigid experimental control would be necessary and the magnitude
of these experimental parameters (cell length, gas pressure, etc.)
would have to be known exactly in order to theoretically reproduce

the experimental Interference effects.

Fortunately, the need for

this rigid control of the sample system can be eliminated by
varying the cell length over a few interference cycles.

The

average optical properties of the sample system determined under
such conditions are free of the influence of interference effects.
This path length averaging can also be done in the theoretical
treatment.

Thus an accurate comparison between the theory and the

experimental results is made possible by this technique.
the thermal

expansion of the salt windows was

Because

small, the optical

path between the two surfaces of each window did not change when
the cell length was changed by heating.

Therefore interference

effects between these two pairs of surfaces would not be averaged
out.

These effects had to be measured.
The large thermal expansion coefficient of stainless steel

provided a convenient method to scan the cell length over a small
range

and thus became an asset to the experimental procedure

instead of a liability.

The scan distance had to be some exact

multiple of £ the wavelength of the laser radiation (\) to obtain
an accurate average of the interference effects.

The amount of

heating necessary to produce two successive interference maximums
was assumed to change the cell length by \/2.

Thus the proper

scan distance was easy to determine.
Scanning the cell length during an experiment, however,
required a very different type of data collection system than
that described in the previous section.

At each temperature (and

therefore at each value of the cell length) data were collected
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at several different Incident intensities.

The data had to be

collected rapidly and stored (until time was available for analysis)
before the temperature could change appreciably.

Since a Nova

1200 minicomputer with a 12-bit analog to digital converter was
available, an experiment was designed to utilize its data collection
and storage capabilities.

It was also desirable to design the

experiment to simultaneously measure both the transmittance
and reflectance of the sample system.

2.

Experimental
The technique employed to vary the Intensity of the laser

beam striking the sample in this experiment was very different from
that described in section D.
constructed.

A chopping wheel with eight slits was

Seven of these slits were covered with polystyrene

sheets ranging from one sheet to seven sheets on the final slit
opening.

By replacing the chopper used in previous experiments

with this new wheel, a series of eight laser pulses could be
obtained.

The intensity of each successive pulse was half of that

of the previous pulse when sheets of O.76 mm thickness were used. This
attentuation technique

allowed

eight logarithmically-varying

laser beam intensities to strike the sample cell during one
revolution of the chopping wheel.

An example of the pyroelectric

detector's response to the transmitted pulse trains for several
SF6 filling pressures is presented in Fig. k.
If the intensity of the laser output remained constant, each
of the eight pulses would also maintain a constant reproducible
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FIGURE

Typical signal waveform generated by the transmitted
pulses.

intensity.

As stated earlier the Sylvania model 9I+8 CQs laser

used in this work was especially designed for power stability)
and a drift rate of less than 5^/hour was observed when the
frequency stabilizing system was used.

This good stability of the

laser intensity made it possible to perform a normalization run
with the sample cell evacuated.

Then subsequent data runs could

be normalized with respect to the evacuated cell.

The normaliza

tion data could be stored in the computer memory and recalled
when necessary.

The need for a detector to monitor the incident

intensity was eliminated since the incident Intensities were constant.
This extra detector could then be used to monitor the reflected
radiation.

The Clntra radiometer head was positioned to monitor

a portion of the incident radiation so that any changes in the
average laser intensity could be detected.

A schematic diagram of

the experimental configuration is presented in Fig. 5*
The "pinhole" shown in Fig. 5 was actually an adjustable iris
diaphragm and was essential to accurate alignment of the reflected
beam.

The laser beam first was carefully aligned to strike

the center of the pinhole.

If the windows of the sample cell were

exactly perpendicular to the laser beam, the radiation reflected
from these windows would also strike the center of the pinhole but
from the opposite direction of the laser beam.

With the

adjustable iris closed to a 2 mm diameter, the sample cell was
positioned until a maximum reflected intensity was received by
detector I.

Detector I was then displaced slightly and sample cell

realigned to maximize the output of detector I.

These small
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4 5 * M irro r^
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_
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FIGURE 5.
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Experimental configuration used in simultaneous measurements
of reflectance and transmittance.
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-
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alignment changes were systematically performed until a position
of detector I and the sample cell produced a maximum output from
detector I.

This final position insured that the windows of the

sample cell were perpendicular to the laser beam.

The iris was

then opened to its maximum position for the experimental runs.
The Data General Nova 1200 Minicomputer was equipped with 8k
(16 bit words) of memory, a 12 bit analog to digital converter
(resolution 2.5 mV), a 10 bit digital to analog converter, a
Tektronix Model 6 ll storage oscilloscope, and a teletype machine
which could read or punch perforated paper tape.

An eight channel

multiplexer enabled the analog to digital (A/D) converter to be
switched from one to the other of eight different input channels.
The A/D converter required 30 psec to complete the conversion of an
analog voltage signal.

This fast response coupled with the fast

execution time of the computer enabled a large amount of input
data to be taken by the computer in a short time.

Thus it was

possible to spin the 8 -slit chopping wheel at 13.2 Hz, to measure
eight reflected signals and eight transmitted signals during each
revolution, and concurrently to store the magnitudes of these measure
ments in the computer memory.

On subsequent revolutions the new

values measured were added to the previous measurements, and these
sums were stored in the memory.

In a few minutes these sums which

symbolized the averages of the sixteen signals represented thousands
of individual measurements, and the signal to noise ratio was greatly
reduced thereby.

Before the transmitted and reflected pulse trains

could be monitored by the A/D converter, however, the voltages had
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to be within a 0-10 volt range.

Also, the computer program which

controlled the A/D converter had to be synchronized with the two
pulse trains in order to take measurements at the proper times.
A signal processor was used to prepare both the reflected
and transmitted signals for the A/D converter.

The outputs of the

pyroelectric detectors receiving the pulsed radiation were amplified
and passed through the signal processor.

The signal processor

further amplified the smaller pulses, and more importantly it
automatically added the proper offset voltage to the signal so
that the voltage corresponding to the baseline of each pulse train
was slightly positive.

This offset was necessary to insure that

only positive voltages reached the A/D converter.

Figures 6a

and 6b show a typical pulse train reaching the signal processor
and the resulting changes produced by the processor.

Appendix 5

presents a schematic diagram of the electronics and an explanation
of the signal processor.
Synchronization between the computer program and the pulse
trains was provided by the chopper which was modified to output
two synchronous signals.

One was synchronous with the slit

openings and other was synchronous with the revolutions of the
chopper wheel.

Before they were passed to the A/D converter,

these two signals were processed in a pulse shaping and delay
network (also described in Appendix 5) to provide the synchronous
pulse outputs shown in Figs. 6 c and 6d.

The syn. I pulses were

0 .7 msec in width and time delayed so that each corresponded to
the time when the laser beam was passing through the center of
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the 1.8 msec slit opening.

The end of the syn. II pulse indicated

the beginning of one revolution of the chopping wheel.

The syn.

II pulses were also fed to the signal processor to trigger a gain
increase for the small pulses throughout its duration.
The minicomputer was then programed to collect the data
consisting of binary numbers, the magnitudes of which were propor
tional to the intensities of the reflected and transmitted radiation.
It utilized the synchronization signals and the processed analog
voltage outputs of the two pyroelectric detectors.

The data

collecting portion of the program first monitored the syn. II
channel and waited until that pulse exhibited a negative slope.
This signified the beginning of the pulse train with the 100$
pulse coming first and the seven following pulses decreasing in
intensity.

The program next monitored the syn. I channel and

waited until that signal exhibited a positive slope.

As soon as

the slope became positive the program Instructed the A/D converter
to read the current analog voltage occurring in the transmitted
pulse train and convert it to a digital number.

The same

procedure was performed on the reflected pulse train.

These

digital numbers were stored temporarily as the baseline of the
respective signals.

The program again monitored the syn. I

channel until that signal exhibited a negative slope.

At this

time the program again Initiated the digital conversion of the
voltages presently occurring in the transmitted and reflected
pulse trains.

These latter numbers corresponded closely to the peak

values of their respective signals.

Subtracting the baseline

numbers from the peak numbers gave digital numbers proportional
to the Intensity of the reflected and transmitted radiation for
that particular pulse.

These resulting numbers were stored for aver

aging with numbers from subsequent pulses passing through the "100#
slot". The program again monitored the syn. I channel until a posi
tive slope was detected and baseline numbers were obtained for the
second pulse.

As for the first pulse, peak numbers were obtained

and the differences between peak and baseline numbers stored In
the memory location reserved for data from radiation passing
through the second slot.

This procedure was repeated until pulses

through all eight slots were handled.

After the eight pulses

were serviced, the program returned to monitor the syn II channel
and seek a negative slope as before.

In the second revolution

the digital representations of the reflected and transmitted
radiation intensities were added to those determined on the first
revolution of the chopper wheel.

This summing of the digital

representations could be continued for as many revolutions as
desired; 128 was commonly used in this work.
When the desired number of revolutions was reached, the
accumulated sums were each divided by the number of revolutions
and the sixteen resultants were stored in the computer memory.

A

second 128 revolutions produced sixteen other stored resultants,
and, also, a current average over both resultants was taken.

Thus,

in a few minutes many resultants or data clusters were taken for
each transmitted and reflected pulse.

The current average of

the data clusters for each pulse was updated as each data point
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was taken.

Six of these sixteen current averages were continuously

outputed to the storage oscilloscope via the D/A converter as the
experiment proceeded.

Thus the progress of the experiment could be

followed visually as these averages converged to their final
values.

The data clusters representing the reflected and transmitted

radiation frcm the 100# pulses were also outputed to the oscilloscope
concurrently with their measurement.

In the actual experiment up

to 50 data clusters (64-00 points) could be taken for each of the
sixteen measured pulses.

At the end of the experiment the average

of each of the sixteen sets of data clusters was printed by the
teletype machine, and the operator had the option of having the
individual data clusters printed also.

A copy of the Nova computer

programs and an explanation of their usages are presented in
Appendix 6 .
The Nova programs permitted the selection of several other
options concerning the experiment to be conducted.

The first

option permitted the operator to select either a "calibration"
run or a "data" run.

In a calibration run, the data that were

received were stored to be used for the normalization of subsequent
data runs. This procedure produced reflectances and transmittances as
outputs for the data runs.

A second calibration option was avail

able at the end of a data run.

This option permitted a fine

adjustment of the original calibration when a nonsaturable absorber
was placed in front of the detectors.

Other program options

concerned the number of data points per data cluster, the maximum
number of data clusters to be taken, and the use of the storage
oscilloscope.
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Two calibration runs were made at the beginning of each
series of experiments.

As long as the laser output power remained

constant and the optical alignment-was not changed, a new calibra
tion was not required.
evacuated.

Both runs were made with the sample cell

In the first run the calibration option was selected,

and then the cell length was scanned over three interference
cycles (multiplies of \/2)--the cell length was changed by 2 or 3
half wavelengths during all runs.

The number of cycles achieved

at any given time could be seen visually on the screen of the
storage oscilliscope.

Each data cluster represented optical

properties at a particular cell length.

The final averages

obtained represented the average intensity of the radiation
transmitted by the evacuated cell and the average of the radiation
reflected from the cell windows alone for each of the eight laser
pulses.
used

These two sets of averages G[T (1-8) and R
(1-8)3
nc
nc
as normalization constants for the data runs.

were

In a

previous experiment the average transmittance of the evacuated
cell was found to be 0.87l» and the average reflectance 0.128.

If

a subsequent data run measured the average intensity of the
reflected radiation for the 4th pulse to be ^ R _(4), the reflecnc
tance would be 0.064.
The second calibration run was made to minimize a slight nonlinearity in the detection system for the very weak pulses (6-8).
Any normalization procedure will be most accurate when the
magnitude of the reference is similar to that of the property being
normalized.

Hence a O .23 attentuator was placed in front of

the transmittance detector (ll) and a 0 .5 attentuator was placed
in front of the reflectance detector (i).

After making a data

run, the average transmittance (T
) and reflectances (R
) were
avg'
' avg'
obtained. At this point the second calibration option was selected,
and the program executed the fine adjustments to T
(l-8 ) and
nc
Rnc(l-8)‘
The programming for this second calibration option assumed
that all eight R

avg

's and all eight T

avg

's should have been the

same since the attentuators did not saturate.

In practice they

were all nearly the same, but the last three of each set
were frequently too high.

These deviations were caused by a

nonlinear response of either the detectors or the electronics
for very small intensities or voltages as appropriate.
Ravg's and

The

'a for pulses 2 -5 were consistently in agreement,

so the averages of these two sets of four were assumed to be
correct.

The values of T

nc

(1-8) and R

nc

(L-8) which were used to

normalize this second run were then changed so that all of the
computed RaVg ' 8 and Tavg's would match the respective averages
of the 2-5 pulses.

This procedure effectively determined the

transmittance normalizing constants when the transmittance was
O .25 and the reflectance normalizing constants when the reflectance
was 0 .5 that of the evacuated cell.
After the calibration runs were completed, the sample cell
was filled with the desired gas pressure of SF6 or SFQ-He mixture,
and a data run was performed.

The SFe gas was from the same

container as the gas used in the"transmlttance only"experiments.

The temperature of the sample cell was Increased from Jlk to 318.5K.
The computer program automatically normalized the magnitudes
of all of the various averaged effects with T (1-8) and R (1-8)
nc
nc
so that the outputs to the teletype and storage oscilllscope
were given as transmlttances and reflectances.
example of the teletype output.

Figure 7 Is an

Figure 8 is a plot of the changes

in cell length vs the reflectance data clusters (each point on the
plot represents the average of 128 measurements) which were printed
after the data dump request.

3.

Discussion of Experimental Results
The reflectance and transmittance averages obtained from these

experiments exhibited an expected increase in magnitude with in
creasing intensity of the laser radiation.

The transmittance,

data were in good agreement with the data obtained in the trans
mittance experiments of this work; however, the Nova experiments
indicated a slightly greater degree of saturation.

As in Section

D a value of the small-signal absorption coefficient (fl ) and the
o
saturation Intensity (i ) were obtained for the comparison with
previous work.

The same value was determined for f} as in the

transmittance experiments of this work, but a smaller value (5«1 ±
1 W/cm^Torr) was obtained for I .
8

A

possible explanation for

this increased saturation at lower intensities is the contri
bution to the optical saturation by the radiation from the rear
cell window.

In the"transmittance only" experiments of this

work the sample cell was not aligned exactly perpendicular to the
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Typical teletype output for Nova experiment.
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laser beam as it was in these Nova experiments.

Thus the reflected

radiation was not collinear with the transmitted radiation In the
transmittance experiments and) therefore, made a smaller
contribution to the saturation process.

Several plots of the

reflectance and transmittance vs the logarithm of the peak laser
intensity for various pressures of SFs and SFe-He mixtures are
presented in Chapter V.

These plots are compared with the theory

of optical saturation in that chapter.
The changes in the optical properties due to interference that
occurred as the length of the sample cell was varied produced
modulations of equal amplitude in the reflectances(see Fig. 8 )
and transmittances.

The modulations in the transmittances were

180° out of phase with respect to those in the reflectances.

The

relative phases of these modulations for the different laser
intensities were progressively shifted on going from the lowest
intensity to the highest.

Since all of the experimental parameters

were identical for each of the laser intensities, this interesting
phase effect must have been produced by various degrees of satura
tion of the sample.

These variations in saturation produced changes

in the absorption coefficient and alsi in the real part of refractive
index (n) of the sample (n is related to the absorption coefficient).
The wavelength (\) of an em wave in any medium is given by the
ratio of the wavelength in vaccum to n.

Thus variations in n

would change \ and cause the length of the sample cell to be a
different multiple of X/2.

When the distance (z) between two

parallel optical interfaces which are normal to the em wave is
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N*(\/2) (where N is a very large integer), the total amplitude of
the two reflected waves is a maximum.

When this distance is

reduced to (n - £)*(\/2)» this total is a minimum.

Because N is

large only a very small change in n and \ is required to change N by £■*
It was possible to calculate a simple relationship between
the magnitude of a relative phase difference and a change in the
effective absorption coefficient.

In Eq. (1*0 of Chapter II the

propagation vector (f) for an em wave at normal incidence to a
sample was given by

(3)

where c and £ are the complex permittivity and perameabllity,
respectively.
index.

The symbol n represents the complex refractive

If the cell length is z, the wave reflected from the rear

of the sample cell must have traveled
front of the sample.

before it returned to the

Thus the difference in the phase

{4)

of the

weakest pulse (w) and that of any of the other seven pulses was

2z

2z

00
where
(5)

The bar indicates the average of the property over the optical
path.

Although f is complex only the real part can produce a phase
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change - the Imaginary part can only produce attenuation of the
amplitude of the em wave.

By use of Eq. (21) of Chapter II the

real part of r may be computed in terms of the electric suscep
tibility by

Re(r) - »(eon0)^(l + TT)^[1 + £

.

Since T|//2is of the order of \2 /9P,
to one.

Thus only

mental quantities.

(6)

can be neglected in comparison

remains to be defined in measurable experi
From Eq. (2 7 ) of Chapter II the ratio of T)'

and 7)" can be obtained and 71" was defined by Eq. (22) of that
chapter.

Then

T\* = 6T2 Tf

6T2 cQ^.,.t.
! l^

=

and

Tl# ~

6T2C0/3
----------

—

id

, where

«

1

(8 )

The quantity 1/T& is the half-width at half-height of the homogenous
linewidth of the electric-dipole transition and 6 is defined as the
frequency difference between the resonance frequency of the
transition and the frequency of the em wave. Further,

(1 + ^

~

1 + n '/ 2

(9)

Then Arf may be approximated by

6T2 cng k - jTacJgl

(10)

which simplifies to

A* = z6T2 (|8w - 0t ) ,

(U)

where

(12)

Equation (ll) suggests a method to experimentally determine
the frequency difference between the laser radiation and the
center of the electric-dipole transition of a saturable absorber.
The linear relationship which was predicted for
A^/z was confirmed by the experimental data.

fo) and

The effective

absorption coefficients were calculated from the transmittances
observed for each of the eight laser pulses.

These calculations

were accomplished by means of Eq. (13), a form of Beer's law.

=

1o K i o (0.871/T<)
z

T 4 ™ transmittance of i
pulse
0.871 * average transmittance
of empty cell
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The values of (j3^- 0^) were computed for the seven more Intense
laser pulses and compared to the values of AtfS/* for the corresponding
pulses.

A comparison is presented in Table 2 for data taken with

an SF6 pressure of 0.30 Torr.

TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF (0tf- 0±) AND i/z FOR A SF0 PRESSURE OF 0.30 TORR

LASER INTENSITY
(w/cirf2 )

A4° (15°)

A«Jfrad. )/z

0.09

0

0 .0

0 .0

0 .1 6

k

0.007

0.0068

0.33

8

0 .011*

0.0197

0 .6 1

11

0 .0 1 9

0.0332

1.70

25

o.oto

0.0561i

2.56

36

0.063

0.0636

5.25

k9

0.085

0.0750

10.35

55

0.092

0.0813

The error range for 4 was large (+5°) because there was a 21°
interval between the data clusters that made interpolations necessary.
This error range could be easily reduced by varying the cell
length at a slower rate or by using a longer cell to increase the
magnitude of 4> and reduce the relative error range.
The magnitude of
(0W-

6T2 was determined by the slope of

vs txb/z and a value of 1 + 0.1 was obtained.

This value

of 6T2 indicates that the laser frequency is approximately £ of one
homogeneous linewidth away from the effective resonance frequency
of the electric-dipole transition which is being saturated.

N. G.

Basov11 et al., experimentally measured the width of the homo
geneously broadened absorption line of SFe by means of laBer
saturation spectroscopy.

They reported a value of 1J ± k MHz/Torr.

Rabinowitz4 et al., employed saturation spectroscopy to locate the
fine structure absorption lines of SFs . They reported an SFe
absorption line which was separated from the 10.6 -pm P(2 0 ) COg
transition by + U MHz.

The next closest line to the CO2 transition

was separated by + 10 MHz.

These literature values for a SF6

pressure of 0.30 Torr permit 5 T2 to be calculated by

STa

'

0 .3 (8.5 )

“

1,6'

w

This value of 6T2 is in general agreement with the value obtained
by the phase technique of Eq. (11).
It should be possible to devise an experiment to measure
which is more convenient and direct than those used to measure
the reflectance and transmittance.

It would be convenient because

a normalization run would not be required and only one detector
would be needed.

The response of the detector need not be linear

over a large range of input Intensities.

With an optimum

experimental design a phase measurement can be obtained more
accurately than the average of many relative intensity measurements,
Both the phase measurement and Intensity measurements use many

experimental points, but phase measurements are not subject to the
systematic errors of the Intensity measurements.
magnitude of

Although the

for a particular laser intensity does not provide

as much information about the optical behavior of the sample
system as the reflectance and transmittance, the measurement of the
relative phase of the reflectance or transmittance modulations could
be a powerful method to employ in the study of optical saturation.
A second interesting feature of the reflectance data that is
illustrated in Fig. 8 is the relatively large modulation depth
in the reflectance of the less intense laser pulses.

This modula

tion in the amplitude of the reflectance was produced by the optical
Interference between the radiation reflected from the front and
rear windows.

The radiation reflected from the rear windcw had

to traverse the sample cell twice and therefore, be attentuated by
the square of the transmittance.

The ratio of the transmittances

for the 10.5 W/cm2 pulse and the 0.09 W/cm2 pulse is about two.
Interestingly, the ratio of the depths of the modulations for
these two pulses is also about two, even though the intensities
of the pulBes reflected from the rear window and traversing the
cell again vary by a factor of four.

Of course, these ratios are

to be expected since it is the amplitudes of the electric fields
that are additive in optical interference and not the intensities
of the reflected pulses.
tion is

The intensity of the radia

proportional to the square of the resultant electric

field strength of the radiation.

Thus the peak to peak (ptp)

depth of the modulation of the reflectance (and transmittance)

will be Che difference between the intensity of the reflected
(Ef + Ex f
radiation when the two reflected pulses are in phase (v— _ — ■ * )
Zf8
fEf _ Er )2
and when they are l80° out of phase (■*— _
* ). If the
Z fg

impedance of free space is Z^gt and at the entrance to the sample
cell the electric field strengths of the pulses reflected from the
front and rear windows are Ef and E^, respectively, then the ptp
depth of the modulation is

(E

~

+ E )a

z' ~ ~
fs

Because

(E

-

- E )2
y

fs

4E E

*

-£-*■
Z fs

(15)

■

is not affected significantly by saturation, Er is the

variable which determines the modulation depth of the reflected
radiation.

For each pass through the sample gas, Er will be

attentuated by the square root of the transmittance.

For two passes

through the cell Er will be attentuated by a magnitude equal to the
transmittance.

Thus the ratio

of the modulation depths for any

two of the reflected (or transmitted) pulses should be the same
as the ratio of their transmittances.
The original purpose of this experiment was to obtain
accurate measurements of the reflectance and transmittance of a SFe
sample system under conditions of optical saturation.

This

purpose has been accomplished by using signal averaging techniques
and varying the length of the sample cell to average over the
interference phenomena.

As a consequence of these studies two

useful characteristics of these Interference phenomena were
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discovered.

The first Is that the relative phase differences In

the modulations of the reflectances and transmittances produced
by the optical interference effects can be used to determine the
frequency difference between the laser radiation and the center of
the absorption band of the saturable absorber.

A second charac

teristic of these modulations is that their ptp amplitudes are
proportional to the transmittance of the sample gas.

U.

Evaluation of Experimental Procedure
This experimental procedure which employed the Nova

minicomputer measured two optical properties which were not
considered in previous experiments involving optical saturation.
The first property measured only in this work was the reflectance
of a sample system undergoing partial optical saturation.

The

second property was the interference phenomena produced by
the electromagnetic waves reflected from the two ends of the
sample cell.
The employment of the Nova minicomputer offered several
experimental advantages.

Firstly, long term signal averaging

was possible -- very weak, noisy electrical outputs from the
detectors could be combined to improve the signal to noise ratio.
Also this long term signal averaging capability permitted the
length of the sample cell to be varied at a slow rate.

Secondly,

the A/D converter was very accurate and precise from 10 V to a
few millivolts * the ratio of any two voltage inputs could be
measured accurately over a wide range.

Thirdly, the programing

of the minicomputer permitted convenient mathematical manipulation
of the experimental results and flexibility in the operation of
the experiments.

Finally, the minicomputer permitted very

rapid and nearly automatic collection of the experimental data.
The major experimental problem was maintaining the precise
optical alignment of the sample cell and the pyroelectric detectors
with respect to the laser beam.

Another problem was the develop

ment of the electronic signal processor which selectively amplified
three of the eight pulses and automatically maintained the
electronic baseline at zero volts.

Once this experimental system

was operational, the collection of data was relatively simple
and routine.

The limiting time factor was, on many occasions,

the need to wait for the teletype to finish typing the results
of the previous experiment.

Without the employment of the Nova

minicomputer, the reflectance experiments at normal incidence would
have been very difficult.

For instance, the equivalent of

sixteen lock-in amplifiers would have been required to conduct
this same experiment without the minicomputer.

It is the opinion

of the author that this work has utilized the capability of a mini
computer to perform an experiment which would have been impractical
by other means.

%
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CHAPTER IV
THE EFFECTS OF HEATING UPON THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF GASEOUS SFe

A.

INTRODUCTION

When the intensity of infrared radiation impinging upon a
sample cell containing SFa is Increased, the absorbtance decreases.
ThlB is ordinarily taken to be experimental evidence that optical
saturation of the gas molecules has occurred.

When the power being

absorbed by the gas becomes sufficiently great, however, the
temperature of the gas will Increase due to heating of the sample.
This increase in the temperature will produce a nunber of changes in
the characteristics of the gas system other than simple saturation
that influence the ability of the gas to absorb the IR radiation.
Three of these temperature-influenced characteristics will be
discussed.
One of these characteristics is the abundance of low energy
vibrational levels in gaseous SFe.

The populations of these levels

are very sensitive to temperature changes because they obey the
Boltzmann distribution law.

At room temperature, a small increase in

the temperature of gaseous SFs reduces the population of the ground
and ve=l levels.
Brunet. 1

This is illustrated in Fig. 1 from a paper by

Since the vibrational transitions involved in the present

study originate from these two lowest vibrational levels, an increase
in the temperature will reduce the nunber of molecules available to
absorb the 10.6-pm radiation.

The greater the intensity of the
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incident infrared radiation, the greater this temperature rise will
be.

Therefore, the absorbtance will decrease with increasing

intensity because of heating.
A second characteristic of SFe affected by temperature is the
frequency of collisions between molecules.

Since the vlbratlonally

excited levels relax via a collision mechanism, the value of Ti
(vibrational relaxation time) will decrease with an increase in the
molecular collision rate.

Thus the excited levels will relax more

rapidly at higher temperatures and a greater intensity of the imping
ing radiation will be required to produce the same amount of optical
saturation acheived at a lower temperature.
The third characteristic of SFe influenced by the temperature
is the density of the gas in the vicinity of the laser beam where
the bulk heating occurs.

A significant temperature increase would

cause the density to decrease in that region of the sample cell.
This density decrease would in effect remove potentially absorbing
molecules from the path of the laser beam, thus decreasing the
absorptance of the system.
In saturation experiments like those presented in this work
it is common for the gaseous SFe to absorb 0.2 W/cm3 of power.
Significant heating of the gas would be expected due to the low heat
capacity (92 joules/mole k)s and thermal conductivity (9*8mW/m*K)i
of SFs.

In studies of SFe where even greater powers are absorbed

by the gas, heating is the primary source of the observed decrease
in the absorbtance rather than optical saturation. 1

Thus a
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comparison of the theory which describes optical saturation in SF6
with experimental results must consider the amount of bulk heating
and its effects upon the optical characteristics of the gas.
If the temperature of the gaseous SF6 at the center of the
sample cell where the laser beam is passing is known, it is not
difficult to calculate the influence of the three temperature
characteristics upon the optical properties of the system.

The

density and Ti may be calculated directly and the new values used in
the theory.

The population of the absorbing molecules may be

calculated from the density and the relative population distribution
obtained from the Boltzmann distribution law.

A convenient form of

the Boltzmann distribution law for vibrational levels is given by
Herzberg, 3

if the relative populations of the i ^ level is desired;

.

k
h
T
______1________ g
/, -hi)j/kT\g.
u)
^ "e
'
n
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i

n
TT
j=l

i________

= Boltzmann's constant
■ Plank's constant
/^\
= temperature
'
= degeneracy
“ vibrational frequency
= # of vibrational degrees
of freedom in the molecules.

The new value of these properties influenced by the population
changes may then be used directly in the theoretical calculations
of optical saturation.
Determining the temperature change resulting from the
absorption of power from the laser beam is not easy for four reasons.
One, the power of the laser beam is not uniform in a direction
transverse to the optic axis.

At best, it has a Gaussian cross

9^
section.

Two, because the gas is such a poor conductor o£ heat,

the wall of the sample cell may exhibit no detectable temperature
rise while the temperature of the gas at the center of the cell may
increase by several hundred Kelvins.

This makes a direct measurement

of the temperature rise in the gas very difficult.

Three, in the

experiments described in this work the laser beam was chopped
before it struck the sample cell; therefore, the heating does not
reach a steady state but will be changing with time.

The fourth

reason also involves the dynamic nature of the temperature effect,
in that the heating is directly proportional to the power absorbed,
but the absorbed power changes when the temperature changes.

B.

PREVIOUS STUDIES OF BULK HEATING IN SFa

Previous studies of the optical saturation of SFe have all
recognized the problems associated with bulk heating of the SFa.
The incorporation of these temperature effects into their theory
and the predicted changes in the optical properties of the sample
system, however, have varied.
In the 1968 work of Burak, Steinfield and Sutton,2 the
laser radiation was chopped after it had passed through the sample
cell, thus the heating in the sample was permitted to reach a
steady state.

These authors used an approximate solution of the

following steady state heat flow equation to calculate the radial
temperature distribution in their sample cell.
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2
kVT + Q = 0

, v
k = thermal conductivity
(2)
T = temperature change
Q * cross section of power
absorbed per unit volume.

They used a cell ^ cm in diameter and 10 cm long filled with a
pressure of SF6 that absorbed 3 W/cm3 of power in the region of the
laser beam.

Their solution of Eq. (2) for this system predicted

a temperature rise of 500 K at the center of the sample cell in the
region of the laser beam.

They reported rough agreement between the

calculated radial temperature distribution and measurements of the
gas temperature at various depths into the cell.
measurements were made with thermistors.

The temperature

To incorporate bulk

heating into their theoretical calculations of optical saturation,
they calculated temperature distributions for the various laser
powers and SFe pressures used in their experiments.

They then

used those temperatures calculated for the region of the laser
beam in their theoretical calculations of the saturation of the
absorption of SF6 . Although they spoke of bulk heating greatly
reducing the population of the absorbing vibration levels, they
presented a figure which seems to indicate a theoretical increase
in absorption when heating is considered,

(in a later paper4

they presented experimental evidence of heating decreasing the
absorption.)
In 1970 Henri Brunet1 used the same steady state heat flow
equation and solved it exactly.

He also found agreement between

his predicted temperature rise and the temperature of gaseous SFe
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under Intense laser radiation.

He filled his sample cell with 10

Torr of SFe which resulted in 10 W/cm3 of power being absorbed in
the region of the laser beam.

He measured the average

temperature rise in the cell by noting the pressure change due to
heating.

He concluded, however, that his solution was invalid for

a temperature rise exceeding 2 0 K

"since the absorption coefficient,

hence, the absorbed power decreases rapidly with increasing tempera
ture".

He further concludes that for large laser intensities

striking SF0 at pressures above 1 Torr, the saturation of the
absorption is mainly due to SFe bulk heating.

He did not incorporate

temperature changes caused by bulk heating into his theoretical
calculations.
The 1969 work of Wood, Gordon, and Schwarz5 presented a
convenient solution to the problem of bulk heating.

They reasoned

that for SF6 at pressures below 1 Torr, molecular diffusion tends
to delocalize the heat source, and since in many cases the diffusion
length can be of the order of the radius of the sample cell,
a large fraction of the vlbrationally excited molecules reach the
cell walls before being de-excited by collisions.
would not contribute to the heating of the gas.

These molecules
They further add

that since the temperature changes are small, a Boltzmann redistri
bution will not be important and temperature effects can,
therefore, be neglected.

They did not present experimental results

to support their conclusions, nor were any experimental results for
pressures below 1 Torr presented in the other two studies.

Using

5 .5 Jl as the collision diametersfor SFQ, the product of the mean free
path (\) and the pressure was calculated to be 2.1 x 10“ 3 cm.*Torr.
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By using \ and the result of the "random walk" problem, the distance
which a vibrationally excited molecule can diffuse in a time of T x
is \(2T1/t)^, where r is the mean time between molecular collisions.
For SFe the diffusion length is then 0.103 cnrTorr, and for a sample
cell with a 2 .1 cm radius the SFa pressure would have to be less than
0.1 Torr before significant delocalization of the heating would occur.
At pressures below 0.1 Torr molecular diffusion will actually Interfere
with optical saturation, because some of the vibrationally excited
molecules will exit the region being pumped by the laser radiation
before normal collision induced relaxation processes have had time to
occur.

Since the SFa studies of this work used pressures above 0.1

Torr and a sample cell with a 2.1 cm radius, the solution of Wood, Gor
don, and Schwarz (which was to neglect bulk heating effects) will not
be applicable to these studies.
To describe the bulk heating in the experiments of this work,
the steady state heat flow equation is inadequate because of the use
of the chopper between the laser and the cell.

The dynamic nature

of the heating may be treated by incorporating a time dependent term
in the steady state equation. 7
^
kv^T1 + Q = dC

t - time
d » density
C = heat capacity

(3 )

Because Q is a Gaussian function, the above equation is very
difficult to solve for the experiment conditions of this work.

It

was quite recently that Enrique8 solved this equation for a laser
calorimetry experiment using the method of finite Fourier transforms

to separate the variables.

His solution is quite lengthy and is

presented in Eqs. (U), (5 ), and (6 ).
porated into

These equations were incor

a computer program which determined the temperature

rise at the center of the sample cell as a function of time, using
parameters appropriate to the experiments of this work.

The

results of the execution of this program by the IBM 36O computer
will be compared with the results of experimental studies of heating
effects vs time later in this chapter.

C.

EXPERIMENTAL

It has been shown that the authors of previous works on this
subject disagree as to the magnitude and Importance of heating
effects in determining the optical properties of SF0 gas.

Because

the assumptions underlying the theoretical equations are not easy
to verify, and the calculations themselves are not easy to perform,
a series of experiments were performed in collaboration with Don
Elbers to measure the effects of bulk heating upon the transmittance
of gaseous SFe .

The samples were contained in the sample cell

described in Chapter III.
The general procedure in these experiments was to Irradiate
the sample cell with a "rectangular pulse" of laser radiation having
a peak intensity of 10 W/cn^.

A rectangular pulse is one which

rises sharply in amplitude with time, persists at a constant
amplitude for a certain interval, and then drops abruptly to zero
amplitude.

Then, the change in the temporal contour of the transmitted

pulse that was caused by the dynamic heating of the gaseous SFe
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Where,
h « heat transfer coefficient

I< - peak intensity of laser beam

k = thermal conductivity

a

- radius of laser beam where the
intensity has dropped to l/e£
of I0

K = k/C-d

b

= radius of sample cell

d = density

I

= ^ the length of the sample cell

C = specific heat capacity

r

“ radial distance from cell center

V

t

= time

z

B distance from cell center along
the optical axis

H - h/k

absorptance

was measured.

Fortunately, the observed cooling time of SFe at the

pressures used Is so rapid (l/e In 1.22 msec for 1.15 Torr) that
the temperature of the gas returns to that of the sample cell walls
between pulses.
in Fig. 2.

The experimental configuration employed is presented

One of two synchronous light choppers was used in the

chopper I position.

The first rotated at 60 Hz.

was such that the rise time was 38 ^sec.

The beam diameter

Slots cut in the chopper

wheel provided 0.8 msec pulses with a 0.1 duty cycle.
rotated at 13*2 Hz;

The second

the pulses had a 0.4 msec rise time, a 9 msec

duration, and a O .25 duty cycle.

Two separate choppers were

necessary to permit a fast rise time and also to obtain a long pulse.
The pinhole was adjusted to a 2 mm diameter to permit a greater
rise time for the chopper and to limit the power striking the
detector.

Chopper II was driven by a nonsynchronous air motor.

The

wheel rotated at approximately 200 Hz, and the pulses had a rise time
of 24 paec.

The purpose of chopper II was to prevent pulse distor

tion by the detector; the distortion occurs for pulses longer than
0.5 msec.

Thus one observes many short square pulses in a window

defined by chopper I rather than one continuous pulse.
frequency of rotation of chopper II is

Since the

incommensurate with chopper

1, these short pulses appear to move randomly and rapidly within the
observation window.

The IR detector was a pyroelectric type made by

Laser Precision (model SKT-1010-333) capable of an 11 ^sec rise
time in the configuration used for these experiments.

The

Tektronix Type 121 preamplifier was necessary to enable the output of
the detector to be observed on the Fairchild 766H/F oscilloscope.

R DETECTOR
COj, LASER
o O o

SAMPLE
CELL

-ZD-i

PINHOLE
CHOPPER I

TEKTRONIX
C-31 CAMERA

CHOPPER 2

<

H

TEKTRONIX
121

7 6 6 H /F

PREAMPLIFIER
FAIRCHILD
OSCILLOSCOPE

FIGURE 2.

BOXCAR
INTEGRATOR

Experimental configuration employed for pulse shape detection.
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This oscilloscope could be triggered for a single sweep so that the
Tektronix C-31 camera could be used to photograph the oscilloscope
trace.

Making several exposures enabled the random short pulses

created by chopper II to fill the observation window and present
the true shape of the transmitted pulse.

The FAR model 160 Boxcar

Integrator was also used to obtain hard copy of the pulse shapes.
The Boxcar Integrator slowly scans a narrow window over the syn
chronously detected pulse so that the random-relatlve-phase
pulses of chopper II average out and a true profile of the transmitted
pulse is obtained.
A reference pulse contour was obtained with the sample cell
evacuated using both the long and the Bhort pulse choppers in the
chopper I position.

The two resulting pulses were then fitted

together (using the short pulse for the first 0.75 msec) to obtain a
single pulse contour.

This same procedure was used to obtain pulse

contours when the sample cell was filled with various pressures of
SFe.

There was good agreement between the results obtained using the

Boxcar Integrator and the multi-exposed photographs of the oscllliscope traces.

Since the signal to noise ratio was high in the

photographic method,it proved to be the most convenient, since a
scan with the Box car Integrator usually required 30 minutes.
Transmittance vs time curves were obtained by dividing the amplitudes
at various times of the pulses obtained at a particular pressure of
SFe by the amplitude at the corresponding time of the pulse obtained
for the evacuated sample cell.

Fig. 3 presents the transmittance

vs time curves for several pressures of SF3 .

The sharp spike in the transmittance curves at the onset of
the pulse is explained by vibrational hole burning in the absorption
of the SF6 molecules.

Measuring the healing time of the hole is a

technique used to determine the relaxation times of excited vibra
tional levels.4

The hole burning effect results from the intense

laser pulses initially driving all of the molecules in an absorbing
vibrational level to an upper vibrational level before relaxation
processes begin returning the molecules to the absorbing vibrational
level.

Very quickly a steady state saturation is reached.

The

duration of these initial spikes in the transmittance is consistent
with the 122 yisec*Torr value for T^.

The slow increase in the

transmittance after the hole burning is attributable to bulk heating
of the sample gas.

When the intensity of the laser was reduced to

3 W/cma , the hole burning effect was not observed.
In many experiments where the transmittance of an 1R
absorbing gas is measured! the IR radiation is chopped in front of
the sample cell and the signal from the IR detector is proportional
to the area under the transmitted pulses.1

Since the transmittance

is changing with time, the frequency and duty cycle of the light
chopper employed would influence the magnitude of the measured
transmittance.

For example, the results of this work predict an 11$

increase in the transmittance of 0.7 Torr of SFe being irradiated
with a peak laser intensity of 10 W/cm2 when a chopper window of 8
msec is used instead of one k msec long.

Thus workers in this

field should always indicate the frequency and the duty cycle of the
light choppers they used to obtain their experimental data.

ioU

D.

DATA ANALYSIS

To better separate the hole burning and heating effects,
the data points defining the transmittance curves were fitted to
the sum

of two exponential functions, the first function (A function)

T(t) * A exp(-at) + B[l-exp(-bt)] + C

(7)

is appropriate for first order relaxation processes and describes
the exponentially decreasing transmittance due to the healing of the
hole in the absorption band.

The second function (B function)

describes the exponential increase in transmittance due to sample
heating.

A fifth constant (C) was necessary to define the trans~

mittance at t=0.

To obtain approximate values of the five co

efficients, the curve fitting technique utilized the fact that the
hole burning effect declines in amplitude very rapidly.

Thus at

some time past the minimum in the transmittance curve

(8)

T(t) ft* B[1 - exp(-bt)] + C.

Rearranging Eq. (8) and taking the logarithm of both sides gave

log[B + C - T(t)] ft# log(B) - bt.

(9)

Various trial values of (B + C) were introduced and a least squares
fit to the experimental data was used to determine B and b.

The
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trial value of (B + C) which gave the minimum standard deviation
was saved along with the corresponding approximate values of B and b.
These values of B, b, and C were returned to Eq. (7 ) and the loga
rithm of both Sides was calculated.

log[T(t)

- B(1 - exp(-bt)) - C] = log(A) - at.

By using experimental
the

(10)

times and transmlttances fromthe region where

slope of the T(t) was negative, approximate values ofA and a

were obtained by a least squares fit to this portion of the experi
mental data.

These approximate values of the five coefficients

were then used to find the local minimum of function F by employing
the

F(A,a,B,b,C) =

n
E [T(t ) - T
(t )]2
i=1
*
exp i

(ll)

n = # experimental
data points

computer routine of Fletcher and Powell.9

This routine treated the

coefficients of Eq. (7 ) as variables and determined the values of
these coefficients which produced the minimum of F in the region of
the initial approximate values.

The values which produced the minimum

of F, were then taken as the coefficients of Eq. (7 ) that enable this
equation to best fit the experimental data.

The values of these

coefficients for each experimental pressure are presented in Table I.
The solid lines in Fig. 5 represent the curves generated by Eq. (7 )
using these coefficients.
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TABLE I

COEFFICIENTS OF EQ. (7 ) WHICH PRODUCED THE BEST
FIT TO THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

PRESSURE
(t o r r )

A

a(msec 1)

0.24

0.0488

1.344

0.1789

0.005549

0.5826

0 .3 8

0.2008

7.146

0.1202

0.04090

0.4900

0.55

0.1512

10.10

0.1250

0.1667

0.3709

0 .7 0

0.1818

15.43

O.I876

0.2114

0.2554

1.0

0.0565

O .2356

0.1522

0.1024

4.114

B

b(msec 1)

c

The B function In Eq. (7 ) gives the transmittance changes
observed for bulk heating of the sample gas.

Before these changes

can be compared with the results obtained using the solution of
the dynamic heat equation, the theoretical temperature curves must
be converted to transmittance curves.

The conversion of temperature

changes to transmittance changes was accomplished by using the
optical saturation computer program presented in Chapter II.

The

computer program was modified to contain the temperature dependence
of the populations of the various vibrational levels, Tj., and the
gas density in the vicinity of the laser beam.

It was temporarily

modified to calculate the reflectance, absorbtance, and transmittance
of the sample system at various fixed temperatures with a peak
laser beam intensity of 10 W/cn^.

These calculations provided a

table of absorbtances and transmittances at various temperatures
for each gas pressure used in the experiments.

The theoretical

temperature curves were computed for a position at the center of the
sample cell assuming that 100$ of a laser beam of 10 W/cm2 peak
intensity (standard) was absorbed by the gas.

Since the temperature

distribution is directly proportional to the power absorbed, the
temperature distribution for any absorbed power will be proportional
to the previous calculation by the ratio of that absorbed power to
the standard power.

The determination of the transmittance of the

sample for a particular temperature change required finding the
absorbtance in the table which was consistent with the temperature
change predicted by both computer programs.

For example, if the

optical saturation program predicted a temperature rise of 50 K for

2 W/cm2 of peak absorbed intensity and the dynamic heat equation
predicted a temperature rise of 60 £ for the same power absorption,
a match was not acheived and a different absorbtance was considered
until the temperatures matched.

When a temperature match was

acheived the transmittance corresponding to that absorbtance was
characteristic of that particular temperature rise.

The Nova

minicomputer was programmed in "BASIC" to perform this matching
technique with the necessary interpolations.

Table II provides an

example of this matching technique.
Figure 1* presents transmittance vs time curves generated by
the B function that was obtained from the experimental data fit, and
also curves resulting from the solution to the dynamic heat equation
with the temperature-to-transmittance conversion.

The second set

of transmittance curves were offset at t = 0 . 5 msec to make both
curves match at that time, so that a simple comparison was possible.
The agreement between the curves predicted by the dynamic heat
equation and the experimental data is excellent when the pressure
of SFe is 1 Torr.

However, the relative agreements between the

predicted and observed changes In the transmittance become pro
gressively worse as the pressures become smaller.

A possible

explanation for these deviations at low pressures will be presented
later.
The original motivation for this study of temperature effects
was to find a convenient method for calculating the temperature rise
(produced by bulk heating of the gaseous SF6 contained in the sample
cell used in this work).

With the experimental data obtained, it
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TABLE II

A.

OUTPUT FROM OPTICAL SATURATION PROGRAM

(PSFg = 0.7 TORR. PEAK INTENSITY - 10 W£mg )

TRANSMITTANCE

A^ABSORPTANCE)
0.796
0 .7 7 8
0.757
0.757
0.718
0.699
0.680
0.665
0.646
0 .6 5 0
O .615
0.601
0 .5 8 8
o:575"

0.157
0.154
0 .1 7 4
0 .1 9 4
0.215
0.251
0.248
0.265
0.281
0 .2 9 6
0.5 1 0
0.525
0.556
0.548

B.

TEMPERATURE RISE.K

0
10
20
50
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
x 225:5"^......... 150'

COMPUTER SOLUTION TO DYNAMIC HEAT EQUATION
(PSFg = 0.7 TORR. PEAK INTENSITY = 10 W/cmg )

TIME
(m sec)

0.5
1.0
1-5
2.0
5.0
4 .0
5-0
6 .0
7-0
8.0
9-0

*

TEMPERATURE,°C
r i s e (a l = i )

47.5
77.7
100.1
117.8
144.9
165-2
181.5
195.0
206.5
216.4
225:5 .........

TEMPERATURE,
RISE (MATCHED)

54.5
55*8
66.9
7 6 .8
91.1
101.4
109.5
115.7
121.1
125.7
129.6 ""*

TRANSMITTANCE
(INTERPOLATED)

0.202
0.257
0.260
0.276
0.297
0.512
0.522
0.551
0.557
0-5^5
0.5^8

s
129.6 K is the Temperature Rise match for A^=0.575 when the
Temperature Rise predicted for A^=l is 225-5K.

o
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FIGURE k.

o

Transmittance vs time curves generated by
the dynamic heat flow equation. The data
points were generated by the emperically
determined (B + C) function.
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was possible to accomplish this goal by an empirical method.

The

theoretical technique had proved too involved and lacking in
accuracy at low gas pressures.

The empirical method involved a

heating constant (K^) which is a function of the gas pressure.
This constant could be used In a simple equation to determine the
temperature rise in the gas as a function of the absorptance, pressure,
and peak laser beam intensity.

Temperature rise =

x Absorptance x peak laser intensity

(12)

The heating constant for a particular pressure was determined
by evaluating the B function at the time when the midpoint of a slit
in the chopper wheel crossed the optic axis.
ments, this time was 0.9 msec.
3.1 msec was used.

For the Nova experi

For the ratio experiments, a time of

Using the absorptance, transmittance, temperature

tables previously generated, a temperature rise was determined for
each observed transmittance change predicted by the B function.
Dividing these rises in temperature by the absorptance and peak laser
intensity used in these experiments (10 W/cm^) gave a value of
each pressure.

The shape of the plot of

for

vs pressure was reasonably

well represented by Eq. (13)» which also provided the proper values

Kb - a exp(-b/pa )

at the pressure extremes.

(13)

The values of a and b were determined by

a least squares fit to the experimental data.

This function was then
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incorporated into the optical saturation computer program to permit
the calculation of a temperature rise appropriate to the experimental
conditions.
The curves generated by Eq.(13) and the experimental values
of

for each pressure are presented in Fig. 5*

These curves

indicate a decrease in the rate of bulk heating of the gas at lower
pressures.

Thus the thermal conductivity must increase at these

lower pressures.

This effect accounts for the inadequacies of the

heat flow equations used to treat these experiments, since their
derivations assumed that the thermal conductivity was independent
of pressure.

This assumption, however, is valid for heat transfer

at pressures where the mean free path of the molecules is small
compared to the dimensions of the container,9 and therefore, should
have been valid for these experiments.
A possible explanation for the influence of pressure upon
the observed thermal conductivity of the gas is the occurrance of
vibrational deactivation at the cell walls as suggested by Wood,
Gordon, and Schwarz.5

If a vibrationally excited molecule could

reach the cell wall and transfer its excess vibrational energy
directly to the wall, then that transferred energy would not produce
any heating of the gas.

As discussed in Chapter III, a SFs molecule

excited by the absorption of a laser photon transfers its excess
vibrational energy to the surrounding molecules via molecular
collisions.

In a single collision between two molecules, the

probability of vibrational energy being converted to translational
energy (V-T) decreases exponentially as the amount of energy being

10.00

Experimental values determined for the heating constant (%) and their
approximation by Kjj = a exp(-b/p2 ).
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converted.11

The probability, however, of resonance transfer of

vibrational energy (V-V) between identical molecules involved in a
collision is quite high.12

For SFQ the V-T energy transfer occurs

primarily from the vs=l vibration (550 cm x) and has a relatively
small probability with each collision,13 while the probability
of the V-V energy transfer is high.

Thus a great many V-V processes

will occur before all of the excess vibrational energy of the laser
cm 1) excited molecule is completely converted to translational
energy (heating of the gas) by the V-T process.

Although the par

ticular molecule which was excited by the laser photon could not be
expected to reach the cell wall and still possess excess vibrational
energy, the collisional V-V energy transfer process could propagate
this excess vibrational energy to molecules In the vicinity of the
cell wall.

These molecules near the wall could then strike the wall

and be deactivated.
The feasibility of this propagation of vibrational energy by
molecular collisions may be checked by calculating the average number
of collisions which one molecule will undergo in a time period equal
to Ti.

This collision number will provide an indication of the

maximum number of V-V energy transfers per molecule which can
occur before the excess vibrational energy has been reduced to 1/e
of its initial value by the V-T process.

Using an average velocity

(v) for SFe molecules at 500 K, the average number (z ) of collisions
per molecule in a time Ti is

Z

=

i*”

= 1200.

where Ti=0.122 msec*Torr
\ =2.1xl0-3cm*Torr
v =2.lxlO4cm/sec

(ik)
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This seemingly large value of Z Is consistent with the experimental
results of several workers14 16 who have studied the V-T transfer
of energy in SF6 by means of ultrasonic dispersion.

The number of

collisions per molecule is independent of pressure since the pressure
dependence of Ti and X divide out.

The collislonal propagation

length (PL) is a function of pressure and is given by

PL

=

.

(15)

Using Eq. (15), a SF6 pressure of 0.81 Torr will produce a value
of PL which is equal to the radius of the sample cell (2.1 cm).
Lower pressures produce even greater values of PL.

Interestingly,

it is in the vicinity of 0.8 Torr that the heating constant
(see Fig. 5 ) begins to decrease markedly with decreasing pressure.
At higher pressures

should become constant.

Thus the sudden

increase in the thermal conductivity of SF6 at pressures below 0.8
Torr may be explained by collislonal propagation of excess vibrational
energy to the walls of the sample cell.

Since the energy transfered

in this manner does not contribute to the heating of the gas, the
thermal conductivity appears to increase.

E.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A major problem in studies of the optical saturation of
gaseous SFQ has been caused by bulk heating of the 1R absorbing gas.
Although it was not difficult to incorporate the influence of these

temperature changes into the present theory of optical saturation,
determining the magnitude of the temperature change has not been
easy.

Theoretical methods using standard heat flaw equations have

proven Inadequate for gas systems at pressures below 0.8 Torr.
Experiments were performed to obtain the time rate of the heating
in the sample cell used in this work.

An experimental technique

whereby the pulse distorting effects of an IR detector are
eliminated was introduced.

The results of these experiments

provided the data necessary to develop an empirical method for
determining the magnitude of the bulk heating.

Unfortunately the

constants determined by this empirical method apply only to the
sample system of this work.

The initial pulse shape experiments

would have to be repeated for a sample cell of different geometry
or composition.
The experimental data of transmittance vs time and its
comparison with the solution of the dynamic heat equation permit three
conclusions to be made.

The first conclusion is that bulk heating of

gaseous SFe by the power absorbed from the laser beam produces a
decrease in the absorbtance of the sample system even at pressures
below 1 Torr.

A second conclusion for pressures below 0.8 Torr is

that the molecular transfer of vibrational energy must play a major
role in delocalizing the heating and permitting vibrational deactiva
tion at cell walls.

The conclusion is based upon the discrepancy

between the observed heating effects and those predicted theoretically
without considering deactivation at the cell walls.

And thirdly,

although the heating effects are not large, they must be considered
for an accurate comparison of a theoretical treatment of optical
saturation and experimental observations.
The results of this study Indicated three experimental
procedures which may be utilized to minimize bulk heating in IR
absorbing gases.

One is to construct the sample cell with as small

a radius as possible.

A second is to work at low pressures (0.1-0.5

Torr) so that the molecular transfer of vibrational energy to the
walls of the container is enhanced.

At pressures below 0.1 Torr

molecular diffusion would be so great that it would interfere with
optical saturation.

And the third is to chop the incoming

radiation

with narrow chopper slits to provide a short heating time and a
small duty cycle.

At leaBt a 2 msec window should be used to

prevent complications due to hole burning effects.
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CHAPTER V
COMPARISON OP THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A.

OPTICAL SATURATION IN SF» - THEORY

The experimental portion of this work was performed in order
to obtain quantitative measurements which could be used to test the
adequacy of the theory presented in Chapter II.

The saturable

absorber studied was sulfur hexafluoride, which unfortunately is
not a simple two-level system.

Because the theory presented in

Chapter II was designed only for an ensemble of two-level systems,
it had to be modified to take into account the more complex energy
level structure of SFe.

The presence of additional levels had two

different effects upon the absorption characteristics of SFe .

The

first effect was the change in the absorbtance due to redistribution
of the SFq population among these levels which occurred when the
temperature increased.

The temperature increased because of the

heating of the sample due to the absorption of energy from the
incident radiation by the SFe molecules.

The second effect was the

presence of more than one energy level pair differing by just the
right amount of energy to contribute to the absorption process.
In addition to the multiple energy levels, another complication not
envisioned in Chapter II was that each SFa absorption line was not
only pressure-broadened (homogeneous broadening) but Doppler-broadened
(inhomogeneous broadening) as well.

The methods by which these

effects were incorporated into the theory will be discussed in this
section,
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Recall that all of the optical properties of a sample under
going electric-dipole-allowed transitions are determined by the
electric susceptibilities (7)).

From Eq. (2j) of Chapter II T[ is

given by

Nra 2T2 Q
11 =

Aehe0

[5T2 + i]*

(1)

where

a

e

=

1

+ 62T22 + TiT2m 2 E
e y

(2)

and

0 - -TT-T

pi! + pu

-

(5)

In Eq. (5 ) the p's refer to the populations of the lower and upper
levels which are connected by a spectroscopic transition which has
a transition dipole moment of me<

The quantity 6 is the frequency

difference between the laser frequency and the effective center of
the SFs absorption line produced by the transition.
The modification of the theory presented in Chapter II was
necessitated by the fact that the temperature of the gaseous SFe
was observed to rise with increased laser power due to bulk heating
of the gas.

This temperature rise produced changes in the population

distribution among the many vibrational energy levels of SF6 , in Ti
and T2 , and in the density of the gas in the vicinity of the laser
beam.

All three of these changes must be taken into account by

the theory.
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The first problem, however, was to compute the rise in the
translational temperature of the gas which resulted from the
absorption of energy from the laser beam.

The empirical method

developed in Chapter IV was Incorporated into the computer program
and the temperature of the gas at the center of the laser beam was
computed after each iteration of the theoretical procedure.

This

computed value for the temperature was then used in the calculations
employed in the next iteration.
Temperature-induced changes in the relative population
distributions of the vibrational energy levels of SF6 affected the
ft term in Eq. (l).

A subroutine called

BOLTZ

was added to the

computer program to compute Q as a function of temperature.

This

subroutine employed Eq. (l) of Chapter IV and used the vibrational
frequencies of SF6 that were reported by Brunet.1

BOLTZ used, as

input, the temperature calculated as described in the previous
paragraph, and was called prior to each iteration.
The influence of a temperature change on Ti and
calculated.

was easily

The initial values of Ti and T2 were assumed to be

valid for a temperature (t) of 500 K.

These two relaxation times are

both related to the time interval between molecular collisions of SF6.
The velocity of the molecules is proportional to T^.

The greater

the velocity the shorter the time interval between molecular colli
sions.

Thus Ti and T2 are proportional to T

Ti(T)

-

(300/T)^ Ti(300),

Thus

and a similar relation holds for Tz$ where T is the absolute
temperature computed as described previously.

The relaxation

times were recalculated before each Iteration.
The influence of temperature on the density of the gas was
also easily calculated.

If

the

pressure of the

gas was measured

when the temperature of the

gas

was equal to the temperature of

the sample cell (T ), then the density (N) for any temperature (t )
sc
is given by

N{T)

The second effect of

- N(Tflc) Tac/T

the

(5)

multiple energy

level structureof

SF6 upon the absorptive process was the possibility of several
transitions taking place simultaneously.

As previously discussed

in Chapter III, the vibrational hotband (v

3

+ v ) - v
6

6

makes a

significant contribution to the absorption by SFe at 9 ^ * 2 cm 1.
The longitudal

relaxation time (Ti) for this hotband was reported

to be only a few iisec, while the effective Ti for the absorption by
the vibrational ground level was reported2 to be 122 jisec’Torr.

When

Ti was very short, a very large intensity of the exciting radiation
was required to saturate the absorption.

The Intensity required

to saturate the absorption of the hotband, was well beyond the
power capability of our laser.3

Therefore, only those molecules

in the vibrational ground level and v ■ 1
O

level were permitted

to undergo optical saturation in the theoretical procedure.
was accomplished in the computer program by calculating a

This

contribution to the susceptibility associated with the transition
between the v3 “ 0 and \>3 ■ 1 state which was dependent upon the
intensity of the laser radiation.

Another contribution to 7] was

calculated for the transition between the two levels of the
(v0 + V3 ) - vq hotband which did not depend upon the intensity of
the laser radiation.

The total susceptibility was then the sum of

these two contributions.

The population figures required for these

calculations were obtained from the subroutine BOLTZ as previously
i
discussed.
Another effect that complicated the theoretical treatment
of SFq was the Doppler (inhomogeneous) broadening of each of the
absorption lines in the neighborhood of resonance with the laser.
The theory presented in Chapter II assumed that absorption resulted
from one homogeneously broadened line with a half-width at halfheight of 1/Ta.

The Doppler broadening of the SF0 absorption line

was about 30 MHz at 300 K while the homogeneous broadening was about
8 MHz at the pressures used in these experiments.

Rabinowitz4 et al.

has reported the observation of If- absorption lines for SFe in the
vicinity of the p(20) laser lines at 10.59-jj®.

These lines were

displaced in frequency from the laser line by -13, -11, 44, and 4-10
MHz.

If all of these lines were of equal intensity and the homo

geneous width of each were 10 MHz, the total absorptance due to the
sum

of these broadened lines would be nearly independent of

frequency in the vicinity of the laser line as illustrated in Fig. 1.
If the locations of other SF6 absorption lines which are located out
side the I<0 MHz width of the F(20) gain curve of the C0£ laser were
known, and the contributions of these lines to the total absorptance
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were also added to that of the four knowllnes, the sum would appear
even flatter.

When the frequency of the laser used in this work was

varied over the entire 40 MHz gain curve, no change in the absorption
of SFs could be detected.5

Goldberg and Yuseke used heterodyne

methods to increase the sensitivity of saturation spectroscopy per
formed on SF6 and reported that the abundance of absorption lines in
SFe was greater than reported by Rablnowltz et al.

Goldberg and Yusek

observed many weaker lines among the same strong lines observed by
Rablnowltz.

Goldberg and Yusek only studied SFe in the vicinity of

the P(l6) and P(l8) C02 laser lines at 10.59~M>m » but the abundance of
SFs lines in the vicinity of the P(20) laser line should be similar to
that observed near P(16) and p(18).

Since the absorption spectrum of

SFe is nearly flat in the vicinity of the P(20) laser line, it was
assumed (for the calculations involving absorption) that the laser
frequency was at.exact resonance with some transition so that the fre
quency difference (g) between the center of the absorption line and
the laser frequency was zero.
Since a phase shift in the reflectance could be produced by
optical saturation in SFe> there must be an "effective'' g ^ 0.
fact, 6e££ t 2 was observed to be about one.

In

The true value of 60££

depends upon all of the actual g's associated with the various absorp
tion lines which overlap the laser frequency.

Absorption lines of SFe

centered at a frequency greater than that of the laser, <», where g is
positive tend to offset the dispersive effects produced by absorption
lines centered at a frequency less than u) where 6 is negative.

For example, If only two absorption lines of equal intensity and
width were present, and u) was exactly half-way between their centers,
6ef£ would equal zero.

Mathematically speaking

>eff " F(V

V

V

6m J >

(6)

where m is the total number of absorption lines that overlap m.
explains why the experimental value of 6£

This

was less than the

value calculated by considering only the nearest absorption line.
The lines located at -11 and -13 MHz with respect to the laser
frequency tended to offset some of the changes in the velocity of the
10.6-pm wave that had been produced by the 44 and 4-10 lines.

Because

of this, the effective line center for determining phase shifts in
the interference between reflected waves was located somewhere
between the -11 and 4- ^ lines.

If the frequency of the laser output

were to be varied over a + 10 MHz range and

^2

computed by means

of Eq. (ll) of Chapter III for each setting, the location and
relative contributions to- the absorption of these lines may be deter
mined.

Before accurate results could be extracted from the data,

however, the theory presented in Chapter III would have to be
generalized to allow for Doppler broadening (in addition to pressure
broadening) of each of the absorption lines.

Also, the formulas

for the exact phase shift would have to take Into account the
presence of the several overlapping lines.
For all purposes except that of calculating the phase
shift, exact resonance was assumed as stated previously.

The problem
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of what effective llnewidth to use, in the presence of homogeneous
and heterogeneous broadening, plus cross-relaxation between the
various velocity groups in the Doppler curve was still not resolved.
It was finally assumed that the laser radiation would "burn" a homo
geneously broadened "hole" out of the featureless SFe absorption
band.

Therefore a value for -T2 was obtained from the experimentally

measured homogeneous linewidth.
It is unfortunate that the saturable absorber that was chosen
for study had such a complex interaction with the laser radiation.
It is very likely that some inaccuracies were introduced into this
treatment by the assumptions and approximations that were necessary
to apply the theory to SF6. A saturable absorber with a less
complex energy level structure would have been easier to treat
theoretically.

B.

TRANSMITTANCE EXPERIMENTS

In Chapter III, a series of experiments were described in
which the transmittance of CCfe laser radiation by a sample cell
containing SF6 was measured.

In this section, the results of these

experiments will be presented, together with the results predicted
by means of the theory presented in Chapter II (and modified as
described in Section A).

Before the calculations could be performed

by the IBM 36 O /65 computer, the necessary parameters which describe
the properties of the laser beam, the sample, and the sample cell had
to be entered into the computer program as data.

All of the
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fundamental constants required by the computer program such as
Planck's constant, Boltzman's constant, Avogadro's number, the
velocity of light, eQ »

» and TT were obtained from standard sources7

and permanently stored In the computer program.

The properties of the laser beam which were required as input
data were the peak intensity of the laser beam, the 1/e radius of
the beam (3.1+ mm), the divergence of the beam (0.79 mrad) , the
distance from the exit mirror of the laser to the sample cell (2.03

>

the angle of polarization of the laser output (90°) and the wavelength
of the laser radiation (10.59103 -ixm). The last named figure was
obtained from the literature,8 and the rest were obtained experimen
tally by the author.
The material parameters which describe the optical behavior
of SFG were Tx (122 pisec-Torr)

T2 (20 nsec-Torr),4>9 »10 the absorp

tion coefficient f3(h6 m"1Torr"1),1 and the center frequency of the
absorption line (10. 591035-um).

In order to make 6 = 0 , the wavelength

at the center of SF6 absorption line was set equal to the P(20) C0a
laser line.

The electrical conductivity (a) and the magnetic conduc

tivity (oro) were entered as zero.

The contribution to the refractive

index due to degrees of freedom in SFe molecules other than those
responsible for the transmission were neglected.
host medium was taken to be a vacuum.

In other words, the

The pressure of the gas was

experimentally measured with a McLeod guage, and the initial tempera
ture of the gas was assumed to be equal to the temperature of the
sample cell (3O3.3 K).

The transition dipole moment (me) was calcu

lated by the program from the above parameters in accord with

1?1
e c

ffc

,

me * ^ o 'J-aNU"")

(7)

where u) Is the angular frequency of the SFe absorption line
o

n is the refractive index of the host medium, and cQ is the speed of
light in a vacuum.
The optical properties of the sample cell which were required
by the theoretical procedure were the refractive index of the
windows (n=l. 454462

the thickness of the windows (6 .49809mm), the

absorption coefficient of the windows (0), and the distance between
the inside faces of the windows (100.0006mm). Since the average
transmittance of the evacuated sample cell (averaged over all inter
ference effects) was measured to be 0.871, the thickness of each
window and the length of the sample cell used in the theoretical
calculations were selected to give this experimental result.

For

example, each of the two cell windows was measured to be about
6.50mm thick.

The computer was programmed to calculate the

reflectance of the cell containing SF6 at a pressure of 10 Torr.
This pressure was used to insure that the contributions to the
reflectance by the exit window would be negligible.

The reflectance

due only to the entrance window (presumed initially to be 6 .5000mm
thick) was obtained in this way, and then the thickness of the window
was varied by a small amount until a theoretical reflectance of 0.064
was obtained.

(The two windows were always presumed to be identical.)

This same procedure was repeated assuming a SF6 pressure of zero,
this time, the cell length (presumed initially to be 100.0000mm long)
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was varied by a small amount until the total reflectance of the cell
became 0.128 (a 0.001 loss was assumed).
The input parameters having been determined, the computer was
programed to calculate the optical properties of the sample using
the data appropriate for the experiments actually performed.

The

results may be seen in Figs. 2A and 2B, where the transmittance of SF6
as a function of the intensity of the laser radiation is presented.
Runs using four different pressures of SF6 and two different SFs He mixtures are shown.

The solid lines in Figs. 2A and 2B are

the theoretical predictions and the points were obtained from the
experimental data.

The root-mean-square (rms) deviations (of the

theoretical from the experimental transmittances) for the six
curves ranged from a low of 2.3$ [P(SFs) = 0.52] to a high of 5.2$
[p(SF6) = 0.^75, P(He) = O.lU],
six curves was 3.6$.

The total rms deviation of all

This agreement between the theory and experi

mental data was quite pleasing considering the approxima
tions involved in the theory.

The estimated uncertainty in the

experimental measurements of the transmittance was + 0.(A at the
lowest laser intensities and jpu02 at the intensities greater than
0.2 W/cm2 . Another pleasing aspect of this agreement was that all
of the parameters used to describe the properties of SFs were taken
from the literature and no adjustment of variable parameters were
required.

Most other workers in this field have varied Ti and 0 to

obtain a theoretical fit to their experimental data.
When helium was added to the sample cell as a buffer gas, it
tended to decrease the SF6 relaxation times Ti and T2 . Thus a
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greater irradiance was required to produce the same degree of
saturation when helium was present than was the case when helium
was absent.

The effects of helium upon saturation has been

observed before by others.2

In the application of the theory to

the treatment of the SFe-He mixtures It was asBurned that the
collisional cross-section of He was equal to that of SFe.

This

assumption roughly agrees with the experimental collisional evidence
from the literature .

10 Therefore, the total gas pressure in the cell

was used in the calculations of Tj. and T 2 , but only the partial pres
sure of SF6 was used to calculate the absorption coefficient.

The

experimental results for the transmittance of the SFe-He mixtures were
not in as good agreement with the theoretical calculations as were
the experimental results for the pure SFe samples.

C.

REFLECTANCE AND TRANSMITTANCE EXPERIMENTS

The experiments in which the Nova minicomputer was employed
were designed to obtain measurements of the reflectance of the sample
cell as well as the transmittance.

Thus the theoretical procedure

used in section B to calculate the exact thicknesses of the cell
windows could be checked experimentally.

By good fortune, the

theoretical reflectances associated with the chosen window thickness
matched the measured reflectances within experimental error.
The same input parameters needed for the theoretical
treatment of the transmittance only experiments were employed in the
calculations discussed in this section.

In these experiments (which
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will be called Nova experiments) the length of the sample cell was
varied, so the computer was programed to predict the effects of this
variance upon the optical properties of the sample.

Calculations

were performed for eight different cell lengths over a \/2 interval.
The eight values obtained for each of the optical properties could
be averaged if desired.

The average temperature of the sample (and

thus the initial gas temperature) in the Nova experiments was higher
(3 1 3 .3 K) than that used in the"transmittance only"experiments.
This temperature increase decreased the density of the gas and thus
lowered the effective absorption coefficient.

Finally the computer

was programed to compare the experimental and theoretical reflectances
of the sample cell system.
As in the "transmittance only" experiments, the experimental
results obtained at four different SF6 pressures and for two different
SFa-He mixtures were selected for presentation.

The optical proper

ties of SFe as a function of the intensity of the incident radiation
are displayed in Figs. 3 A-3 F.

The solid lines represent the theoreti

cal calculations and the points were obtained from the experimental
data.

The rms deviation of the experimental points from the

theoretical curves for the six sets of transmittance data ranged
from l.kfo [P(SFe) = 0.30, P(He) = 1.17] to 3-9$ [P(SFe) = 0.25] and
the rms deviation for all six curves combined was 2.8 $.

The rms

deviations for the six reflectance curves ranged from 0 .20 $
CP(SFq) = 0 .3 0 , P(He) - 1 .17 ] to 0 .95 $ [P(SFs) = O.2 5 ] and the rms
deviation for all six curves combined was 0 .58 $.

The uncertainties

in the experimental measurements of the transmittance were estimated
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to be less than +0.01, in the measurement of reflectance, the
uncertainties were estimated to be less than + O.OOjj.
The agreement between theory and experiment was excellent for
the transmittance and satisfactory for the reflectance curves.
The same material parameters were used for these calculations as
were used for the theoretical calculations of the "transmittance only"
experiments. No adjustments in the values of any physical parameters
taken from the literature were made.

These adjustments were not nec

essary because the rms deviations were of-the-order of the estimated
experimental uncertainties.

Since the average value of the

reflectance ranged between 0.06 and 0.10, the rms deviation of 0 .58$
indicated a 5 to 10$ disagreement between the theory and the
experimental data.

The major source of this disagreement in the

reflectance data was caused by small changes in the reflectance
of the front cell window that were not taken into account by the
theory.

The nature of these changes varied from one run to the next.

(A run consists of a measurement of the reflectance and transmittances
associated with eight different irradiances for various cell lengths.)
In some runs, the reflectances would be systematically high (i.e.
greater than the theoretical values for all irradiances), and
in other runs, low.

A possible source of this error was that the

thickness of the entrance window changed by a small amount due to
thermal expansion.

Since the greatest heating of the sample gas

occurred just inside the entrance window of the cell, this window
would absorb heat from the gas.

A change in thickness of 0.15X

would produce a 10$ change in the reflectance and the salt from

m
which the window was made has a thermal expansion coefficient12
of 35 x 10 6 K _1.

A temperature change of only T.^K would be

sufficient to produce this large change in the reflectance.

It is reasonable to expect heating of this magnitude to occur since
the temperature of the gas rose in a typical case several times 7.1* K
The deliberate changes in the length of the sample cell in
these experiments produced oscillatory changes (modulations) in the
reflectance and transmittance of the sample system.

An example of

this modulation of the reflectance was presented by Fig. 8 in
Chapter III.

If the transmittance and reflectance of the sample

system were measured as a function of the intensity of the incident
radiation with the cell length fixed, the results would vary
significantly depending upon the length of the sample that was chosen.
If the length of the cell were an even integral multiple of \/k, the
reflectance would exhibit a greater increase with increasing irradiance
than would the reflectance averaged over all cell lengths.

Under

the same conditions, the transmittance would exhibit a smaller increase
than would the average transmittance.

If the cell length were an odd

integral multiple of \/h the dependence of the optical properties
upon irradiance (again, relative to the averaged values of these
properties) would be opposite to those which occurred for an even
multiple.

In this case, the reflectance would actually decrease

with increasing laser intensity.

These predicted effectB are

11+5

presented in Fig. 4.

These effects were also observed experimentally.

These same predictions were made earlier by Macomber and KeBtner.13
In previous experimental work reported in the literature, and in the
"transmittance only" experiments described previously in this work,
a sample cell of fixed but unknown length was used.

Therefore, there

was no way of telling which curve, T(max), T(min), or T(avg), was to
be expected.

The simultaneous effects of cell length and irradiance

upon the reflectance or transmittance can be seen most easily in a
three-dimensional graph of the type presented in Fig. 5*
The contribution to the total reflectance of the sample
system produced by the gradient of the refractive index within the
bulk of the absorber was theoretically predicted to be quite small.
In order to determine the reflectance produced from within the bulk
of the absorbing gas, the compouter program was executed with the
refractive index of the entrance and exit windows of the sample cell
set equal to the refractive index of the vacuum.

The refractive

indices of air and of the matrix surrounding the absorbing centers of
the gas were also set equal to the refractive index of the vacuum.
This procedure insured that the only change in refractive index en
countered by the laser radiation would be within the bulk of the SF6
gas.

The results of this calculation predicted a reflectance of 1.2

x ID-11 for an SFs pressure of O.Aj Torr.
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D.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the theory of the steady state optical behavior
of a saturable slab was developed.

The theory takes into account

the optical properties of the windows of the sample cell and the
interactions of the transmitted and reflected waves (whether
originating at the window faces or within the body of the sample) at
the sites of the molecular chromophores.
to test this theory.

Experiments were performed

Sulfur hexafluoride gas at low pressures was con

fined in a cell with salt windows and irradiated by a C02 laser beam.
The average reflectance, absorptance, and transmittance of the entire
sample system was measured as the length of the sample cell was
continuously varied over several X/2.

It was necessary to determine

the effects produced by bulk heating of SFs upon the optical proper
ties of the absorber in order to correctly Interpret the experimental
data on optical saturation.

The empirically determined heating

effects were incorporated into the theoretical procedure and the
corresponding optical properties of SF6 were computed by means of the
theory.

The agreement between the theoretical calculations and the

experimental results were excellent even without optimization of the
parameters obtained from the literature.
The experimental portion of this work measured two properties
of a sample system undergoing partial optical saturation that have
not been reported in the literature.

One was the reflectance of

the sample system and the other was the Interference effects produced
by varying the length of the sample cell.

It was suggested that the

phase relationship of these interference effects as a function of the
degree of saturation could be used to compute the location of the
center of various absorption lines in SFe and other gases.
This work was a preliminary study in that only one saturable
absorber was studied.

A continuation of this work would require the

theoretical and experimental study of several other saturable
absorbers.

A continuation of the thermal conductivity experiments

presented in Chapter IV might produce information about vibrational
energy transfer between identical molecules.

Finally, a most

interesting continuation of this effort would involve the study of
phase changes in the interference between the waves reflected from
the entrance and exit windows produced by optical saturation.
Techniques which employ this effect might be used to determine
effective homogeneous linewidths and to resolve closely-spaced
absorption lines which overlap due to Doppler broadening.

This

method would complete with the current techniques in saturation
spectroscopy.
In conclusion, the theoretical procedure described in this
work generalizes the laws of Bouguer, Lambert, Beer, Snell, and
Fresnel so that they may describe reflectance,
transmittance of saturable optical materials.

absorptance, and
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APPENDIX 1
AN APPARATUS FOR THE SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF
REFLECTANCE, ABSORPTANCE, AND TRANSMITTANCE1

A.

INTRODUCTION

This appendix describes a simple, inexpensive apparatus for
the accurate measurement of the angular dependence of the reflectance,
R, absorptance, A, and transmittance, T, of small objects illuminated
by a laser having a continuous output.

The angle of polarization is

preset from 0° to 90° for a given run; during the run, RAT data are
continuously and automatically recorded at angles of incidence
between 3° and 75°.

The root-mean-square difference between the RAT

data and numbers obtained from theory is less than Q.h%.
We were motivated to produce this apparatus by our desire to
study the laser-induced nonlinear optical properties of materials,
especially reflectance.

Our data in these studies consists of the

difference between measured values of the reflectance of samples
Illuminated by the laser and the corresponding theoretical values
calculated from the standard formulae for linear optical behavior.
Prior to the construction of the device described in this paper, we
found ourselves unable to distinguish between those departures
from theoretical linear behavior produced by genuine nonlinearities
and those due to experimental error.

While we have yet to detect

the nonlinearities which we had hoped to find under conditions
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of intense laser irradiation, we now feel confident that we can
accurately measure the optical properties of our sample.

This

confidence is inspired by the gratifying agreement between data
obtained by means of the RAT measurement assembly, under conditions
of low-level laser illumination, and the results expected from the
theory of linear optics.

We have also found that this apparatus is

very convenient for measuring the beam profile and divergence of the
laser output, and for refractive indices of samples and also to study
diffuse reflectors and transmitters of light, in order to ascertain
how closely the latter follow Lambert's Law,

Finally, we should like

to point out that this apparatus is a potentially useful tool for
teaching the laws of elementary optics (e.g., for a lecture demon
stration of Fresnel'B Law).
The RAT measurement assembly has three basic components: a
light source, a goniometer, and a detection system (Fig. l).

Each

component is compact, light-weight, inexpensive, and constructed of
easily assembled parts.

The light source, L, produces a beam of

light, polarized by the polarizer, P, which is then incident upon
the sample, S.

The sample is mounted on the goniometer, G, which is

constructed in such a way that the sample is continuously rotated
about an axis passing through the center of its entrance face.
this way, all angles of incidence from 0° to 9^° are generated.
detection system consists of several parts.
photoelectric transducers, V.

In
The

First there are three

One of these V^, is mounted on the

goniometer in such a way that it moves about the rotation axis
continually monitoring that portion of the incident beam that is
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2 ft

FIGURE 1,

Block diagram of the reflectance, absorptance, and
transmittance (RAT) measurement assembly, with light
source, L, polarizer, P, beam splitter, M, sample, S,
goniometer, G, detector, V^, VR , VT , analog computer,
C, and output device, N.

l$k
reflected by the sample.

Another transducer, V^, Is mounted

permanently on the side of the sample directly opposite the light
source.

This Intercepts that fraction of the light beam that Is

transmitted by the sample.

The last transducer, V^, Is also fixed

In position, slightly off the optic axis, between the light source
and the sample.

A beam splitter, M, mounted on the axis between

the light source and the sample, reflects a fixed fraction of the
incident beam into this detector.

The electrical signals from V^,

VT , and Vj. are continuously fed to an electronic signal processor, C,
which computes the reflectance, absorbance, and transmittance of the
sample and delivers electrical signals proportional to these properties
to one of several possible output devices, N, for permanent recording.

B.

1.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

Light Source
The light source is a Spectra Physics Model 133 He-Ne laser

with output beam intensity of about 13 mW (measured by means of a
Cintra Model 202 thermal radiometer).
Gaussian in shape.

The beam profile is nearly

The beam diameter (distance between the points at

which the intensity had dropped to 1/e2 of its peak value) was 0 .70mm
at the exit aperature and the divergence (full angle between 1/e2
points) was 5*76 milliradians.
wavelength of 632.8nm.

This laser operates continuously at a

The beam intensity is quite stable (less

than Vja drift per minute), although we did not investigate the
possibility of fluctuations faster than about 1 Hz.

Because the

output of this device is not polarized, we placed a Polaroid
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polarizing sheet between It and the sample.

The polarizer was

attached to an Ealing Scientific Corporation rotatable mount (Model
No. 22-8767) in a plane perpendicular to the beam axis.

The error

in perpendicularity is small and has a negligible effect.

The

engraved scale and vernier fastened thereupon enabled us to set and
read the angle of polarization to + O.5 0 .

The polarizer transmits

about 5^*5$ of the desired beam and about 0.02$ of the unwanted
polarization.

2.

Goniometer
The goniometer was designed so that it could be constructed

from standard precision components (purchased from Precision Instrument
Corporation), with a minimum of machining.

See Figs. 2-h.

the parts keyed in these figures are described below:
appear in square brackets.

Some of

their numbers

A complete list of parts and their PIC

catalog numbers can be obtained by writing the Authors.
The V

platform is mounted upon a 6.55 non diameter shaft, [19]>

hollowed out so that the 5*175 nan diameter shaft [1] which supports
the S platform may pass through.

The 5*175 nan shaft is supported by

two ball bearings, [10] and [2 6 ], at the opposite ends of the 6 .5 5 mm
shaft.

The 6.55 mm shaft in turn is supported by bearings [17] and

[21] mounted on a turret [18] (bearing adapter) bolted, through
slightly oversize holes, to the upper bearing plate [20].

A fine

toothed (120 pitch) gear [2 5 ] is fastened to the bottom of the 6.55
mm shaft and serves as the VD drive gear.

The 5*175 nan shaft protrudes

below the 6 .5 5 mm shaft and is driven by a gear [2 9 ] having twice
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FIGURE 2.

Longitudinal section of theta, two-theta
goniometer through drive and coupler shafts
1 (adjustable centers). The location of this
section is shown as AA* in Figure k.
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Longitudinal section of theta, two-theta goniometer,
through idler shafts (fixed centers). The location
of this section is shown as BB * in Chapter !»-.
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PIGURE 4.

Top view of theta, two-theta goniometer, with upper
bearing plate removed, showing shafts and spacer posts
in cross-section, plus gears (teeth not shown) and
lower bearing plate. Logitudinal sections AA' and
BB* are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

the diameter of the V,, drive gear.

The drive gears for the S and

V„ shafts are coupled by means of a pair of gears of equal diameter,
[5*0 and [57], fastened to a 6.35 «*“ shaft [60] supported by ball
bearings [47] and [493 mounted on another turret [48].
A pair of idler gears [70] and [83] on separate 6.35 mm
diameter shafts [7 2 ] and [81] are located on either side of the line
joining the drive shafts and the coupler shafts.

These gears

separate the drive and coupler shafts to provide clearance for the
drive and coupler gears.
The ball bearings [6 5 ], [75]» [80] and [8 5 ] which support the
idler shafts are mounted directly to the upper and lower bearing
plates [20] and [35] thus fixing the location of the centers of these
shafts.

The alternation of fixed and adjustable centers permits

some small adjustment to be made of the location of the drive and
coupler shafts with respect to the intervening idler shafts, enabling
the appropriate clearance of the meshing gears to be achieved during
the assembly process.

After adjustment, the turrets are pinned

permanently in position through their mounting flanges into the
bearing plate.
The gear train is driven by means of a Synchron 610 electric
motor [40]

mounted on the lower bearing plate, and coupled in-line

to the lower extremity of the S shaft by means of an Oldham coupling

[31].

The motor is timed to the 60 Hz ac power line and geared

internally to produce one rotation of the external shaft in half an
hour.

The VT table tracks the S table with sufficient accuracy so

that the entire reflected beam is intercepted by the aperature of VR

l6o
at all angles.

The fine teeth on these gears may be crushed should

the gear train become jammed, because of the rather high torque
(0.212 N-m) of the driving motor.

To prevent this the Oldham coupling

is fitted with a cork-faced slip-clutch.

The slipping torque on

the clutch is adjustable up to a maximum of only O.CfJ'l N-m, which is
too low to crush the gear teeth.

In addition to providing protection,

the slip-clutch enables the motor to be overridden by a hand-crank
[Ml-] mounted onto the bottom of the coupler shaft.

The hand crank

can be used to rapidly reset the proper initial orientation of the S
and V„ platforms with respect to the incident beam following a run.
R

The upper (S) platform consists of a drum dial [6 ] topped with a
gear blank Qj]:

the lower (VR ) platform consists of a gear blank [12]

to which a vernier [l^t-] has been fastened.

The relative orientation

of the two platforms can be read by means of the dial-vernier
system to about + J°.
The samples are supported on the S platform by means of an
adjustable clamp fastened to the gear blank (see Figure 5 ).

Proper

alignment is achieved when the rotation axis of the shaft is tangent
to the center of the entrance face of the sample.
not critical, but the tangency is.

The centering

iB

If the rotation axis is not

parallel to the entrance face, the reflected beam will nutate about
the median plane of the detector as the sample is rotated.

If the

rotation axis is parallel to, but displaced from, the entrance face,
the beam will first lead and then lag the position of VR in the
median plane by a distance equal to the displacement.

Both the in

plane and out-of-plane tracking errors, when present, have a period
of 560°.
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FIGURE 5.

Adjustable clamp for samples fastened to upper .(©)
platform of the theta, two-theta goniometer. Length
of clamp is 108 mm.
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FIGURE 6.

Reflectance detector mounted on the countecweighted
mounting bar which is fastened to the lower (28) plat
form of the theta, two-theta goniometer. Total length
of this subassembly is k6$ mm. The detector head is
shown in a cut-away view.
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The reflectance transducer is supported on the VR platform by
a counter-weighted mounting bar, drilled to reduce its moment of
inertia, and long enough to make the distance between the photosensi
tive surface and the rotation axis 168 mm.

To prevent the detector

from blocking out portions of the incident and transmitted beams
at angles of incidence near 0° and 90°» VR is mounted on its back,
and a tiny (10 mm x 25 mm) "trap door" mirror is placed over the
aperature.

The blockage, then, is reduced from the angle subtended

by V„ itself to the angle subtended by the mirror ( about 3° )•
As a precaution against clutch slippage, we begin our scans at
about -10°.

We have not seen any effects attributable to slippage

from +2° to 90°.

3.

The Detection System
The photoelectric transducers Vj, VR , and VT , consist of vacuum

photodiode tubes (1P39) mounted in small cast-aluminum boxes (Pomona,
Model No. 3301).

Vj. and

are fitted with cylindrical aperatures;

V_ contains a "trap door" mirror described previously.
K

In each of the

V boxes the tube socket is fastened to an aluminum septum which divides
the box into two compartments.

The upper compartment contains the

tube; the lower compartment, a thin-film low-noise anode resistor
(see Figure 6).

A panel-mounted three-prong microphone connector is

fastened to the wall of the box.

These parts are wired to supply

power to the photodiode and transmit the signal developed across the
anode resistor to the analog computer, C, through a shielded threeconductor cable.

For samples of a few millimeters thick or less, the dis
placement of the transmitted beam by refraction through the sample
is small enough so that the beam also remains on the photocathode
of VT -

However, as the sample rotates, the beam traverses the

photocathode surface, and as it passes across the center, the anode
blocks part of the beam.

For this reason, we have mounted a small

piece of ground glass in front of each phototube to diffuse the
incident light.

The shadow effect then is very nearly independent

of the orientation of the sample.
The wiring diagram of the signal processor is given in Figure
7.

The first stage of each of the input channels (one for each

detector head) consists of a Burr-Brown FET amplifier used in the
non-inverting mode, which served as an impedance converter for the
subsequent stages.

Independent gain controls allow us to balance

the system -- the procedure will be described later in this paper.
The characteristics of those amplifiers are: 106 dB dc open circuit
gain, 6v/ps slow rate, 100 GO input impedance, and 1.5 k0 output
impedance.

Part of the output of each of these three amplifiers is

tapped off to supply input to the summing amplifier, A4.

Six

precision (+ 0.02$) resistors from Julie Research Corporation (R1-R6)
assure the accuracy of the calculation of the absorbed pwer, P^, by
means of the Law of Conservation of Energy:

PA

?I

^PR + PT^*

^

The output of the summing amplifier, together with the remaining
output of the R and T amplifiers are fed to the numerator input leads
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FIGURE 7.

Schematic wiring diagram for the detection system of
the RAT measurement assembly, including detector heads
and signal processor. All resistors are rated for 2
watts and + 5$ R unless specified.
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of 3 precision (+ 0.1$) analog dividers, D1-D3 (supplied by Hybrid
Systems Corporation).

The remaining output of the I amplifier A3

is distributed among the three corresponding denominator Inputs.
The three dividers, then, safeguard the measurements against
instabilities in the light source.

This is because these instabili

ties will be present in the outputs of the R, A, and T amplifiers
as well, and should therefore cancel out.
expectation.

Our data confirm this

Also, the dividers yield directly the optical properties

of interest for the sample:

R a PR /PX

(2 )

A B PA /Pl

(3)

(h)

All of the analog modules require input and output voltages in
the -10V to +10V range, and are powered by a Burr-Brown dual power
supply, Model

(+15 Vdc) [characteristics:

S 1.0 mV (rms) noise and ripple3.

200 mA output with

The same chassis which houses the

processor also contains the power supply for the photodiodes.

We

used a small slot-range solid state 250 Vdc supply (Deltron Inc., Cat.
No. C-250-0-026) with +5$ voltage adjustment, 0.26 ma output, 0.003$
regulation (against fluctuations in line and load), and 5 mV ptp
ripple.

To reduce 60 Hz ripple, *c filters (R7 -R9 , CI-C3 ) were

placed at the divider outputs.

The output devices, N, used in this study were of two types.
A 3 -pen mini-recorder (Leeds and Northrup Speedomax M, Cat. No.
803-2 9 -29-29-OOO-OOO-OOO-OT25-0725-0725-6-B1) with an inaccuracy in
recording voltages (pen displacements) of about +0 .5$» was the
standard output device.

For testing the accuracy of the overall

performance of the RAT assembly, a Nova 1200 digital computer was
used.

The analog signal processor, C, was interfaced to the Nova

through a 12 bit A/D converter.
corresponds to 0.02U$.

For a 10 V input the error (4^ bit)

The data is stored in 16 bit registers in

the computer memory, and can be typed out on a teletype, displayed
through a 10 bit D/A converter on a storage oscilloscope, or punched
on paper tape.

The paper tape can be converted to magnetic tape off

line and the magnetic tape can be used as input to an IBM

for

further data manipulation.

C.

1.

OPERATION

Initialization
The signal processor, C, is initialized beginning with the

signal from V^., which is fed to A3 . With the laser on and the room
darkened, the gain of A3 is adjusted by adjusting G3 until the
voltmeter reads nominally 9*5 volts.

The laser beam is then blocked

to prevent its reaching V^, and the balance potentiometer B3 is
adjusted until the output of A3 is zero volts.

This effectively

subtracts out the dark current of the phototube in Vj.

With the

laser beam again striking V^, G3 is adjusted as before and the
zeroing procedure repeated until no change in B3 is required.
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Replacing the built-in voltmeter by a Keithly Model 150A Microvolt
meter permits one to achieve an accuracy of +1 mV in this zeroing
process.

The dividers D1-D3 are next balanced, with their numerator

inputs shorted to ground and the denominator Input to them from A3 at
9.5 V.

Adjustments of B5-B7 should result in an output of 0.00 V at

each channel.

The use of the Keithly microvoltmeter now permits

zeroing to +100 JJ-V.

Alf, which has unit gain, is similarly zeroed

with its input shorted to ground and balanced with B^+.
Next, VT is initialized, with the sample removed so that the
beam exiting M impinges directly thereupon.

The output of Yj, is fed

to A2; G2 is adjusted (using the recorder as the output device, N)
until the output of D3 is 10 V.

The beam is now blocked to prevent

its striking V^, and B2 is adjusted until the

output is zero.

As

in the case of the I detector, the gain and balance adjustments are
repeated alternately until no further changes are required.

A fine

gain adjustment can now be made (utilizing the fact that the Ak and D2
outputs must be zero when either
radiation) as follows.

or

receives 100$ of the

When the full beam entering V^,, G2 may

be finely adjusted to make the D2 output (monitored by the Keithly
150A) 0(+10) p,V.

The hand crank on the goniometer is then rotated

until V„ eclipses V„ and the same procedure, just described for the
R

1

adjustment of the gain of A2, is repeated for A1 by adjusting Gl.
Experience indicates that a two-hour warm-up period for the photo
tubes greatly improves the electronic stability of the system.

D.

CALIBRATING THE ANGLES OF INCIDENCE

The sample is clamped in position on the S platform, and the
goniometer is turned so that V_ is positioned a few degrees from the
angle at which it would block the beam, on the side opposite the
direction of rotation.

When the goniometer motor is started, V_
R

will therefore pass through the incident beam, blocking V_ and v
K
1
and causing the output of the R and T channels to become zero.

As the

rotation continues to an incident angle of 90°, V^, is again blocked
and the output of the channel becomes zero. Thus, 0° and 90° angles
of incidence are determined within + O.3 0 and the R, T, or A of any
inclusive angle of incidence is determined by a linear
interpolation between these two points.

E.

MEASURING RAT OF A SLAB FROM 3° TO a 75°

The sample chosen will yield results most nearly in accord
with theory if it is of high optical quality, with opposite
surfaces flat and parallel to a small fraction (<— 1/40) of a wave
length over the illuminated area.

The sample should have sufficient

height so that the beam will not spill over the upper edge plus some
extra length sufficient to permit its being held in the clamp.
Probably 20 mm will suffice in every case.

The sample should be as

wide and as thin as possible so that data may be collected over a
wide range of angles.

No useful purpose can be served by increasing

the width of thin samples beyond 100 mm, however, because at that
point the limiting design parameter becomes the blockage of VT due to

the width of the mirror on VR used to collect the reflected beam.
For thin samples, the rotation axis should very nearly bisect the
entrance face; for thick ones, a slight improvement in the maximum
angle of incidence can be achieved by shifting the sample («d/2) in
the direction of its trailing (e.g., "downstream" to the beam) edge.
The results of a typical run using a glass sample are displayed
in Fig. 8.

One can also see the effects of the calibration procedure

described above.

Similar measurements performed upon a Tiffen 0.3

Photar Neutral Density Filter are displayed in Fig. 9*

F.

MEASURING THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF TRANSLUCENT MATERIALS

This apparatus can be used to measure the optical properties
of diffuse reflectors and transmitters.

In each case, the diffuse

sample is supported on a horizontal metal rod at a fixed orientation
directly over the S platform.
used in these experiments.

The mounting clamp is therefore not

VR , appropriately calibrated for the new

arrangement, is then permitted to sweep through the range of angles
of interest for each diffuser.

When singly and doubly rough ground

glass were tested as diffuse transmitters, the curves obtained agreed
with those of previous studies2 to within the experimental error of
the latter.

Tests were also made using a diffuse reflector (magnesium

oxide powder on a glass plate).

This sample was mounted at 14-5° to

the incident beam and the R detector swept from -lf5° to 90° with
respect to the sample normal.

The resulting curve closely approximated

that predicted by means of Lambert's Law, as expected for this type
of diffuser.3
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(•**), and transmittance (-- ) of 63 2,8 mm-wavelength by
a glass flat 2,916 mm thick and L2 .O7 mm wide. A. angle
of polarization, 2,8. Note oscillations near 0° and 90°
due to eclipse of beam by reflectance detector.
B. Angle of polarisation, 92.8°.
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(•••)» and transmittance (-- ) of 6 3 2 .8 run-wave length
light by a Tiffen 0.3 Photar Neutral Density Filter
2.3^0 run thick and L8.L3 ran in diameter. A. Angle of
polarization, 1.3°. B. Angle of polarization, 91*3°*

G.

MEASURING A LASER BEAM PROFILE

The divergence, diameter, and intensity profile of our
laser beam were readily determined with only a slight modification
in the experimental arrangement.

A flat metal plate was mounted

upon the V_, platform in front of the detector head.

A pinhole

(diameter of 500 pm) was located in this plate in such a way that
the center of the laser beam could pass through it and strike the
VD aperature whenever the latter crossed the optic axis facing the
laser.

The beam was so narrow that the pinhole scanned through the

beam very rapidly even when propelled by the relatively slow
goniometer motor.

Because of the large number of data points

required for satisfactory resolution of the intensity profile, the
data acquisition rate determined by the program in the Nova was
exceeded.

Consequently, the computer program had to be modified so

that only the R channel was monitored; angular intervals of 0.0055°
between data points was achieved thereby.

After adjusting the

zero and gain for the R channel to read 10 V for the peak signal, V_,
driven by the motor, was permitted to sweep across the beam.

The

calibration of the abscissa of the resulting curve can be determined
from the sweep angle and sweep radius of VR .
profile is shown in Figure 10.

The resulting beam

In order to determine the beam

divergence, these measurements were repeated at a smaller sweep radius
This was achieved by reversing the orientation of the aperature mirror
of V_ and remounting the pinhole on the outboard side of the detector
R
on the VR platform.
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Transverse intensity profile of a Spectra-Physics
Model 155 He-Ne Laser (l/e2 beam radius at exit window,
.7 0 mm: full angle between 1/e2 points, 5.76 milliradians). Measured by means of a scanning pin hole
(radius O .25 mm) 0.697 meters away.

Because of the low beam intensity, the diameter of the
pinhole used to sweep the laser beam was necessarily an appreciable
fraction of the total beam width.

The detected signal was therefore

the convolution of the transmittance function of the pinhole, f,
with the actual beam profile, I.

(5)

In Eq. (5), the beam is presumed to propagate along the z axis,
passing through the origin of the coordinate system, and x and y are
aligned parallel and perpendicular to the direction of scan,
respectively.

The displacement of the pinhole center from the

optical axis is i, and

1,

x2 + y2 < u2

0,

x^ + y2 2: u2

(6)

f(x,y)

Using the known value of u (pinhole radius), various functions were
selected for I and trial functions for 2 were generated numerically
for comparison with the experimental curves.

For an ideal gas laser

a Gaussian I is predicted, but we were unable to obtain a good fit
past one halfwidth.
regular

This non-ideal behavior is caused by small ir~

irregularities on the inside of the bore and the exit

aperature of the laser which diffract a small percentage of the light
off the principle axis and thus perturb the beam intensity

distribution within the near field of the laser aperature,4

The

following I produced a function of £ which gave an excellent fit to
the experimental £ over 95$

the beam power when the best value

of v was determined.

I(x,y)

=

1 (0 ,0 ) exptXx2 + y2 )2 / ^ ]

(7 )

A mathematical investigation of the problem of finding I, given
E and f led us to suspect a theorem:

if I is "wider" than 2u, the

widths of Z and I will be very nearly the same.

By "width" here is

meant the distance between inflection points (values of x at which
[d2 E(x)/dx2 ]y and [d^lCxjyJ/dx2 ]^ equal zero).

We were unable to

prove this theorem in the general case, but numerical calculations
based upon Eqs. (5)-(7), with various choices of u/v, established
its validity in this instance.

The inflection points of the experi

mental E can be determined numerically, and the parameters of the
corresponding l(x,y) can then be determined from the relationships.

p2

=

x2 + y2

(8 )

and
v = p(l/e) = p(l/e2 )/2*

=

p(infl)

(9 )

By determining p(inflection) of the laser beam at two different
distances from the laser output mirror one can calculate the full
angle beam divergence between the inflection points and the beam
diameter at the laser output mirror.

H.

1.

THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

RAT Formulae for Plane Waves
The angle of incidence, 0, is defined to be the angle

between the direction of propagation of a ray and the normal to the
surface it strikes.

The angle of polarization, 4> is defined to

be the angle between the plane of polarization and the plane of
incidence.

The plane of polarization is determined by the electric

field vector associated with the light ray and its direction of
propagation;

the plane of incidence is determined by the latter

the normal to the surface of the sample.

and

The reflectance, ab-

sorbtance, and transmittance, defined in Eqs. (2)-(If), may be
computed from Eq. (3 ), plus the following:

R(M)

=

cos2 rf + |rTE(0)l2 sirt2^

(10)

T(e,rf) = It^Ce) |2 cos2<* + |tTE(e)|2 sin2d

(11)

In Eqs. (10) and (ll), r and t are called the reflectance and
transmittance coefficients, respectively, and the subscripts TE and
TM stand for"transverse electric" and "transverse magnetic".

The

parameters r and t may be found in standard textbooks on optics.5

rTE = i[(p°/p) " (p/p°)l sin (rd)//\rE

(12)

CTE = 2/^TE
A j,e = 2 cos (fd) - i[(po/p) + (p/po)] sin (rd)

(llf)

These definitions of r and t were derived by means of the characteris~
tic matrix technique developed by Abeles.

The corresponding equations

for the amplitude properties of the TM wave differ from Eq. (l2)-(l^)
only in the substitution of q for p.

For a dielectric medium,

p = u^/r

(15)

q = cue/r

(16)

T = <n(|*e - poso sin2 0)^

(IT)

and

The quantities p and q are called the slant impedance and admittance
of the sample, respectively.

The subscript zero refers to properties

of the medium in which the sample is immersed (in our case, air).

The properties eand

Po = (po/eo)^sec0

(18)

qo ° (eo/uo)^sec9

(19)

p,, called respectively thepermittivity and

permeability, arerelated

to

and ^ (the complex electricand

magnetic susceptibilities), respectively:

s = eo (1 + TI' + ill")

(20)

H. = Uo + x' + ix"

(21)

The angular frequency of the light wave is <u, and i is the square
root minus one.

The symbols 0 and d have been previously defined as

the angle of incidence and the thickness of the sample, respectively.
The susceptibilities are related directly to tabulated optical
properties of the sample.

The magnetic susceptibility of nonmagnetic

materials is due primarily to magnetic-dipole-allowed quantum
transitions in the atoms, ions, and molecules contained therein.
Since these are not ordinarily important, ^ can be neglected.

In

such cases, the index of refraction, n, is given by

(22 )

n - [1 +

The absorbtion coefficient, 0, is given by

f- ^ c « o d

If

+ m i *

(23)

[ [1 +

(Tf/i + *n')2 «

i,

n as (1 + Tl')^.

(2k)

Equations (l) and (10) to (2 3 ) enable one to calculate the reflectance
absorbtance, and transmittance of any ray, incident at angle 0 with
polarization <t, upon dielectric nonmagnetic slab of thickness d, if
one knows the index of refraction n and absorption coefficient j3 at
the frequency oj.

Conversely, if one measures R and T, one may

calculate n and £ with these formulae.

2.

Intensity Corrections for a Non-Uniform Beam
Unfortunately, there is more than one ray in a laser beam.

In general, each ray has a different incident intensity, and a
different 0 and «{.

In Figure 11, we show two rays from a laser beam,

originating from an effective common focus at 0.

One of these

rays, A, is supposed to be the central ray of the beam, coinciding
with the optical axis of the system.

This ray lies upon the median

plane, M; in the notation of Eqs. (5)~(8), M is the xz plane and A
is the -z

axis.

In addition to the axial ray, A^ we show

a general

ray, G.
fsi

In order to characterize G we have connu

structed a reference half-plane, R, perpendicular to A
at the point P.

This insures that R will also be perpendicular to

M; their line of intersection is jy.. The general ray,
R and Q. Wecan

identifyby specifying its

angle

Gj, intersects

of divergence

from A^ ( QOP (which we call <*), and the azimuthal angle in R between
jy. and

—

the latter is a vector drawn from P through Q.

This

azimuthal angle is called Y.
We may, therefore, give the intensity of the ray £ in a beam
with an intensity profile identical to the one previously determined:

l(a,i) = 1 (0 ,0 ) exp[-(tana/tan a )4 ]
c

(2 5 )

By comparing Eqs. (2 5 ) and (7 ), with the help of Eqs. (8 ), (9 ), and
Figure 11, we see that
tan a

- p/ OP

(26)

tan <*e = v/ OP
Note thatthe intensity is independent of

¥ (axial symmetry).

(27)
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FIGURE 11.

Angular relationships among light rays in a conical
beam obliquely incident upon a plane. The axial ray is
Aj, with angles of incidence and polarization upon S
of 6 and <b> respectively. A general ray, G, located
at an azimuth of \(i upon a cone with half-angle ot» is
incident upon S at the angle 9/. Although the electric
vectors iV*W
Ei and Eo associated with the two rays.tare
/ .
parallel, the angles of polarization of G is 0 f 0 .
M bisects the beam; R is a reference plane normal to A.

K
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3.

Angular Formulae for a Diverging Beam
After the rays pass through the reference half-plane, R, they

strike the sample half-plane, S (see Figure 11).
to M, and rotates about the axis

S Is perpendicular

The rays A^ and £ Intersect S

at p' and Q'; parallel normals to S have been constructed at these
points and labelled Cp and Cp, respectively.
perpendicular to %>.

Cp lies in M, and is

This makes M the plane of incidence for the

axial rayj the plane of incidence for the general ray is determined
by Cp and Cp.

The angles of incidence are 0 and 0', respectively.

A

little spherical trigonometry suffices to show that

cos 0* = cos a cos 0 - sin a, sin 0 cos ¥

(28)

The electric vectors of A and G are Ep and j^, respectively.
Since Ep represents the Intersection of the plane of polarization of
the axial ray with R, and since xp represents the intersection of the
plane of incidence of the axial ray with R, the angle between Xp and Ep
is the angle of polarization of the axial ray,

4.

The vector Eg,

presumed to be parallel to Ei, lies in the plane of incidence of the
general ray, and is perpendicular to the intersection,
planes of Incidence and polarization.

of the

Dd lies in the plane of

incidence of the general ray, and is also perpendicular to G.
Therefore, the angle between Eg and Dd is the angle of polarization
of the general ray, 4*•

After some effort, one can show

If..

Computer Programs
A Fortran IV computer program waB written for the IBM 360

computer based on Eqs. (2 3 ), (28), and (2 9 ).
Fig. 12.

It Is diagrammed In

Input to this program consists of characteristics of the

sample (n, 0, and d) and of the laser beam [v at the exit mirror,
O ,

and the total power, ^

f

2

^

.

Also, locations of

the sample and the detector with respect to the laser beam are
provided.

The computer then generates a theoretical curve of the

same form that one observes experimentally, as follows.

The computer

selects values of 6 sequentially; for each 6, a series of a's are
generated and the corresponding beam intensities are calculated
by means of Eq. (2 3 ).

For the first a* a series of ¥'& in a ring

from 0° to 360° are generated.

In each ray, specified by a particular

choice of a and Y, 0 # and 4* are computed by means of Eqs. (2 8 )
and (2 9 ).

Finally, Eqs. (10)-(19) are used to compute the associated

values of the reflectance, absorbtance, and transmittance.

In this

computation, 6' and 4 $ replace 6 and 4» and the necessary physical
parameters of the sample are called from storage, having been
previously calculated from the input data by means of Eqs. (20)-(23).
The results are summed over all Y*s in the ring and multiplied by the
appropriate intensity.

Next, a is incremented and this process is

repeated for each of the preselected values of a up to that which
corresponds to the angle subtended by the aperature of the detector.
Finally, the results for all the rings (a values) are added together
and the result stored.
All of the operations described in the above paragraph are
carried out for each value of 6; data thus produced can be subjected
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FIGURE 12.

Flow-sheet for Fortran IV Computer Program used to
calculate theoretical values of the reflectance,
absorptance, and transmittance of a dielectric slab of
refractive Index h, absorption coefficient fj, and
thickness d, illuminated by a laser beam of angular
frequency o>, and divergence
(half-angle between rays
1/e times the intensity of the axial ray) at an angle
of incidence 6 and angle of polarization 4. The initial
polarization is 4, and
is the angle subtended by
the detector aperature.
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to further analysis, tabulated by a printer, or fed to a plotter.
Figure 13 displays the computer-calculated results for a sample with
n * l.bcfTO,

f} =

285.3> ® X>d = 2 .3^ mm; for the laser,

4

* 1 .3 °* and

ae 0 5 *7 6 /2 (2 )^ milliradlans.

I.

1.

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

Data-Collection Procedures
The Nova minicomputer, N, was programmed to read the three

output signals with the analog-to-digital (A/D) converter, plot a
visual display on a Textronix 6ll storage oscilloscope, and store the
R, T, and A values at .1° Increments to be recalled as desired.
Before each run the output signals from the analog computer were
made Individually to reach thetr maximum and minimum by blocking
the aperatures of the appropriate detectors, and these values were
read and recorded by the Nova.

Due to the load on the analog

dividers by the ac filters or perhaps the A/D converter, the
maximum outputs of the three channels were always very near 9*95 V
instead of the 10.00 V expected.

Minimus readings were of the order

of 5 mV or less due to Improper zeroing or a drift in the dark
current of the photo tubes.

For this reason, the corresponding power

readings for all work reported in this paper were normalized by
means of the following equation

(30)
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Theoretically calculated reflectance (---), absorptance (•■*)» and transmittance
(-- ) of 632.8 nm-wavelength light by a slab 2.3^ mm thick, with refractive index
1.^97^ and absorption coefficient 285.32 m 1. Beam divergence, 5*76 milliradians
(full angle between 1/e2 points); angle of polarization, 1.3°.
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Because the error in the A/D after the above correction is only
0,02ll$, and the angular resolution is better than 0.1°, the overall
accuracy of the RAT assembly is limited by the goniometer, G, and
the signal processor, C.

2.

Experimental Determination of Optical Parameters
In order to compare the theoretical calculations described in

Section D with the experimental results, one must have a procedure
for estimating the appropriate values of the parameters n, 0, d, and
4.

A good estimate of the refractive index, n, of the sample is

calculated from Brewster's Angle (0 = arctan n) which is determined
O
by the minimum of the R vs 0 curve for TM polarization (rf ■ 0).

The

absorption coefficient, 0, is roughly calculated from the absorption
at near normal Incidence using Beer's law.
easily measured with a micrometer.

The thickness, d, is

The polarizer setting, 4, for 0°

polarization was determined by the setting that gave the minimum R
when the sample was oriented in the vicinity of its Brewster's Angle.
A small error in the 0° setting could result because of the flatness
of the R curve near the Brewster's Angle.

3.

Computer Optimization of Parameters
The computer program was modified for the comparison process

as follows.

First, the experimental RAT curves were entered as

data, together with the trial values of n, 0, d, and 4 estimated in
the manner just described.

Theoretical curves were generated

corresponding to each of the six experimental ones (R, A, and T at the
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orthogonal directions of polarization).

We then calculated the

squares of the deviations of the experimental values for each of
the six curves from their theoretical values for each of the v
angles at which measurements were made.

The square root of the mean

of these 6v numbers served as our index for the goodness of fit.
Then, each of the parameters n, 0, and 4 were varied, one at a time;
each choice gave rise to a new o.

When ? was plotted as a function

of the parameter being varied, it exhibited a minimum.

Figure 14

illustrates this process for the index of refraction of the neutral
density filter; the minimum occurs at n ■ l.l<-070.

The value of the

parameter which produced the minimum replaced the initial trial value
in subsequent calculations.

This process was repeated until no

further changes in the parameters occurred; the final values were
assumed to be the optimum ones.

The initial and final values of n, f},

and 4 obtained by this procedure for the two samples are listed in
Table 1.

The reader might wonder why we assume that all six curves

can be used to determine both values of 4.
really only one

This is because there is

that we need to fix; the other is very accurately

90° different from the first due to the precision of the graduations
on the polarizer mount.

I*.

Accuracy and Precision of Results
We may define an overall experimental error in the RAT

measurement assembly, o q , as the value of o computed using these
optimum values.

In Table II we present oQ and the rms deviation
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FIGURE 1^.

Total rms deviation, a» as a function of the assumed
refractive index for the neutral density filter, a is
computed from the deviations of the experimentally
determined optical properties for each of the six
curves from their theoretical values for each of the
angles at which measurements were made. Wavelength of
light source, 6 3 2 .8 ran; angles of polarization, 1.3°
and 91*3°; absorption coefficient, 285.32 m 1.

O’ (TOTAL RMS DEVIATION)

o

Q

b

TABLE I

COMPUTER-ASSISTED OPTIMUMIZATION OF OPTICAL PARAMETERS
DETERMINED FROM DATA SUPPLIED BY THE RAT MEASUREMENT ASSEMBLY

SAMPLE

PARAMETER

INITIAL
VALUE

OPTIMUM
VALUE

Neutral

Refractive index, n

1 .50 + .02

1. If970

Density

Absorption coefficient, /J

281 + 8 m 1

Filter

Angles of polarization, 4

0°, 90° + 3°

1*3> 91*3°

Glass

Refractive index, n

1 .5 2 + .0 2

I.517

Flat

Absorption coefficient,'f}

2 + 1 m

5*5 *

Angles of polarization, 4

0°, 90° + 3°

2.8°, 92.8°

285*3 m 1

TABLE II

ROOT-MEAN SQUARE DEVIATIONS OF EXPERIMENTALLY-DETERMINED
OPTICAL PROPERTIES FROM THE CORRESPONDING THEORETICAL CURVES.
THE LATTER DETERMINED FROM BEST-FIT PARAMETERS OF THE SAMPLE

PROPERTY

RMS DEVIATION

(NOMINAL ANGLE OF
POLARIZATION, d)

NEUTRAL DENSITY
FILTER

GLASS FLAT

R (0°)

0.00217

0.0014-17

T (0°)

0.00285

0.01080

A (0°)

O.OOlj-30

0.01070

R (90°)

0.00167

0.00756

T (90°)

0.00255

0.01112

A (90°)

0 .00^12

0.00810

0.00310

0.00907

total rms of
all curves

aTotal ^m S

k°th samples) 0.0068

for each of the six curves separately for the two samples used in
the experiment.

Note that the m s value of the two oo 's is 0.68$,

and that the results for the glass flat are nearly three times as bad
as those for the neutral density filter.

We have carefully reexamined

our samples and have come to the conclusion that the optical quality
of the neutral density filter is much greater than that of the glass
flat.

It seems likely, therefore, that the error in the determination

of the optical properties of the former (0 .31$) is much more likely
to be representative of the inherent limitation of the equipment
than is that of the latter, or of their average.

In support of this

contention, we may cite the fact that the irreproducibility of the
system (based on runs at different times using the same sample under
identical conditions of illumination) was found to be 0 .32^ .
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APPENDIX 2
COMPUTER PROGRAM - CHARACTERISTIC MATRIX TECHNIQUE
APPLIED TO A SATURABLE ABSORBER.

The computer program presented In this appendix was developed
to calculate the saturable optical properties of SFe.

The algorithm

employed the theoretical procedure described in Chapter II and the
special modifications described in Chapter V which were required
to treat SFe . The program was written in FORTRAN and consisted of
the main program and nineteen subroutines.

The execution of the

program was performed by the IBM 360/65 computer of the LSU
Computer Research Center.

A brief description of the function of

each subroutine (SR) will be given and a copy of the complete
program will follow.
1.

LASER computes the peak value of the electric fields of

the incident laser beam and the angular frequency of the laser
radiation.
2.

GEOM divides the laser beam into a selected number of

light rays, and computes for each ray the angle of incidence, the
angle of polarization of the electric field, and the Intensity.
3.

OBLIKE computes the peak value of the fields associated

with each light ray.
If-. WAVE selects an initial phase for the oscillating fieldB
of each light ray.
3.

SAMPLE computes the temperature and the number density of

the absorbing molecules, atoms, or ions of the absorber.
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6.

ELEMENT computes the electric susceptibility for each

non-saturable optical element of the sample system.
?.

ABSORB computes the number of absorption linewidths that

separate the frequency of the exciting radiation and the center of
the absorption band (6T2 ).

It also computes the transition dipole

moment (me ) and the small-signal susceptibility of the saturable
absorber in the sample system.
8.

DOPE incorporates the optical properties of the absorbing

species with those of the matrix in which the absorbing species are
contained.
9.

PARM calculates the electric permittivity (a) and magnetic

permeability (^) of each optical component of the sample system.

It

also calculates the slant impedance (p) and admittance (q) and the
propagation vector for the £ direction ( r ) .
10.

ABELES computes the elements of the characteristic

matrix (CM) for each optical component of the sample system.
11.

WRONSK checks the determinant of the CM to ensure that the

CM was properly constructed.
12.

MUIMAT multiplies two CM together and the stores the

product in the computer memory.
13.

OPTICS computes the reflection coefficient (r) and the

transmission coefficient (t) of each light ray.

This SR also

computes the intensity-weighted root-mean-square r and t of all
the light rays which compose the light beam.
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lA.

INITIAL computes the vector sum of the fields associated

with the forward and backward-traveling electromagnetic (em) waves.
This SR also propagates the em wave through an optical component
by means of Eq. (3 ) of Chapter II.
15.

SAT computes the electric susceptibility of the absorber

as a function of the field strength of the em wave interacting with
the absorbing centers.
16.

DERIV computes the phase angle a defined by Eq. (10) of

Chapter II.
17.

TEST checks for convergence of the iteration procedure

and computes the reflectance and transmittance from r and t.
18.

BOLTZ computes the population distribution among the various

vibrational energy levels of SF6 as a function of the temperature of
the gas.
19.

COMPAR compares the experimental data with the results of

the theoretical calculations.
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CSSb *E ACT6*CS Sl*fDIFf
CSS SPT= PAC T* CSO SP T»P DIF F
TFATIO’ TEflP/TCOB
C556 *C 5S6 *TRAT1C
CSS SPT*CS55PT*TB ATI0
BCUI*8 CU T*B UP
GO TO 100
IF (8 l.LT.b) GO T O 917
21
C09TIHUE
41
SPA*0SCKT (P088(I8F8 *■ 1)/P09t (I8P8) )
CO 22 1*1 ,KCONE
CU IS 1 1,1) -CUI3 ( 1,1} »SFA
CU18 (2,I)*CU18(2,1) *SFA
22 COMI IB OE
1SU8*0,0
FSU8*0.0
to 44 I * 1 ,LAFG
TStl.1*TS08 ♦ ISj(l,I»P8)

is

17

20

42

F S U R * F S U H

51

•

b i O ( I , I k t i )

C39T 1HUE
tSU.1*TSU8/DFtOAT (LAFG)
FSO. fB SUR/CPlOAT (LAFC)
a * i. o-isas-BSU,i
PhlkT 5 1 , P08B (18P8} ,«50ll,lS<ja,A,1COl
F088AI 1*0*,'1 A C 1 1? AT F O WEB*f,G l 0 . 4 , * B A T T S / C R S 3 * ,2 1 ,
G 1 0 . 4 , 'TBABSBITIABCE-'.GTQ.*, 'A BSOISTA8CE*',G 10.4,
I(tk’PV) «DLCGlC(P09h(llPV}>
11 (lHPB)*TSUa
12 (INPk) *RSU8

lkPk-lBPB * 1

IF (I BPW, GT* 8) GO TO 21
GO TO 101
COKT1K0E
CO 24 1919*1,8
LV-LAFC
F8IKT 15 1,P0F8 {I KP9) , |ASC |I ,I*PB) ,1*1,l»)
>51 IU P 9 A T } * 0 ,, ,FC4EB**#|10,6,*BS**, 1019,6}
i'HIBT 152, (TSJ (l,18r8»,l»l, LF)
152 loan AT (101, M S * *,1CFS. 6)

21

SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
,I»PB) , SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SIT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAt
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
'AHCE* *,SAT
F t , 1, /) SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT

0800
0910
0820
08)0
0840
0850
0860
0870
OHXO
0890
0900
C910
0920
0910
0940
0950
0960
0970
0930
0990
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
11 to
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
11B0
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1260
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1*20
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1360
1390

202

[HINT 15 3 , Y 2 (I !iPR ) ,T 1 (1 N FW)
10P. :AT (25I,,UAVi; = > ,P0.6,5<, *SAVG*» ,D.fi)
COMINUl
y2 1 H ) * o . o i
I2( J) *0. 15
X (1J)*-I.26
1(01) *1.20

SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
yi (1 0 ) *o.oi
SAT
SAT
CALL CGEPAB(I,I1,»2)
SAT
CA 1L (LCT) (X,Y1,1 h ,2.36HSATU8ATIOH DA TA -TB AHS.H TTANCE
1.36IILOG 5TROUG ilEAR IKTEhSlTT
SAT
SAT
1,3hHTriAJI£RlTlANCZ STBOKU ERAP
)
CA 1L E L C T 1(2,T 2 , 13,2.JftHSATUNATIOH OA TA -KI FLE CT ANC E
SAT
2 . J6XL0G STRONG REAR 1NTENSIT1
SAT
l,3bilR£Ft.EClANCB SI ROM; BEAR
)
SAT
STOP
SAT
SAT
END
SAT
(LOCK CATA
SAT
XRfLICIT6 FA L*8 (A-H,H,0-Z>
SAT
C O R RON/A2/ SUB 110) .MCALL (19)
SAT
C O R R O N / A J / P 1 , E N A T ,C,Z,E P,RU,HBAR,ECL Z,AV ACAD
DATA P I , E N A T , C , Z , E P , N U,HEAB,eoLZ.AVAGAC/3. In 1592653589800, 2.7 1828 1SAT
ld2B‘t59GE0, 2. 9979 250 lLDa, 3.767JC3675D2, B .8501852780-1 2. 1.256637C6I USAT
2359D-6, 1,059 59 19 3D-J9,1.380596E-2J,6.02216990023/
SAT
SAT
END
SU BR OUTI NE LASER IE, 8, CREGA , B AFCTB, PB)
SAT
SAT
IHPLICI1HHL*6(A-H,a,0-Z)
SAT
CIEENS1 0N PW (8)
CO fl RON/A)/PI,£NAT,C,Z,EP,RO,H B A R , EOLZ,ATAGAD
SAT
AARELI£ l/LSH/POWB,DI AR,NAVE
SAT
POOR IS PEAK FLUX IN WATTS /CB SC, DEAR IS
1/E DIAR AT DETECTOS
SAT
SAT
BEAD(5,LSK)
SAT
F = Z * 2 . 000
SAT
CI1tGA»2. C9»PI*C/WAFE
kA VCTB*OREGA/C
SAT
SAT
NBITE(6,LSB)
SAT
READ 1, <PN(I) ,1=1,8)
SAT
1 FOHRAT |8F10.6>
PRIliT 2, (PN(I),I*1,8)
SAT
2
FOBHAT (5X,0F1O.6|
SAT
SAT
POkH = P» tII
SAT
E*Dsghi (pokB*r)
SAT
li-E/I
SAT
P O W 1 = PONB
SAT
AETOBN
SAT
END
SAT
SUBROUT INE GEOR (UAYCTB.KAL)
SAT
IHPLICIT bfAL*8(A-U,C-Z)
SAT
CURHC 6/A9/FLUX(09) ,IRC (09)
CO H R O R /A 5/ PC (09) ,PS(09)
SAT
SAT
H ARELIST/GB /BO,AO,B,DO,O S,B,T,IA
r i * J . 19 15 92653569X00
SAT
hALPP l*P 1/2.
SAT
SAT
T N O P I*2.*PI
SAT
BEAD (5.GR)
SAT
WRITE (6,Gil)
SAT
RAD=PI/1X0.
SAT
T*T*BAC
SAT
E*B*BAD
SAT
PO* 1.0
1A0*DSIN (AO) / CCGS (AO)
SAT
RAO*R 0 * (TA0»D0)
SAT
SAT
C* DU *P O/I AO
AHAI-f/C
SAT
SAT
CS-HO/T AO • DS
SAT
BS*DS/ D
SAT
is-ns*ws
C*R/DriOA T( 2*I A- l)
SAT
SAT
ID*C/RAO
EA«2. U* IE» TA 0
SAT
SAT
XB*XB*X8
SAT
IJ*H/*AO
SAT
iO«1.0'DlAP(-tJ*(J|
SAT
CO*3COS (D)
SAT
CT-DCOS(T)
SAT
ST*DSI N (T)
SAT
STCB*SI*C»
SAT
11*0
SAT
AAL-0

151
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Y1<0*1)*1.01

1600
1610
1620
16 30
1690
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1790
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1B30
1890
1850
1860
1870
1BB9
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1990
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2u20
2030
2090
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2190
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2290
2250
2260
2273
2280
2290
2300
2 J 10
2J20
2)30
2J90
2)50
2360
2JT0
2)80
2390

¥*1.0
DO J K*1,NA
A'llFLOAt (K-l)
A-'(.ATAM**CA)
CA-llCOS U)
5A *USIN {A)
crCA*C T*C A
STSA*51*SA

nz=(2*k

-t)

NZ=NZ*HZ
RP*NZ -HI
DF*llPLOA 7 (HP)
2* LKLC A T ( H Z ) M B
Z*DciP (-Z)
P = (I - ZJ/DF
L)F*THOPI/C¥
HI* HZ
I= Z
t-

(yp o

1 I* “ OF
DO 2 L=1,NF
F»F*DF
CTP=C TC A - 3TSA*CC0S(F)
TP = DARCOS(CTP)
CAF=3A*CCOS(F-8)
AF* DA BCOS ICAf)
SHT*DSIN (TP)
CS= I.
IF (TP.HE.O.)CS* (STCE* (CAF*CTP) )/ (OSIN (A F) * SI I)
S- DABCOS (CS)
HAl=*Al» 1
SO-DSIH(S)
I F ( 3 0 .LI.0.0) S0*-SQ
IF(CS.DT.O.O) CS*-CS
FC(KAL)=CS
PS (K AL) *50
fLOI (KAL) *P
YKC (K Al) = .AVCT8»SNT
PRINT B0 0, F,1 P,S,KAL,1KC(KAL)
2 CONTINUE
J COH TI HO E
800 F0F1 AT (151
R A F AZI HO TH* ',F9 .6 , ■,
ANGLE CF I N C I D E N C E - 1,F9.6,'.
•KGLt CF POLARI Z A T I O N * * , F 9 . 6,*,
‘ .II,*,
TK» *,1PE13.6)
PETURN
IHD
SUB k OOTINE OELIK E( KAL .t .B. EI. HI )
IKPL IC ITEFAL*8(A-H.O-Z)
CONN.QN/A4/FLU1 (09) ,IKC(Q9)
CO,mON/A5/PC(09) . P 5 (0 9)
IXr E*FS(KAL)
1I¥= H»PSIKAL)
EI=h*PC (KAL)
HX=-H*PC (KAL)
RETURN
END
S U B j OOTIHE HATE (C.CBiGA
.EX.HI,
TK.OIK1.UIK2)
IBPLICIIRFAt*8(A-H.O-Z)
CO.ITLtl* lb U I N I . U IKZ.CPHASE.CC BPLK
AAfl_LI51/IANDT/I,Tlfll
LEAD (S.TANDT)
HHI TE (6.TAH01)
TF-I/1.C2
IHTHT HA TE) {1 K,UIN1,UIN2,EI,HX)
ARC- (TK*T!)-(0HtGA*tIflE*l.0-9|
ANGC-DCCS (ARC)
ARGS-D51N (ARC)
CPHASE -L CSF LI (AH GC. AR GS)
UIAZ
>EI*CPUA5I
UIHI
•UX*CPUA5E
RETURN
END
SUBRO UT INE SA NP LR( T
.O.FR1)
ISFLIC lT RIA L*d(A-H,8,0-Z)
CO (1.10N/A J/PI ,ENAT.C.Z, FP.BO,HBAB.BOLI, A7AGAD
NAIl'LIiT/Snri/tEBP.KlND
NAK>L1 ST /CA S/P SI SS
READ (5, S(ttl)
HR I D E (b.SRPL)
T-TF.SP * 2 9 J.lb
TSftP*I»FCLi

SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
ASAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT

2400
2910
2 429
2910
2490
2950
2940
2470
2480
2490
25 00
2510
2520
25)0
2540
2550
2590
2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2620
26 30
2640
2650
2660
2670
2680
2690
27C0
2710
2720
2730
274 0
2750
2760
2770
2780
2790
2800
2810
2820
2B30
2840
2850
2860
2870
2880
2890
2900
2910
2920
29)0
2940
2950
2960
2970
2980
2990
3000
3010
3020
3030
3040
3050
3060
3070
3080
3090
3100
3110
3120
31)0
3140
3150
3160
3170
3180
3190

2(*

bead
k:
iiti :<6, g a s >

PNI-pbFJS
fDE.iSM'b 1 3 S M 1.0 1 J2;u*CS)/1.602
C *I'6E5:,/TEMP
CUNT I« 11E
NETUBN
mo
SUBROU TIN E ELKNNT (HAVCTB,N,Z)
)MPL ICI1C0MPLEX * 16 (C) ,»ZAI*B(A-8,D-H,0-Z)
CC KP LE X*16LCKFLX
CONKO N/ A 1/CX (5,2,2) ,C0 <5, 2, 2) ,CU (5. 2,4)
H A M H L I E I/PhOP S/KIhDEX.THIC F.BEIA
PEAD (r).FLOPS)
bDIfE (6.PROPS)
Z ’TH ICK
BEIA* D ET A* 1. C2
Z = Z/1.D2
CI[rl,;,!| = (0.30,0.DO)
CX (N, 2,2) * (0. C0,G. 00)
CX (N , 1,1)- (0.1)0,0.DO)
EETA = B E T A / (
HINDKI*1iAVCTR*2.D0>
H N O E X = K I N C E I * R I NCEX
ETA 1= (HIUDEX* (l.DO- (BETA*BETA) )) - 1. DO
ETA2HI NDEX*BETA»2. D0
Cl
= CCKPLX(ITA1,ETA2>
BET‘
JEN
EHD
SUB30UTIIIE A ESORB (TEMF, OMEGA, 0, OFFS ET.CSOSPT, DIPOLE, PR I.CSSL.Q)
1N('LICITC0MPLEX*16 (C), fiEAL*8(A-B,D-H,0-Z)
COMPL EX *I bDCHPLX
REAL'BC, NU.DIPOtE (2) , F (2) , PA |2)
CO MM ON/A 1/CX (5,2,2) .CD (5, 2, 2) ,CO(S, 2,0)
C0nMOH/A3/PI,ENAT,C,Z,EP.HII,:iBAa,eCL£, AVAGAD
E C 01 VALEHCE (Cl (2, 1,2) , f)
EQUIVALENCE (CX <2,2, 2), PA)
BAM£LIE 1/BAHD/PEAK , BETX,PAG,1 2 , 1 IBE,BIND EX,BUFPB
PEAD (5,EAPC)
HHITE (6,BAND)
EETI=DFTX*PB 1*100.0
PR 1= P H1 * EUIPB
0 = 3. 42486 *DEXP (-0.2H547 /(PB1**2))
CALL PCL TZ {1, 30 0., PDIF?,FAC1,PACT6)
XilC’ HFIX/(D* (FACT * FACTb))
PBINT U1.ISEC
F0B1 AT (21, ’XSEC=* , IPS 13; 6)
T 2 rT 2 / P R 1
TiaE=TlM E/P BI
PEAK= 2. C0* PI *C/(PEAK*1.D-9)
D ELTA3 (IF AK-CMEGA) *T2
PBINT 49 ,DELTA
E O P K A T C O ' , ’DELTA* • .C14.6)
CFPSET*
(DILTA*PI1TA) *1.00
S USCP T* C*t ET I/P EA K
DIPQL=hEAR/(C*P0IFF*T2)
C SU SP T=E CMF LX (DE LI A,l .DO )
IP INAG. ME.O) GO TO 2
SUSCri* (SUSCPT*SINDEX)-F<2)
Cl P U L E (1)*DjQSI(CIP0L* 5U SCP T* EP>
CR*D5QfiT(FACT/(FACT * FACTb))
EITOLE (1) = DIPOLE ( 1) *QB
D I P U L E (2)= C. EQ
CS US PT* SU SCPT*CSUSFT
C i m , i,2) * c s u s p t / o f p s e t
CX (u, 2 , 2)* (O.CC, O.DO)
GO TO J
SUSCPT' <snSCPT/NlRDEl)-FA(2)
DtPJLt ( 1) *a. CO
CIP0LE( 2) *CS QHr (CIFCL*S0SCPT)
CS U 5PT*SU'CP1*CS USPT
Cl (4 , 1,2) * (O.CO.C.DO)
Cl |4 ,2.2)»CSUSrT/0PP3ET
CONTlSUf
i r<T2.G T . T I N E )PRINT 5,T I M E , 12
FORMAT t’OERROR IN SUL-ROUTIRI AlSOBB, T !•» , IPEl i. 6, * ,T2** , IPE)3.6|
T-CsjHI (JX*TJHS)/ltbAN
OirOLE ( 1) ■2 lF0 Li(l) *1
L K O l t (2|*CIPCL1(2| *r*ltO
C SSL*C5JsPT* (FACTb/ (FACT * FACTA))
C S U S r W S U S P I * ( P A C T / (f ACT * FACIA) )

SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
S AT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SA T
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SA T
SAT
?»T
sat

SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
sat

SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SA T
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT

3200
3210
3220
3230
32*0
3250
3260
3270
3280
3290
1300
3310
3320
3310
33UO
3350
3300
3370
3380
3390
3(100
30 10
3420
3430
3440
3450
3460
3470
3480
3490
3500
3510
3520
3530
3540
3550
3560
3570
3580
3590
3600
3610
3620
3630
3640
3650
3660
3670
3680
3690
3700
3710
3720
3730
3740
3750
3760
3770
3780
3790
3800
3810
3820
3830
3840
3850
3860
3870
3880
3890
3900
3910
3920
3930
3440
3950
3960
3970
3980
3990

RETURN

end
S UBROUTINE COPt(NICIIA)
INI UCITCCrtl LfX* lb |i|, RIAL*H (A-3,D-ll,0-2)

CUrtfL£X•11EGJ!I’LI

UINCNSICN siG.IA <2) ,CSAVE (9)
(.U.lrlLrl/S 1/CX 15 , 2 , 2 ) ,CU 19, 2, 2), CU (6, 2,4}
NAIltL K l / C C N U C V b l ' J N A E . S I G S A a
hlhij (5, c u b c c t )
tni m t i
U[I ITE (b,CUNDCT)
E1G1A | 1 ( ^ IGMAE
SIG.1 A (i) 'SIC.HAH
to
6 N*1,j
6
CSA7E lh)*CX(H, 1,2}
CSAVtl!:) =CX<4, 1,2}
C3AVE (6) =CX [4, 2, 2)
GO T O 12
ENTRI COPE2
CU 9 N*1,)
CX (N, 1, 1} = (3.00,0.00)
CX (N , X , 1) *'(0.00,0. DO)
CX (N,2 , 2) = (O.CC,O.DO)
5
CX <H, 1,2) = CSAVE (H)
CX(J, 1,2) *CSAVE(5)
CX (9, 2, 2) =CSAVi(6)
12 CONTINUE
CO 11 J* 1,2
C0I1 K= 1 , 2
C O (9, 0 , K)=CX(2,J,K)
11 C X (5,J , K ) = ( 0 . 0 0 , O.DO)
ENTBT COP E 1
CO 2 J * 1,2
CX(4,J,2)*CD(S,J,2) *CX(4,J,2)
2 CX(4 ,J, 1) *CCEtLX (C. 00, SICK A (J) )
EETUBN
END

SUBROUTINE PARAN (L, CiltGA,IK,CG ANNA)
J.NPHCITCCJirtEX* 1b (C) ,HEAL*8(A-E,D-H,0-Z)
CO M P L EX'16DCBPLX
NEAL*«C,(1U
COUttON/A 1/CX (5,2, 2) ,CD (5, 2. 2) , CU<5, 2,4)
COMON/A)/PI,ENAT,C,T,EP,BU,HBAB,BCI.Z,l»AGAD
fHEQ=Cn£GA
CPEEO-CCaPLX (EBEC.O. CO)
CO I 1*1,2
1 CX(L,I,2) * 1. *CI (1,1,2)
CX (L, 1,2) *CI (L, 1, 2) *EP
CX (L,2,2)* C 1(1,2,2) * HO
CO 2 J * 1,2
2 CX (L,J,1)*CX(L,J,1)* (CEBEQ'CI ( I , J , 2) )
TKSJ*1X*XS
CGA.nUA'CCtiFLI (X NSC, 0. CO)
CCA.1RA* (CX (L. I. 1) *CX (1,2, 1) ) -CGAfl.TA
CGA.TNA=CDSOPT (CGAflflA)
CO 4 K * 1, X
*4 CX (L,K,2)*CX (l.K, l)/CGA8NA
bETUNN
END
SUDHOUT 1 NE AEEIE) (K,CZTTA|
IJIPLIC1TCCEPLEX* 1b |C), BEAL*d |A-B, 0-8,0-Z)
COBOL IX* 1bDCnpLX
CGN.1CN/A1/CH5,2,2 J , C 0(5,2,i),Ca(S, 2,4)
c t *

i.o c a .

i.oa)

C3ZFIA=CI*CDSIH(C2ETA)
CC Z E T A-CCCCS (CZETA)
to
1 A* 1,2
c»ri’*crsi)RT |cx|h,k, 2) *co (n,*, 2))
tu(,i,r,2)*csiErA*CAff
cu M , * , A ) =cs:Er»/CApp
c A r j * c A r p / c o ( B , * , 2 j

CTr.r.TA»-ci»cs£iri*cD(«, n, 1)
cu (1 ,K,«J* (CCiETA»CTZET»)/C*PO
1 CU (.1 ,K , 1) ■ (CCZEIA'CTIETA) *CAFQ
EETUBN
END
SUBROUTINE B B O N S A (*, AfRCI.CDET)
INILICITCCai LEI*lb(C),RIAL*8(C-H.O-Q,S-X)
COMPlEI*B CdET 15,2|

SAT NO 00
SAT 4010
SAT <4020
SAT <40 JO
SAT NO <40
SAT <4050
SAT 4060
SAT <4070
SAT 40B0
S A T <4090
SAT <4 100
SAT <4110
SAT <4120
SAT <41)0
SAT <1140
SAT 4150
SAT 4160
SAT 4170
SAT
SAT 4190
SAT 4200
SAT 4210
SAT 4220
SAT 42)0
SAT 4240
SAT 4250
SAT 4260
SAT 4270
SAT
SAT 4290
SAT 4)00
SAT 4)10
SAT 4)20
SAT 4))0
S AT 4340
SAT 4350
SAT 4)60
SAT 4370
SAT 43B0
SAT 4)90
SAT 4400
SAT 4410
SAT 4420
SAT 44)0
SAT 4440
SAT 4450
S A T 4460
SAT 4470
SAT 44 80
SAT 4490
SAT 4500
SAT 4510
SAT 4520
SAT 4530
SAT 4540
SAT 4550
SAT 4560
SAT 4570
SAT
SAT 4590
SAT 4600
SAT 4610
SAT 4620
SAT 46)0
SAT 4640
SAT 4b50
SAT 4660
SAT 4670
SAT 4680
SAT 4690
SAT 47C0
SAT 4710
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CblT IH,N)*CDIT (A,N)
k t t> T^jii«Aa(cai;T <«,»)>/A i»ci
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STOP
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U (A , L , 3) =C
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1 CONTINUE
HETUBH
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END
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6
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APPENDIX 5
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF THE CQa LASER1

A.

INTRODUCTION

This appendix describes an inexpensive modification to a
Model 9^8 CO2 later that greatly improves the long and short term
frequency stability.

This modification does not require prisms,

gratings, an infrared detector, or an expensive lock-in-amplifier.
Also, accurate tuning and locking of the frequency over the Doppler
gain profile for each available laser transition is made possible
thereby.
One of several possible laser transitions 1b selected by
changing the cavity length:

the rear laser cavity reflector is

mounted upon a piezoelectric transducer for that purpose.

The

manufacturer acheived some frequency stability by stabilizing the dc
voltage applied to the piezoelectric transducer and by designing a
laser cavity which resists changes in length due to thermal and
mechanical fluctuations.

The manufacturer claims a long term (hours

frequency deviation less than 2 MHz after a 1/2 hour warm-up when an
auxiliary heat exchanger is used to obtain greater-thermal stability
On some occasions the laser did achelve this frequency stability;
however, in most cases the frequency drift was sufficient to cause a
jump from one laser transition to another in less than one hour.
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The modification is a servo system which modulates the cavity
length of the laser and uses the effects of this modulation upon
the Impedance of the laser plasma tube to produce a frequency
correction.

The cavity length is modulated by adding an ac voltage

to the piezoelectric transducer described above.

Since the resonance

frequency of the laser cavity is inversely proportional to this
length, a frequency modulation is obtained thereby.

The bandwidth

of the cavity resonance frequency is very much narrower than that of
the gain curve for any one laser transition.

With proper selection

of the amplitude of the ac voltage, the modulation impressed upon
the cavity resonance will be large Incomparison with the bandwidth
of the cavity resonance, but small incomparison with the gain
width;

Therefore the output power of

the laser is causedto oscillate

by a few percent of its maximum at the same frequency as that of the
ac voltage.

A typical laser gain vs frequency curve, which is shown

in Fig. 1, illustrates that the amplitude and phase relationship
between the frequency modulation signal and laser gain modulation
signal will be unique for any portion of the laser gain profile above
the threshold level.2

The modulation of the output power of the

laser, in turn, produces an oscillation in the impedance of the
plasma tube because the impedance decreases as the power output in*
creases.3 *4

Synchronous detection of the impedance modulation,

using the ac piezoelectric signal as a reference, gives a voltage
that is proportional in magnitude and sign to the peak-seeking
correction Signal.

This latter is defined as the frequency correction

needed to cause the cavity resonance frequency to coincide with the
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Figure 1:

Gain vs frequency curve above the threshold level for a

typical laser transition.

AL is the cavity length (frequency)

modulation that produces a modulation in the gain and also in the
Impedance (a Z) of the plasma tube, (a) Laser frequency operation far
from the center frequency, (b) Laser operation near the center
frequency.
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peak of the laser gain profile for a particular laser transition.
The peak-seeking correction signal Is Integrated and the resulting
dc voltage is added to the other voltages being applied to the
piezoelectric transducer.

This integration causes the output

frequency of the laser to be changed until the synchronously detected
signal becomes zero.

The frequency at which this occurs corresponds

to the peak of the gain profile as intended.

To operate at a

frequency within this gain curve other than that of Its peak, a dc
voltage is added to the synchronously detected signal.

The inte

gration now causes the frequency output of the laser to be changed
until this sum becomes zero.

Thus variation in magnitude and sign

of this added dc voltage permits frequency tuning over the entire
laser gain profile.
The technique of modulating the laser frequency and utilizing
the resulting perturbation of the impedance of the laser plasma tube
to produce an error signal was first reported by Skolnlck.4

His

laser cavity, however, contained dispersive elements (!*■ Brews ter-angle
prisms) which insured laser operation at a single transition.

He

used his system to stabilize the frequency of the laser radiation at
the peak of the laser gain vs frequency curve and acheived a drift
rate of less than 50 kHz/h.

The system described herein may be able

to acheive the same stability for accessible laser transitions without
the use of the dispersive elements.

B.

DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATION

The heart of the frequency stabilization system is the elec
tronic device which synchronously detects the perturbations in the
impedance of the laser plasma tube and generates a voltage which can
be used to correct any changes in the laser cavity length.

It may

be built for less than $150 assuming an oscilloscope and audio
oscillator are available.

A circuit schematic of this device and its

connections to the laser electronics is given in Fig. 2.
Additionally, two modifications of the electronics of the
laser are required.

The first alteration is necessary to obtain a

voltage signal that indicates the plasma tube impedance.

A

resistor R1 is placed in series with the plasma tube and R2.

The high

voltage dc power supply is current regulated but has a slow response
compared to the modulation frequency (650 Hz) we used.

Thus a rapid

modulation in the plasma tube impedance produces a modulation in the
current which is measured as a voltage modulation across Rl.

This

voltage is then ac coupled to the electronic device which uses this
voltage signal to regulate the length of the laser cavity.

The

capacator Cl which is in parallel with Rl damps out high frequency
oscillations of the power supply.

The second alteration involves the

low voltage side of the piezoelectric transducer which was originally
grounded at point A.

In the original configuration tuning the

cavity length over its ~ 6 micron adjustment range was accomplished
by varying R3 which caused 0-400 V dc to be applied to the piezo
electric transducer.

Because it was convenient, both the modulation

Figure 2:

Schematic of Modification.
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signal and the error correction signal are applied to the lew
voltage side of the piezoelectric transducer.
original cavity tuning method unchanged.

This leaves the

Also for convenience we

use a positive (0-86 V) dc amplifier to produce the final error
correction voltage.

Since frequency errors may be either positive

or negative, the electronics are designed to generate kj V dc at A
for a zero frequency error when SI is switched to "lock".

While

varying R3 to find a particular frequency SI is switched to "stand
by" position.

This applies a constant

V dc at point A.

The

86 V range of the dc amplifier permits the position of the mirror
mounted on the piezoelectric transducer to be automatically regulated
over + 11$ of its full range when SI is In the "lock" position.
The frequency-regulating electronics receive an input signal
from the voltage modulation across Rl.

The signal is first passed

through a tank circuit used as a band-pass filter. 5
oscillator wastuned
(65O Hz),

The

The audio

to match the resonance frequency of the filter

signal(a few millivolts) is

then amplified with a

Burr Brown Model 3308 operational amplifier in the non-inverting mode.
This amplified signal

is next ac coupled to an integrator constructed

with a Burr Brown Model 3267 operational amplifier.

Synchronous

detection is realized by connecting the source and drain of a field
effect transitor (FET) across the inputs of the integrator.

When

0.J+ V dc is applied to the gate of the FET it has a low resistance
and effectively shorts the inputs of the integrator.

When -15 V

dc is applied to the gate of the FET it has a very large resistance
and the amplified signal from the preamplifier (Al) is effectively
integrated.

The phase shifting network produces a two level (0.4 or

-15 V) voltage output that is used as the reference signal in this
method of synchronous detection.

The integrator continuously sums

the voltages produced by each cycle of synchronous detection.

When

the laser cavity length error is corrected, synchronous detection
gives a zero voltage for center frequency operation, but the inte
grator still maintains the voltage sum which produced the desired
voltage correction on the piezoelectric transducer.

The integrator

will continue to hold this voltage sum (time constant for decay e* 100
i

s) until a change in the laser cavity length causes the synchronous
detector to produce a non-zero voltage.

To operate at a frequency

other than the center frequency of the ,galn curve, S5 ia closed
and an adjustable voltage is added to the synchronously detected
signal at the integrator input.

The system will now strive to adjust

the cavity length until this sum is zero.
fed to the anode of a 10 V Zener diode.

The integrator output is
The cathode of the Zener

diode is maintained at 10 V greater than the anode.

Since the

integrator output may range from -10 V to +10 V, the input to the dc
amplifier (point B) then ranges from 0 to 20 V dc.
is amplified by a factor of h.3.

This dc signal

The output from the dc amplifier

goes to SI and the low voltage side of the piezoelectric transducer.
Thus when the integrator output is zero volts, point B is at 10 V dc
and the dc amplifier output is 2+3 V.
The phase shifting network is ac coupled to the same audio ^
oscillator which drives the piezoelectric transducer.

The phase of

this voltage may be shifted up to 180 degrees by varying R?.
Switching S3 permits a 180 degree phase variation.

This phase shifted

signal is next coupled to a Fairchild # 741 operational amplifier
(A?) in the inverting configuration with a diode permitting only
positive feedback.

When the input to A3 is negative, A3 has a low

gain and outputs a maximum positive voltage equal to the threshold
of the feedback diode.

When the input is positive A3, cannot drive

its inputs equal and saturates to -15 V dc at the output.

Thus a

sine wave input will produce a two level (0.4 or -15 V) square wave
at the output of A3 .

This square wave is fed to the synchronous

detector.
The circuit elements of the frequency regulating electronics
are totally enclosed in an aluminum housing.

The dc voltmeter, input

and output terminals, and all designated switches and variable
resistors are mounted on the front panel.

Fewer to operate the

electronics is obtained externally from a Burr-Brown dual power
supply, model 324 (+15 V dc) [5 1.0 mV (rms) noise and ripple] and
from the 400 V dc power supply integral to the laser.

The driving

oscillator is also external and is connected through the rear panel.
A Hewlett Packard Model 200 I audio oscillator with 600 ohm output
impedance is used in this work, and it is operated at 20 V peak to
peak.

If a low impedance audio oscillator is not available one could

be easily constructed following available oscillator circuits.6

C,

OPERATION

To bring the frequency stabilizing system into operation SI
is initially switched to "stand-by", S3 is opened, and the gain of
the preamplifier (Al) is set to a minimus with S2.

An oscilloscope
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is connected to the monitor output in order to observe the voltage
signals at various test points.

The audio oscillator iB set at

the proper frequency and then RU is adjusted so that a 2 V peak to
peak modulation is applied to point E and the piezoelectric trans
ducer.

This will produce less than one MHz modulation in the

frequency of the output radiation.

Next, power is supplied to the

frequency-regulating electronics and the C0& laser is started.

The

frequency selector R3, is adjusted to set the laser cavity length
so that the output frequency of the laser is near the center frequency
of the desired laser transition.

The gain of A1 is now Increased

to 60 dB or until the ac signal at the output of A1 (point D) is
about U V peak to peak.
The peak of the available laser transitions can be accurately
located by simply observing when the voltage amplitude at point D
goes through a minimum.

To find the center frequency while monitoring

point D, R3 is finely adjusted until the oscillating voltage produced
by the plasma tube impedance modulation goes to a minimum amplitude
and changes phase by 180° with continued adjustment of R3.

To

complete the tuning, the Integrator input (point C) is monitored and
the phase of the reference signal is adjusted to center the ^-cycle
window on a peak of the oscillating voltage.
reading about

V.

The voltmeter should be

When SI is switched to "lock", the stabilizing

system will automatically track the peak of the frequency vs gain
curve for this laser transition.

If the error correction voltage

swings to either extreme, the phase of the reference signal must be
shifted 180 degrees with S3.
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After achelving a lock at the center frequency the lock is
finned and tested.

To firm the lock, the gain of A1 is increased to

60 dB or until the voltmeter starts to oscillate.

When oscillations

occur the gain is then decreased until the voltmeter oscillations
cease.

This finning will insure a maximum correction speed to any

perturbations which might cause the laser cavity length to change.
A good test of the lock is to vary R3:

with a true lock the voltmeter

reading will change to exactly compensate the voltage change that is
applied to the high voltage side of the piezoelectric transducer.
To operate at frequencies other than the center frequency of
a laser transition, the system is first locked at the center
frequency.

The variable resistor R7 is set to its middle setting

and S5 is closed.

While monitoring point D, R7 is varied to achieve

laser operation at the desired frequency.

If the peak to peak

amplitude at D reaches 16 V, further tuning is acheived by decreasing
the gain of A1 with R6.

During the off center frequency tuning R3

may require adjustment to maintain the correction voltage in its
middle range.
Since the regulating capability extends only over + 11$ of the
laser cavity length adjustment range, a large perturbation may cause
the cavity length to drift out of the regulation range.
occurs the initial lock is temporarily lost.

When this

It is a good practice to

adjust R3 to bring the error correction signal back to its middle
range of hj V whenever it approaches the limit of the regulating
range.

This adjustment is usually needed only during the first half

hour of operation.

Facilities to accurately test the ultimate frequency
stability of this modified laser were not available.

The response

time (required for the correction to reach 90$ of its final magnitude)
of this present system was measured for both center frequency and off
center frequency operation.

When voltage perturbations of 1.0 to 20

V were applied to the piezoelectric transducer, the correction res
ponse times ranged from 1.0 to 1.4 seconds and were equivalent for
both modes of operation.

Faster responses could be obtained by in

creasing the gain of the integrator and constructing a more
responsive synchronous detector.7

Since the 1.0 V perturbation

corresponds to a 0.5 MHz frequency change and this system readily
responded to this perturbation, the frequency stabilizing system
described herein must considerably exceed a frequency of 0.5 MHz
for perturbations slower than 1 Hz.

Unfortunately, operation In the

off-center frequency mode may not achelve this high stability over
long term operation.

In this mode, frequency corrections rely on the

stability of the laser output power, the amplitude of the audio
oscillator, and the gain of the servo electzonics.

A 2$ total change

in these quantities would cause a 1 MHz frequency drift when operating
far from the center frequency.

Since there is a greater variation in

the slope of the gain vs frequency curve near the center frequency, a
much greater change in the above quantities would be necessary to
produce a 1 MHz drift when operating near the center frequency.

After

a 30 minute warm-up time, a 2$ stability in these quantities was
readily obtainable.

Fortunately, operation in the center frequency

mode is not subject to these instabilities.
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APPENDIX k
ELECTRONICS AND PROCEDURE - TRANSMITTANCE EXPERIMENT

The various electronic devices which were used to conduct the
transmittance experiments and the procedure followed in their
employment are discussed in this appendix.

Figure 1 is a block

diagram which shows these electronic devices and their wiring
connections.

The outputs of both pyroelectric detectors (D1 and D2)

were applied to preamplifiers PA1 and PA2.

The output of PA1 was

applied to an absolute value determining circuit (ADCV); the output
of which was applied to the I input of the analog computer (AC)
described in Appendix 1.

The output of PA2 was applied to a dual

channel lock-in amplifier (DCL) which required three synchronous
signals.

The synchronous signals were supplied by pulse generators

(PG) which were ultimately synchronized with the mechanical
light chopper.

The oscilliscope (o) was used to monitor the

detector outputs and set the synchronous signals.

The DCL had two

outputs which were applied to the inputs of the R and T channels of
the analog computer.

The AC processed these three signals and

applied the resulting voltage signals (0-10 V) to the inputs of the
three-channel strip-chart recorder (P.) described in Appendix 1.
Operational amplifiers (OA) were used extensively in this
work as the active electronic components of the various circuits
described in Appendices 1 , 3 and 5*

They are easy to employ

and have a wide variety of applications.
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The OA has two input
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R AC
D2

PA 2

PG

FIGURE 1.

Block diagram of electronic devices used In the transmittance
experiment with deteotors (D1 and D2)v preamplifiers (PA1 and
PA2), mechanical light chopper (C)t osollllscope (0),
absolute value determining circuit (AVDC), dual-channel lockin (DCL), pulse generators (PG), analog computer (AC), and
recorder (R).

channels and one output channel.

The Inverting Input Is signified

by a (-) and the non-inverting input by a (+).

The usual circuit

configuration provides for a current feedback from the output to
the (-) input.

The OA will produce a voltage at the output so as

to supply sufficient current to the (-) input that the potential
of the (-) input will be the same as the (+) input.

This feedback

feature enables the OA to act as a linear electronic device.

The

most common application of an OA is to amplify and change the
polarity of a voltage signal.

This application requires that the

OA be used in an inverting mode which is shown in Fig. 2.

The

RF

OA
rOUT

FIGURE 2.

Operational Amplifier in the Inverting Mode

voltage gain of the circuit shown in Fig. 2 is -RF/RI.

One dis

advantage of this inverting circuit is that the input Impedance is
Rl which limits the ability of this circuit to receive an input
from a high impedance voltage source.

When a high input impedance

is desired, the OA is used in the non-inverting mode which is
illustrated in Fig. 3 .

In this non-inverting circuit the input

Impedance is typically several million ohms (n) and can be
Increased to 108 n when the OA has an FET input.

The gain of the
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OA

R2

FIGURE 3*

OUT

Operational Amplifier in the Non-inverting Mode

non-inverting configuration is (Rl + R2)/R2.

These two OA con

figurations are the most common applications, but this simple
feedback principle can be used to acheive a large variety of
voltage and current treatments with an OA.

Some of these treatments

of input voltages are addition, substractlon, integration, differen
tiation, multiplication, division, and logrlthmlc extraction.
These treatments are accomplished by using appropriate resistors,
capicators, diodes, or transistors in the input and feedback
positions of the OA circuit.

All of the OAs used in this work

required input and output voltages to be in the range of + 10 V.
The OAs required + 15 V for operational power and this was supplied
by a Burr Brown dual power supply, model 52^ (+ 15 V dc, £ 1.0 mV
rms noise and ripple).

The electronic circuits of PA1, PA2, the

AVDC, and the dual-channel lock-in amplifier were each housed in
an aluminum box which was fitted with appropriate electrical
receptacles for the dc pcwer inputs and the signal inputs and
outputs.
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A.

PREAMPLIFIERS

Two preamplifier circuits were required to amplify the voltage
outputs of the two pyroelectric detectors used in the optical satura
tion experiments.

Each detector was equipped with a low gain FET

amplifier which provided a low Impedance output which consisted of
a series of pulses produced by the intermittent laBer radiation
which struck the detectors.

The magnitude of these pulses were

typically a few millivolts and they were superimposed upon a +1 V
dc signal.

These signals were the Inputs for the preamplifiers

PA1 and PA2 which serviced detectors D1 and D2 respectively.
The following description of PA1 and PA2 refers to the
circuit schematic which is presented in Fig. U.

A high pass filter

removed the dc voltage component and only the ac signal generated
by the detector was applied to the non-inverting input of the Burr
Brown model 33°8 OA.

In this configuration the gain of the OA

was varied by means of resistor RG.

The gain of the circuit

could be rapidly changed by a factor of 10 by means of switch S.
When S was in the up position the gain was continuously variable
from 1 to 100.

With S in the down position, the gain could be

variated from 10 to 1000.

The output of PA1 was applied to the

absolute value determining circuit, and the output of PA2 was
applied to the input of the dual-channel lock-in amplifier.

Before

the initial use of these amplifiers, the dc offset voltage was set
to zero volts.

This was accomplished by shorting the Inputs of

the OAs and varying resistor B until the output voltage was zero.

500
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3308;

INPUT

I00K

OUTPUT
V-

I9K

RG

2.I5K
(900)

FIGURE

Schematic of preamplifier circuit*. Resistances (ohms) end capacitances
(microfarads) are within 1C$ of nominal values, and resistors are power
rated at £ W. Precision resistors (l£) are designated by (*) and PA2
variations from PA1 by parenthesis.
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B.

ABSOLUTE VALUE DETERMINING CIRCUIT

The absolute value determining circuit was designed to output
a dc voltage which was proportional to the average of the absolute
value of the input signal.
in Fig. 5*

A schematic of this circuit Is presented

A high pass filter was used to reject any dc voltage

component which might have been introduced by the preamplifier.
This circuit used two Burr Brown model 3267 OAs.

The first OA (Al)

was used in the inverting mode with a diode feedback.

A negative

input produced a positive output at H of equal magnitude.
positive input produced an output at H of zero volts.

The second

OA (A2) added the input signal to twice the output of Al.
was a full wave rectification of the input voltage.

A

This sum

The second

stage further provided a gain of minus five and the capacitor in
parallel with the feedback resistor RF smoothed the dc output of A2.
A RC filter provided additional filtering to give a peak-to-peak
ripple of less than 0.1# of the dc voltage when the input signal
was series of pulses at h0 Hz.
The rms average of the input voltage to the AVDC had to be
less than 2 V.

The output voltage was 0 to -10 V.

This output

voltage was applied to the input of the I channel of the analog
computer described in Appendix 1.

C.

DUAL-CHANNEL LOCK-IN AMPLIFIER

The voltage output of detector D2 and PA2 consisted of two
alternating pulses of different amplitude.

The large pulse

20K*

V+
ne

IOOK

OK

50K

eoK

A2

30 K

VAC IN PU T

6 .2 K

DC

OUTPUT

II K

FIGURE 5.

Schematic of absolute value determining circuit. Resistances (ohms) and
capacitances (microfarads) are within 10j6 of nominal values, and resistors
are rated at i W. Precision resistors are designated try (*),, and are within
1% of nominal values.
ro
ro
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of different amplitude.

The large pulse occurred when the chopper

slit with no attenuator was open to the laser beam.

The smaller

pulse occurred when the chopper slit covered with a 0,36 attenuator
was open to the beam.

To resolve the magnitudes of these two

pulses when the electronic noise level was significant in comparison
with the pulse, a lock-in amplifier (synchronous detector) with two
channels was required.

Commercial lock-in amplifiers were not

available to us and could not be purchased because of the prohibitive
cost.

Therefore a lock-in amplifier was designed and constructed

by us.

A schematic of the electrical circuit is shown in Fig. 6.
The feature of the voltage signal from the detector and pre

amplifier that was proportional to the intensity of the radiation
that struck the detector was the height of the voltage pulse with
respect to the voltage base line.

Unfortunately the baseline

voltage was negative and the peak of the pulse was a positive
voltage.

The procedure employed by the dual-channel lock-in was to

sample and hold the baseline voltage and also the voltage at the
peak of each pulse.

The negative baseline voltage was then elec

tronically substracted from the peak voltage and this difference
was the output of the DCL.
Two dual 7I4-I OAs which were purchased from Radio Shack were
employed in the DCL.

The input voltage was applied to a sample

and hold circuit which contained Al.

The n-channel FET (Fl) was

used as an electronic switch to permit sampling of the voltage at
some desired time.

Normally -15 V dc were applied to the gate of

Fl which caused the resistance of Fl to be very great and prevent

FI

10.IK
3-9 K

vW'-

I

INPUT

101K
■ W V -----

10.1 K
101 K
s/Ws

- 15V DC

SYN J

130 K

SYN II

130 K

O U TPU T (T|00)

47 K

F4

I.8K

OUTPUT IT36)

SYN III
FIGURE 6,

I3 0 K

Dual-channel lock-in amplifierTschematic. Resistances (ohms) and capacitances (microfarads)
are within 10£ of nominal values, and resistors are rated at i W, Precision resistors {l£) are
designated by (*).
ro
OJ
-p-

current flow through Cl,

When 50 V were applied to syn. Ill, the

potential at the gate of FI was positive and FI had only a small
resistance.

While the resistance of Fl was small, current flowed

through Cl charging it to the input voltage occurring at that time.
The 0A Al which was In the non-inverting mode with unity gain had
nearly infinite input Impedance, so that Cl would not discharge
when Fl was closed.

The output of Al was then equal to the voltage

potential held by Cl.

Thus a sample of the voltage Input to the

DCL could be taken whenever a $0 V pulse was applied at the syn.
Ill input.

The sampling would last through the duration of the 50 V

pulse and Cl would continue to hold the voltage which was occurring
in the input signal when the 50 V pulse ceased.

This circuit

associated with Al was used to sample and hold the baseline voltage
of the pulse train.

The input signal to the DCL was substracted

from the output of Al by means of A2 used in the differential mode.
The output of A2 was the same waveform as the input signal, but
the baseline was now at zero potential and the polarity was reversed.
In order for the DCL to be compatible with the AC, the output of
A2 had to be negative.

If the input voltage were of a negative

polarity, switch S facilitated the reversing of the polarity.

The

OA A2 also amplified this voltage difference by a factor of 10.
The output of A2 was now a series of pulses whose absolute peak
heights were proportional to the Intensity of the radiation
striking the detector.
The output of A2 was applied to two other sample and hold
circuits.

One of these was controlled by syn. II and sampled the
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voltage of the peak which occurred when the 100# transmitting silt
of the chopper was open to the laser beam.

The other was controlled

by syn. I and sampled the voltage of the peak which occurred when
the 36# silt was open.

An additional feature of the sample and hold

circuits which used A3 and A4 permitted a voltage integration similar
to that used by a Boxcar Integrator.

The FETT switches (E3 and F*0

were followed by resistors which increased the charging time of C3
and C4.

The sampling time was typically 5 msec; however, the RC

charging constant associated with these two capacitors was 30 msec.
This meant that 60 msec were required for the capacitors to change
their potential by 86# of the difference between their original
potential and that of the Input being sampled.

Thus each sampling

would contribute approximately 1/12 to the potential held by C3
and C4.

The instaneous outputs of A3 and A4 were the average of

the voltages of several previous peaks which were sampled by each
circuit.

By decreasing the sampling time the absolute charging

time of C3 and CU would be further Increased and an average over
a greater number of pulses could be obtained.

Averaging over more

pulses, however, decreases the response time of the synchronous
detecting system.

The outputs of A3 and AU- were smoothed with an

RC filter network (not shown in Fig. 6) to remove any ripple in
the voltage outputs.

The total response time (90# realization of

any input voltage change) of this system was about one second.
filtered outputs of A3 and A4 were applied to the R and T inputs
of the analog computer.

The

The three synchronous pulses which operated the FET switches
In the sample and hold circuits were supplied by three Tektronix
Type 163 pulse generators.

A voltage signal which was synchronous

with the Intermittent laser pulses was obtained from the photocell
circuit in the chopper housing and used to trigger a Tektronix
Type 162 Waveform Generator.

The waveform generator produced a

negative going voltage ramp called a sawtooth each time it was
triggered.

The sawtooth signal was applied to the input of the

pulse generators.

The triggering level of the pulse generators

could be varied so that they would output a pulse only when a
selected voltage input was received.

Thus the output of the pulse

generators would be delayed until the sawtooth waveform had reached
a selected voltage.

This procedure permitted the pulse generators

to be triggered at a selected delay time after the beginning of the
sawtooth waveform and also after the chopper synchronizing signal.
The pulse generators were then set to output a pulse of the desired
time width at times corresponding to the opening of the 100$ and the
36$ slits and at a time just before the opening of the 100$ slit.
A typical pulse train and the timing of the synchronous pulses
are shown in Fig. 7 .

D.

PROCEDURE

The procedure which was followed to collect data in the
transmittance experiments is described by the following steps.
(l)

All of the electronic equipment shown in Fig. 1 and
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FIGURE 7.

Typical waveform produced by the pyroelectric
detector and the optimum temporal relationships
of the three synchronous signals.
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the chopper motor were started.

The gain switches of PA1 and PA2

were set to the xl position.
(2)
10,59-1®.

The laser was started and tuned to the P(20) line at
A thirty-minute warm-up period significantly improved

the power and frequency stability of the laser.
(5 ) The KBr attenuators were placed on detectors D1 and D2
and the detectors were aligned to receive the maximum radiation
intensity.
(4)

The gain of PA1 was adjusted until the output of the

AVDC was about -1 V.

This voltage was applied to the I input of

the analog computer which was also an amplifier whose output was
applied to the three-channel recorder.

The gain of the I channel

was increased until the recorder read about 9 0 % of full scale.
(5 ) With the sample cell evacuated, the gain of PA2 was
adjusted until the peak-to-peak output voltage was about 0.5

or

the maximum of the variable gain control was reached.
(6)

The delay times for the synchronous signals which were

applied to the DCL were adjusted to achieve the proper synchronization
with the waveform produced by detector D2.

This was accomplished

by means of a Dumont model 50^-A oscilloscope.

The output of A2

of the DCL was applied to the y input of the oscilloscope.

The

internal time base unit of the oscilliscope applied a ramp voltage
to the x input which was synchronized with the chopping wheel.

The

syn. signal to be checked was applied to the z input of the oscillos
cope after the voltage level of the signal was temporarily set

to about +20 V.

Since the z input of the scope determines the

intensity of the trace, the waveform displayed on the screen of
the scope was brightened throughout
pulse.

the duration of the syn.

Thus the delay time and width of the particular syn. pulse

being observed could be set so that the syn. pulse would occur at
the desired time relative to the signal waveform of D2.

A pulse

width of 5 msec was normally used and the delays were adjusted
to correspond to the relative positions of the syn. pulses and
signal waveform that are shown in Fig. 7.

(7 ) The attenuator cell was filled with a helium-ethylene
mixture until the recorder reading of the I channel was decreased
by 20.

The KBr attenuators were removed from the two detectors.
(8)

With the laser beam blocked from D2, the R and T

channels of the analog computer were set to zero by means of the
voltage offset capability of the analog computer.

The laser beam

was then permitted to strike D2 and the gain of the T channel
(100$ pulse) was adjusted until the recorder pen of that channel
reached full scale.

The gain of the R channel (36$ pulse) was

adjusted until the recorder pen associated with the R output read

36 $ full scale.
necessary.

The zero settings were then checked and reset if

The 100$ and 36$ settings were reset if the zero

settings required adjustment.
(9)

The attenuator cell was further filled with the

helium-ethylene mixture until the intensity of the laser beam was
reduced by a factor of 1000,

The gains of PA1 and PA2 were set
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to the xlO positions and the zero setting of the R and T channels
were checked and reset if necessary.

The gains of the R and T

channels were not changed.
(10)

The sample cell was filled with the desired pressure

of SF6.
(11)

The helium-ethylene mixture was slowly pumped from the

attenuator cell so that a gradual increase in the intensity of the
radiation incident upon the sample occurred.

When the recorder

reading of the I channel had changed from 10$ to 90$ full scale
the pumping was stopped.
(12)

The gain of PA1 and PA2 were switched to the xl position.

This caused the I recorder output to return to 10$ of full scale
and the R and T recorder outputs to remain unchanged if the zero
settings were still valid.

The zero settings of the R and T channels

were checked and reset if necessary.
(13)

The removal of the helium-ethylene mixture from the

attenuator cell was continued until the I output of the recorder
again reached 90$ of full scale.

At this time the head of the

Cintra radiometer was placed directly in front of the sample cell
and the intensity of the laser beam was determined.

The true

intensity was the intensity read by the radiometer divided by
the duty cycle of the chopper which was 0.17^-.

By knowing the

absolute intensity of the beam the recorder output of the I
channel could be normalized with respect to its present reading
and calibrated in absolute intensity.

The radiometer head was

removed and the KBr attenuators were placed on the two pyroelectric

detectors.

The attenuators reduced the outputs of the detectors

by approximately a factor of 10 which once again reduced the
recorder reading of the I channel to 10$ full scale.
(l^)

The removal of the helium-ethylene mixture from the

attenuator cell was continued until it was evacuated and the full
intensity of the laser beam struck the sample cell.
(15)

The sample cell was evacuated and the D2 detector was

swept through the center of the laser beam by means of a synchronous
motor which operated the traversing mount on which D2 was mounted.
An intensity profile of the laser beam was obtained by this
procedure.

The speed of the synchronous motor, the gearing of the

traversing mount, and the speed of the motor which advanced the
chart paper were such that a one-to-one ratio existed between the
distance swept by the detector and the advancement of the chart
paper.

The peak intensity of laser beam could then be calculated

by means of Eq (l) of Chapter III and the beam dimensions obtained
from the intensity profile of the laser beam.

These llj- steps were

required for a data run which measured the transmittance of SFs
gas as a function of the intensity of the laser radiation striking
the sample cell.

To conduct another run this procedure would have

to be repeated from step 5required for the second run.

Usually only fine adjustments were
An additional option was made possible

by a modification to the analog computer which enabled the operator
to obtain either the transmittance of the 56$ pulses (T3 6 ) or the
ratio of the 56$ pulses to the 100$ pulses (Tr ) as the output of
the R channel.

This option was exercised with a switch located on

the rear of the AC chasis.

Of course the T3 6 option had to be

used for setting the zero and the maximum of the R channel.

The

laser was always turned off before the chopper motor in the shut
down of the experiment.

APPENDIX 5
ELECTRONICS AND PROCEDURE - NOVA EXPERIMENT

The electronics devices employed in the Nova experiments were
less complicated than those used in the transmittance experiments.
More importantly, the devices used in the Nova experiment were
also much easier to operate and were subject to less error by the
operator.

A block diagram of the electronic devices of the Nova

experiment is presented in Fig. 1.

The outputs from the two

pyroelectric detectors were amplified by preamplifiers PAl and PA2
which were described in Appendix U.

As before PAl and PA2 eliminated

the dc voltage component from the output of the detectors and the
resulting ac waveform was a series of eight pulses which decreased
in amplitude from the first to the eighth pulse.

The outputs of

PAl and PA2 were applied to a signal processor (Sp) which auto
matically added the appropriate voltage to the train of eight
pulses so that the baseline voltage was at zero potential.

The

signal processor further amplified the last three pulses of the
two waveforms by factors of 25 and 21.

The outputs from the

signal processor which consisted of two separate channels were
applied to the multiplexer unit of the Nova system.

The function

of the multiplexer was to apply the voltage received by one of
eight input channels to the analog-to-digital (A/D) converter.

A

pulse-shaping network (PSN) received two synchronous signals from
the mechanical light chopper.

The PSN used these input signals to

generate two series of pulses- one synchronous with the slit

2kk

PAl

PA 2
S Y N II

FIGURE 1,

HLook diagram and cable connections for electronic
components used In the Nova experiments with detectors
(D1 and D2), preamplifiers (PAl and PA2), mechanical
light ohopper (C), oscillisoope (0), signal processor
(SP), pulse-shaping network (PSN), Nova minicomputer,
and teletype (TT).

openings In the chopping wheel and the other synchronous with the
revolutions of the chopping wheel.

The oscilliscope (o) was used

to monitor the various voltage signals and to set the proper
synchronization of the pulses from the PSN.

The signal processor,

the pulse-shaping network, and the procedure followed in their
employment will be discussed in this appendix.

A.

SIGNAL PROCESSOR

The signal processor was designed with two separate channels
which were used to treat the voltage signals orglnating from the
reflected and transmitted radiation.

Each channel was designed

to convert the amplified ac voltage outputs of the pyroelectric
detectors to a form which would be compatible with the A/D converter
which was a part of the Nova system.

The A/D converter required

that the input voltage be within a 0-10 V range.

Since the voltage

signals which would be converted by the A/D were often quite noisy,
it was necessary to insure that any voltage spikes caused by the
noise would also be within this range, if signal-averaging was
to be effective.

The minimum resolution of the 12-bit A/D

converter was 2.5 mV.

The 2.5 mV resolution required that voltage

signals which were to be accurately read have a magnitude of at
least 25 mV.

The amplitudes of the eight voltage pulses in the

waveform obtained from the preamplifiers for this experiment
ranged from 5 V to 55 inV when the sample cell was evacuated.
the cell was filled with a saturable absorber this range was

When

nominally 3 V to 3 .5 mV.

In order to accurately convert each of

the eight voltage pulses to a digital number with the A/D converter,
It was necessary to amplify the weaker pulses but not the stronger
ones.

To amplify the weaker pulses by a factor of 20, however,

the baseline of the pulse train must be very nearly zero volts
since any voltage offset would also be amplified.

A schematic of an

electronic circuit which performed the proper signal processing
for the Input to the A/D converter is shown In Fig. 2.
The signal processor was constructed from three dual 7k 1
operation amplifiers identical to those used in the dual-channel
lock-ln amplifier described in Appendix k.

Since the function of

both channels are the same, only the reflectance channel will be
discussed.

The Input to the SF was a high pass filter which

eliminated any dc component from the output of PAl.

The first two

operational amplifiers (OA) automatically set the dc level of the
pulse train so that the most negative position of the input waveform
was at zero potential.

Further, Al provided a gain of -10 in the

magnitude of all eight pulses of the waveform.

(Ak had a gain of -1

for the transmittance waveform.) The output of Al was applied to
the inverting input of A2 through a k,7K 0 resistor.
the output of A2 to have an opposite polarity from Al.

This caused
The output

of A2 was applied to a diode which permitted only a negative current
to charge Cl.

A negative current could only be produced by A2,

however, when its (-) input and the output of Al were positive.
The voltage potential held by Cl was also applied to the (+) input
of Al.

Whenever Cl was at a negative potential, the output of
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Al became more negative by 10 times the magnitude of the voltage
on Cl.

Any charge held by Cl would slowly be conducted to ground

potential through the resistor Rl.

The net effect of Al and A2 was

that whenever the output of Al became positive, A2 charged Cl to
a negative potential which drove the (+) input of Al more negative
until the output of Al was no longer positive.

The purpose of Cl

was to hold the (+) input of Al at the proper offset voltage through
the duration of one pulse in the input waveform.

If Cl were not

employed, any negative input to Al (-) would be negated by the
feedback through A2.
build-up on C2.

The diode D was required to prevent charge

Finally, the output of A2, which was a waveform

of eight negative pulses with a baseline at exactly zero volts,
was applied to A3 (-) through a VfK ft resistor.
This final operational amplifier, A3, was used as an amplifier
in the inverting mode.

Thusthe negative output of A2 was inverted

by A3 before being applied to the input of the A/D converter,
feedback paths were used from the output of A3 to A3 (-).
path contained a n-channel FET and a VfK £1 resistor.
contained only a 1M ft resistor.

TWo

One

The other

When the gate of the FET was at

ground potential, the resistance between the drain and source of
the FET was about 200 ft.

Thus the effective feedback resistance

was a little less than VfK. ft. when -15V was ipplied to the gate of
the FET (f ), the drainto source resistance was very great compared
to 1M flwhich was now the effective feedback resistance of the
circuit involving A3 .

The gain of an operational amplifier in the

inverting mode is the negative of the ratio of the feedback

resistance (^TKfior 1M Clin this case) to the input resistance (VTK Cl)
The gain of A3 was about -1 when zero volts were applied to the
gate of F and -21 when -15 V were applied to the gate of F,

If a

pulse with a -15 V amplitude was commensurate in time with the
three weaker pulses of the signal waveform, it could be applied
to the gate of F to cause the weaker pulses to be amplified by -21
while the remaining 5 pulses were amplified by -1.

Finally, a small

positive dc voltage was applied to A3 (+) to produce a positive
voltage offset of about 0.3 V.

The dc offset insured that even

the noise of the signal waveform would not reach a negative voltage.

B.

PULSE-SHAPING NETWORK

The pulse-shaping network produced two sets of synchronous
pulses.

One (syn. i) was synchronous with the openings of the slits

of the chopping wheel, and the other (syn. II) with the revolutions
of the chopping wheel.

The syn. II pulses were used to switch

the gains of A3 and A6 in the signal processor.

Both sets of

synchronous pulses were applied to the multiplexer unit of the Nova
system.

The computer program employed in the Nova minicomputer

directed the digital conversion of these pulsed signals to determine
specific temporal positions on the signal waveform as illustrated
by Fig. 6 of Chapter III,

A block diagram and circuit schematic

of the PSN is presented in Fig. 3»
For the syn. I pulses the PSN used a Tektronix Type 162
Waveform Generator (WG) and a Type 163 Pulse Generator (PGl).
output from the chopper which was synchronous with the slit

The

S LITS

WG

SYN I

C
PG3

REVS.

SYN II

12 M

FIGtRE 3,

Block dlagree and electrical aebenatic of the pulse-shaping netvork with
— ohanloal light chopper (C), vaasfora generator (WG), poise generators
(PGl, PG2, and PG3), and sjaohrsnsas signals (syn. I and syn. II).
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openings was used to trigger the waveform generator which produced
a negative going sawtooth waveform each time it was triggered.

The

duration of the sawtooth was selected to be less than the time
interval between the slit openings which was about 5 .7 msec.

The

output of the waveform generator was used to trigger FG1 which had an
adjustable triggering level.

By selecting the proper triggering level

the pulse produced by PG1 could be delayed to occur simultaneously
with any temporal position on the sawtooth waveform.

The appropriate

delay was selected with the use of a Dumont model J>Ch-k oscilloscope.
The output of the SP was applied to the y input and the x input was
driven by a time-base unit which was synchronized with the slit
openings of the chopping wheel.

The output of the pulse generator

(syn. i) was applied to the z input of the scope.

The oscilloscope

trace of the signal waveform was brightened throughout the duration
of the positive pulse produced by PGl.

Thus the location of the

syn. I pulse was easily determined and the delay of the pulse was
conveniently set by adjusting the triggering level of the pulse
generator.

A width of 0.7 msec was selected for the output pulses

of PGl.
The syn. II pulses could have been produced and adjusted by
the same procedure, but only one waveform generator was available.
Therefore, a negative going voltage ramp was produced by using
another Tektronix Type 163 Pulse Generator (PG2) and a RC circuit.
The output from the chopper which was synchronous with the
revolutions of the chopping wheel was used to trigger PG2.

A

pulse of 50 V amplitude was generated by PG2 and applied to the
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RC circuit shown In Fig. 3*

The diode permitted PG2 to positively

charge the capacitor C but prevented the capacitor from discharging
into PG2.

The capacitor had to discharge through the 1.2M 0

resistor and the input resistor (1M fl) of PG3 which received this
negative going voltage.

This third PG was identical to PGl and PG2.

The waveform generated by the discharging of C was used to trigger
PG3*

The adjustable triggering level of PG5 permitted the selection

of the appropriate delay time so that the syn. II pulses would
begin just after the completion of the 5th pulse in the signal
waveform outputed by the SP.

The width of the syn. II pulses was

selected by means of that adjustment on PG5 so that the syn. II
pulses persisted until the eighth pulse of the waveform output
of the SP was completed.

As for syn, I the proper delay time was

determined by means of the Dumont oscilloscope.
positive and negative outputs.

The PGs had both

The amplitude of the positive output

of PG3 was set to about 8 V, and the pulses were applied to the
multiplexer unit of the Nova system.

The amplitude of the negative

output was set to -15 V and these pulses were applied to the SP.

C.

PRQCEPUBE

Once the initial start-up and calibration were complete the
procedure required for the performance of the Nova experiment was
fairly routine for the operator.
procedure which was employed.

The following steps describe the

(1)

The Nova minicomputer and the teletype were started and

the various paper tapes on which the programs and BASIC compiler
were recorded were read Into the memory of the computer via the
paper tape reader of the teletype.

The exact procedure for the

reading of these tapes was described in the instructions supplied
with the "Call" BASIC compiler.
(2)

All of the electronic systems shown in Fig. 1 were started

and the sample cell was evacuated.

The temperature control unit

for the sample cell was adjusted to acheive a sample cell temperature
of about 39° C.
made.

All of the cable connections shewn in Fig. 1 were

The amplitude of the negative syn. II pulses was temporarily

set to 0 V.
(3)

The CO^ laser was started and the frequency tuned to

the p(20) line of the 10.59-pm transition.

The Cintra

radiometer

which was used in the tuning procedure was positioned afterwards
so as to receive the radiation reflected from the salt wedge.
(^)

The laser beam was directed to strike the center of the

iris of the adjustable pinhole.
(3 ) The sample cell was aligned so that the windows were
exactly normal to the laser beam.
(6)

The output of PA2 was monitored with the oscilloscope and

D2 was aligned to acheive a maximum output of PA2.

The gain of PA2

was adjusted so that the peak-to-peak (ptp) voltage of the output
was about 5 V.
(7 )

Step #6 was repeated for PAl and D1 except that the

gain of PAl was adjusted to acheive a 0.5 ptp output voltage.

(8 )

The appropriate delay times and pulse widths were set

for syn. 1 and syn. II by using the Dumont oscilloscope.
(9)

The optical alignment was rechecked and adjusted If

necessary.
(10)

The average Intensity of the laser beam was determined

with the Clntra radiometer which received a portion of the laser
radiation which was incident upon the sample cell.
(11)

The execution of the computer program in the Nova

memory was begun and It Interrogated the operator as to the
parameters and options desired for the experiment via the teletype.
There were two options available concerning the treatment of the
data which would be obtained.

One option (calibration) instructed

the program to store the collected data as calibration constants
and the other (data) option instructed the program to normalize
the collected data with the previously obtained normalization
constants.

The "calibration" option was selected, but the

execution of the data collection procedure of the program was not
started.
(12)

The temperature control unit for the sample cell was

set to the maximum temperature to produce heating of the sample
cell.

Switch #0 on the console of the computer was turned on.

(These two operations will be refered to as "OT turned on" in the
future.

Returning the temperature setting so as to acheive a

temperature of 39°C and turning switch #0 off will be referenced
as "OT off".)

The execution of the data collection procedure

of the Nova program was started Immediately after OT was turned on.
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(13)

The modulation In the data clusters collected for the

reflected radiation of the strongest pulse was observed on the
screen of the storage oscllllscope.
were completed OT was turned off.

When three complete cycles
This stopped the data collection

when the present data cluster being obtained was completed.
(l^)

When the teletype had completed typing the values of

the calibration constants obtained, three options were given to
the operator.

These options were to print the values of the

individual data clusters obtained, to execute the second type of
calibration, or to return the program execution to the beginning
of the program so that another data collection could be performed.
The third was selected.
(15)

The “data" option was selected for this second run

and polystyrene attenuators of 0 .25 and 0 ,5 were placed In front
of D1 and D2 respectively.
(16)

When the temperature of the sample cell had reached 59°C,

OT was turned on

and

the execution of the data collection

procedure was begun.
(17) When three cycles of the modulation of the reflectance
data clusters were completed OT was turned off.

After the eight

transmittances and reflectances were typed by the teletype, the
second type of calibration option was selected.

This option improved

the values of the calibration constants and returned the program
execution to the start of the program.
(lQ)

The calibration was complete and the sample cell was

filled with the desired pressure of SF6 or SF6-He mixture.

(19)

Since the "data" option was still in effect, OT

was turned on and the execution of the data collection procedure
was begun immediately thereafter.
(20)

When exactly two or three cycles in the modulation

of the reflectance were observed, OT was turned off.

When the

teletype had completed typing the eight reflectance and trans
mittance averages, the "data dump" option could be selected if
desired.

If not, the option which returned the program execution

to the beginning of the program for another run was selected.
When the "data dump" option was selected the program execution
automatically returned to the beginning of the program when the
typing of all of the data clusters was complete.
(21)
studied.

Steps #18-20 were repeated for each sample to be
If the calibration was Invalidated for some reason, the

procedure would have to be repeated from step #10.
(22)

A profile of the intensity of the laser beam was taken

at the end of a series of data runs because this procedure des
troyed the calibration of the experiment.

The detector D2 was

traversed by manually turning the traversing adjustment of the mount
which held D2 until the ptp amplitude of the SP output for the T
channel had decreased by 99$*
cell held constant,

With the temperature of the sample

switch #0 on the computer console was turned

on and a data run was begun with the sample cell evacuated.

When

a data cluster was obtained the translating adjustment of the D2
mount was turned £ turn so that D2 would move 0.6h mm across the
laser beam perpendicularly to the direction of the beam.

The

computer program caused the bell on the teletype to ring upon the
completion of each data cluster, thus permitting the operator
to synchronize the movement of D2 with the data collection.

When

the output of the T channel of the SP had passed through a
maximum and decreased to a few percent, switch

jO was turned off.

The "data dump" option was selected to obtain the data clusters
which represented the intensity profile of the laser beam.

The

appropriate beam dimensions were obtained from the beam profile
so that the peak intensity of the laser beam could be computed
from the average beam intensity measured earlier with the Cintra
radiometer.
(2 3 ) To terminate the experiment the laser was turned off
first and then the other equipment.

APPENDIX 6
COMPUTER PROGRAMS - NOVA EXPERIMENT

Two types of computer programs are presented In this appendix.
The first type used a computer language called BASIC which required
that a "Call" BASIC compiler supplied by Data General Corporation
be stored In the computer memory to compile and execute the BASIC
program.

The "Call" BASIC compiler permitted machine language

subroutines to be used by the BASIC program.

The second type of

program used assembly-language which was subsequently converted to
machine language by an assembler routine also supplied by Data
General Corporation.
The master program was written in BASIC, which could
temporarily pass control to the previously compiled subroutines
when speed and auxiliary devices were required.

Data manipulation

and input and output with the teletype were relatively easy to
program using BASIC, but BASIC had two weaknesses for conducting
an experiment.

One was that the execution of an operation by the

BASIC compiler system was usually much slower than the same operation
when it was programed in assembly-language.

The other weakness

was that the BASIC language had no provision for interacting with
the analog-to-digltal (A/D) converter, the digital-to-analog (D/A)
converter, or the oscilliscope.

Assembly-language was difficult

to employ for data input and output, but it was fast and could
interact with any of the auxiliary devices of the Nova system.
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Therefore, subroutines that would output data to the oscllllBcope
by means of the D/A converter and rapidly collect a set of data
clusters by means of the A/D converter were written In assemblylanguage.

These subroutines were assembled Into machine language

and stored In the computer memory so that they could be called by
the BASIC program.

All of the remaining input, output, and data

manipulations were handled by the BASIC program.
The"CallHBASIC system greatly simplified the computer
programing.

First, BASIC computer language was much easier to use

and to learn than assembly-language.

And second, the BASIC program

could be modified at any time directly from the teletype.
Modifications of a precompiled assembly-language program were not
as simple.
A listing of the BASIC program and the assembly
compose the remainder of this appendix.

subroutines
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A.

BASIC PROGRAM

DATA COLLECTION

100
103
110
111
120
130
140
145
150
160
165
170
160
190
200
210
220
230
235
240
250
251
260
261
262
270
271
280

DIM RC7,50),TC7,50),SC73,VC7),OC7),Zt73,DC20),CC7),BC7)
LET PI*I
PRINT "ARE CURRENT INPUTS CORRECT? YES-COLLECT DATA Cl}"
PRINT "NO(2)* PRINT CURRENT PARAMETERS13)"
INPUT X
IF X-3 GOTO 200
IF X-l GOTO' 300
PRINT
PRINT "ENTER 0 OF THE INPUT AND THE CORRECT VALUE.<0,0-ENDS)"
INPUT N,V
PRINT
IF N* 0 GOTO 200
LET DCN1*V
GOTO 160
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "JULIAN DATEC1>*"JDC 111" 1975"
PRINT "RUN TYPE(2)*"J DC21 /"(CALIBRATION* 1* DATA*2)*'
PRINT "
RUN N U M 8 E R O >-"JDC31
PRINT "PSF6(4)*"JDC43 I"TORR
PHEt(5>*"IDC53I"TORR"
PRINT "LASER P0tf£R(6)*"I DC 631"WATTS/SOCM"
PRINT !*BEAM DIAMETER AT HALF HEIGHT<7 >— I DC73 I"CM"
PRINT "TRAN. FACTORtB)■")DC83J"REF. FACT0R(9)-"JDC91
LET F1-DC93*P!/DC63
LET F2* DC 83 *P1/DC 6)
PRINT "VILL SCOPE BE USED(I0)T"IDCl01i"CYES-0,NO-I>"
PRINT "VILL TELETYPE BE USED CONCURRENTLY!11)?") DC 113
PRINT "MAX 0 POINTSCI 2)-")DC I2 It " READINGS PER POINTC13)-”)DC I33

281
285
290
300
303
304
305
307
310
320
330
3*0
353
360
370
380
390
400
402
407

PRINT "(MUST BE 2»I)"
PRINT
GOTO
110
CALL 4.Dt133
PRINT
LET M2»6.71088E+7
GOSUB 950
LET M6-100/M2
FOR J- 0 TO 7
LET SCJ3B 0
LET VCJ3- 0
NEXT J
LET N2-DCI23-1
FOR I* 0 TO N2
CALL l.X
IF X* 0 GOTO
620
FOR X* 0 TO 7
CALL 2* TC K«II
CALL 2.RCK. 13
GOTO 420

420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
515
520
525
530
540
545
550
560
569
570
580
582
584
586
588
590
600
610
620
630
640
6 50
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
733
7 34
7 40
760
770
7 80
793
800
810

813
815
817
820
833
843

850

IF DC23-I GOTO 450
LET RCK«I1-RCK«I3*FI/UCK3
LET TCK*I3-TCK,I3*F2/ZCKI
LET 5CX3"SCX3+RCX*II
LET VtK3*VCK]+TtK«II
NEXT X
LET Il*l*l
IF DC103-I GOTO 590
IF DC23-I GOTO 520
LET I2*M2/II
GOTO 525
LET I2-I/I1
FOR K- 0 TO 2
LET K1>3*K*1
LET X»SCKI3*12
LET X1-I1*10
CALL 3«X*X1
LET X-VCKI34I2
LET Xl»Il*10+50?
CALL 3*X*X1
NEXT X
LET X-Rt 0 , I3*12*Il+M3
CALL 3*X#Xl-507
LET X-TC 0#I3*I2*I1*M4
CALL 3,X#Xt
IF DC 113-1 GOTO 610
GOSUB 891
NEXT 1
PRINT
LET X*DC I33*11
PRINT TAB (15)3"DATA ACQUISITION COMPLETE"
PRINT TAB <5)1"EACH AVERAGE BASES ON"JX;"MEASUREMENTS"
PRINT
FOR X- 0 TO 7
LET 5CK3*SCK3/1I
LET VCKJ-VCK1/II
PRINT "AVERAGES FOR POWER"!K!"ARE R-»!SCK3!"
T»"!VCK)
IF DC 23-2 GOTO 740
LET UCK3-SCK3
LET ZCK1-WCK3
LET PI*DC 63
NEXT X
PRINT
PRINT
IF DC 113- 0 GOTO
110
PRINT "IS DATA DUMP DESIRED <Y-0,N-1)* CALISRATION<S >"
INPUT X
IF X»1 GOTO
110
IF X<>S GOTO 820
GOSUB 1100
GOTO
110
LET N2M 1 - 1
FOR I- 0 TO N2
LET l l M + 1
GOSUB 891

860
870
880
890
891
892
894
696
898
930
902
904
906
908
910
920
930
940
950
955
960
970
980
985
990
1000
1006
1007
1008
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
I 100
1102
1104
1106
1108
1110
1112
1114
1116
1118
1119
1120
I 122
1124
1127
1170
1180

NEXT I
GOTO 110
STOP
REM
SUB START
IF DC 21"2 GOTO 900
FOR K- 0 TO 7
LET RCK.IJ-RCK.I1*M6
LET TCK.IJ"TCK.U*M6
NEXT K
IF 1> 0 OOTO 908
PRINT
PRINT "
DATA TABLE GIVES POINT NUMBER.8 R*S. AND 8 T'S"
PRINT
PRINT ••**,,;il
PRINT RC 0. 11JRC 1. 11 IRC 2. II IRt 3. II1RC4. 11IRC S. I1JRC6. IIIRC7. 11
PRINT TC 0. 111TC1.HJTC2. U1TC3.111TC4. I11TC5. 111TC6. I1ITC7.I1
RETURN
REM
BEGIN GRAPH SUBROUTINE
LET G-M2/I023
LET Y»-G
FOR M> 0 TO 1023
LET Y-Y+G
CALL 3.Y. 0
CALL 3.Y.507
CALL 3.Y.1013
NEXT M
LET M3»M2/2
LET M4-M3/2
LET M5-M3+M4
FOR M» 0 TO 102
LET M1>M*10
CALL 3. 3.Ml
CALL 3.M2.Ml
CALL 3.M3.M1
CALL 3.M4.MI
CALL 3.M5.MI
NEXT M
RETURN
LET XI" 0
LET X- 0
FOR L«1 TO 4
LET X-X+SCL1/4
LET XI-Xl*WCL3/4
NEXT L
PRINT
PRINT "R AVG-^JXl** T AVG«"IXI
FOR L* 0 TO 7
LET UCL1”UCL1*SCL)/X
PRINT
LET 2CL!-ZCL1*WCL)/X1
NEXT L
RETURN
PRINT
STOP
END

B.

SUBROUTINES fASSBjBUT-LANGUAGE)

7/02/75
LOC
00010
00010
17000
17C00
17001
17C02
17003
17CC4
17005
17006
17007
17C1Q
17011
17012
17013
1701*1
17C15
17016
17017
17020
17C21
17022
1702 J
1702*1
17025
1702o
17027
17030
17031
17032
17033
17C34
17035
17036
17C37
17040
17041
17042
17043
17044
17045
17C46
17047
17050
17051
17052
17053
17054
17055
1705 b
17057
170b0

CODE
017000
OOOS30
000001
017021
000004
140000
000002
017270
140000
000003
017320
120000
000004
017354
100000
000010
177777
063077
063077
000200
020777
062077
000401
054573
060477
101223
000500
024565
044571
030571
050571
004501
000401
C00401
024566
044566
020557
004527
020564
004500
101220
CC4571
050562
102520
0C4S66
050556
020554
0C4515
101220
0C4561
050553
102520

.BAIR
STM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
a
9
10
11
12
13
ia
15
16
17
10
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
. 34
35
36
37
36
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
40
49
so'

51
52
53
54

SOURCE STATEHERT
10
.LOC
17000
i TELL BASIC LOC OE SUB/R
• LOC
17000 . ; LOAD 5/R HERE
IRT Eli: 530
1
;BT S/R
;EHTRT POIRT
SU 61
•BOX 4
;TO BASE 4
30000000
;DATA PBOH SB
2
SDB2
30000000
;DATA EBOB SR
3
SO 63
22000000
;DATA TO SI
;10*4 BASE 4
10
SUB4
;DATA TO SB
20000000
. 9DX 8
;TO BASE 8
-1
HALT
HALT
200
HR SO:
0,SASO
sum:
LDA
0,CP0
DOB
JHP
.♦1
3, SATR iSTORE RETORR
STA
0, CPU ;READ SNITCHES
DIA
0,0,SRC ;CHECK BIT 15
hovzb
iQUIT IE 0 IB 15
JHP
git
LD1
1, R PT5
1.CRT3 ;SET CRT3
STA
LDA
2, ARRT.
STA
2,CRT2 ;SBT CRT2
JSR
ZERO
;GO ZERO ARRATS
JRP
.*1
JHP
.♦1
NET 1:
LDA
1, NCHR
1,CMT1 ;SBT CRT1
STA
0, TITE ;SET CBHI TO BE BEAD
LDA
STRDR
*, GO WAIT POR SIR
JSR
LDA
0, SVR
; SET CHM .TO BE BEAT
HXT2:
JSR
STROP
llOTLR
0,0
; GET 3 IN ACO
; GO READ AD3
JSR
READ
STA
2.FLT
; PUT 1 IH ACO
0,0
SUBZL
: GO READ ADI
JSR
BEAD
STA
2, BLR
0,SVR
LDA
;LDA CHI OF SIR
JSR
STRDR
ROVZR
0.0
; GET 3 IR ACO
JSR
READ
STA
2.PKT
SOBZL
0,0
LCCtO:

.HAIR

7/02/75

LOC

CODE

170b 1
17062
17063
17064
17065
17066
17067
17070
1707 1
17072
17073
17076
17075
17076
17077
17100
17101
17102
17103
17106
17105
171C6
17107
17110
17111
17112
17113
17114
17115
17116
17117
17120
17121
17122
17123
17126
17125
17126
17127
17130
17131
17132
17133
17136
17135
17136
17137
17160
17161
17162
17163
17166
17165
17166

006556
026566
03656 1
132623
015601
C00601
021600
163022
011601
000601
061600
026535
000401
000601
030533
132423
015603
000601
021402
163022
011603
000601
041402
Cl 0514
010513
010512
010511
014512
000726
000601
165000
034503
056503
014500
000716
004537
034672
000402
126440
102440
031400
041000
C45001
001401
102440
024460
041000
151400
125404
C00775
001400
061121
06 3621
0C0777

STRT
55
56
57
58
59
bO
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
67
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
96
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

SOURCE STATEHERT

01T:

ZERO;

strop:

JSR
LDA
LDA
SO RZ
DSZ
JHP
LDA
ADOZ
ISZ
JBF
STA
IDA
JHP
JHP
LDA
SUBZ
DSZ
JHP
LDA
ADDZ
tss
JHP
STA
ISZ
ISZ
ISZ
ISZ
DSZ
JHP
JHP
BOV
LDA
STA
DSZ
JHP
JSR
LDA
JRP
SU BO
SUBO
IDA
STA
STA
JHP
SUBO
LDA
STA
IRC
IRC
JHP
JHP
DO AS
SKPDH
JBF

READ
1, BLR
3,CHT2
1, 2, SRC
1.3
.♦1
0,0,3
2, 0, SZC
1.3
.♦1
0,0,3
1, BLT
.♦1
.♦1
2, PUT
1,2, SRC
3,3
.♦1
0,2,3
2,0, SZC
3,3
.*1
0,2,3
CHT2
CRT2
CHT2
CRT2
CHT1
HIT2
.41
3,1
3, ARBt
3.CNT2
CRT 3
RIT1
BELL
3, SAP*
.42
1,1
0,0
2,0,3
0,0,2
1,1,2
1.3
0,0
i ,r m y
0,0,2
2.2
1,1,SZB
.-3
0,3
0, ADC*
RDCV
.-1

;PERVERTS NEC ERROR

; son R DAT*

;PATCH
;PATCH
JPERVERTS A EG ERROR

; son 1 DATA

i PTS PER CYCLE
;PATC8
; PREPARE POR 3*2
; t PTS PER LOOP

; SET ACO TO 0
; SET ARRAY AREA TO ZERO

•HAH

7/02/75

LOC

CODE

17147
17150
17151
17152
17153
17154
17155
17156
17157
17160
17161
17162
17163
17164
17165
17166
17167
17170
17171
17172
17173
17174
17175
17176
17177
17200
17201
17202
17203
17204
17205
17206
17207
17210
17211
17212
17213
17214
17215
17216
17217
1722 C
17221
17222
17223
17224
17225
17226
17227
1723C
17231
17232
17233
17234

061121
054463
034450
063621
000777
072421
06 1121
063621
000777
066421
061121
146423
000403
136033
002446
133000
C00767
063077
061121
063621
000777
C61121
054436
034423
063621
000777
072421
061121
063621
00C777
066421
061121
132423
000403
156033
002421
131000
000767
000200
177740
000000
000005
001400
000000
017430
OOCOOO
000010
COQOOO
CU0007
C00000
OOCOOO
000000
000000
JO 0401

5THT
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
lie
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
1UU
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
150
159
160
161
162

SOUBCE STATEHEHT
DORS
STA
IDA
SXPDR
JHP
D1C
D9AS
FPTO :
SXPDR
JHP
CIC
DOAS
SOBZ
JHP
APCZA
JBP
ADD
JHP
HALT
SYNDH: DOAS
SKPDR
JHP
DOAS
STA
LDA
SKPDR
JBP
D1C
DOAS .
HPT D:
SKPDR
JBP
DIC
DOAS
S3EZ
JBP
ADCZ*
JBP
HOT
JHP
EFTS:
200
-40
h f h Y:
SAVA*
0
FIVE!
5
1400
LTST:
0
CHT3:
17430
ERR Y:
CRT 2;
0
10
NCHN:
0
CRT1:
7
5VR:
0
BLR:
0
BLT:
0
pkt:
0
■TAD:
JHP

0,ADCt
3, H A D
3,LT3T
ADCT

.-1
2, ADCT
0,ADCT
IDCT

.-1
1,adct
O.ADCT
2, 1, SIC ;SXP zr 2 LI 1
.♦3
1.3 SRC ;SKP HHER 1 LT 3
R BTJID
1 ,2

BPTO
0, IDCT
ADCT
.-1
0,ADCT
3, H A D
3, IT ST
ADCT

.-1
2, ADCT
0,ADCT
IDCT
.-1 .

1, IDCT
0,IDCT
1,2, SRC ; SUP IF AC1 LB AC2
■O
2.3 SRC ;SEP HHER 3 GT 2
9 RTAD
1 .2

»TD

.*1

{PATCH

267

7/02/75

LOC

CODE

17235 063077
17236 063077
17237 061121
172*40 024421
17 24 1 044421
17242 152440
17243 063621
17244 000777
17245 061121
17246 063621
17247 000777
17250 066421
17251 061121
17252 133000
17253 014407
17254 0C0772
17255 001400
17256 C63077
17257 063077
17260 063 077
17261 000004
17262 000000
17263 020744
17264 063511
17265 000777
17266 061111
17267 001400
17270 054727
17271 034421
17272 030732
17273 025000
17274 021001
17275 175405
17276 CU04Q4
17277 125120
17300 101100
173C1 000774
17302 006132
17303 .034714
17304 031400
17305 041000
17306 045001
17307 01C71S
17310 010714
17311 001401
17312 177773
000132
17313 063077
1731 u 063077
17315 063077
17316 063077
17317 063077
17320 054427
17321 0354 00

.HAXI

STHT
163
164
165
166
167
16S
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
20 2
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216

SOUECE STATEHERT
HALT
HALT
BEAD:
DOAS
LDA
STA
SUBO
5KPDI
JflF
DOAS
‘ SKPDN
JHP
DIC
DOAS
ADD
DSZ
JHF
JBP
HALT
HALT
HALT
4
AVI):
CIT4:
0
LDA
BELL:
SKPBZ
JBP
CO AS
JttP
STA
SUB2:
LDA
LDA
LDA
LDA
INC
JKt
POVZL
no vi
JHP
JSR
LDA
LDA
STA
STA
ISZ
ISZ
JHP
BFt:
-5
Fior132
HALT
HALT
HALT
HALT
HALT
STA
S0B3:
LDA

iPATCH
0,ADCT
1, AVI
1.CNT4
2.2
ADCT
.-1
0,ADCT
ADCT
.-1
1, ACCV
O.ADCV
1.2
CIT4
.-6
0,3

;ZERO AC2 AND CARHT

;PATCH
{PATCH
O.STI
TTO
.-1
0, TTO
0.3
3.SATR
3,HPT
2,CUT2
1,0,2
0,1.2
3, 3, SIR
.♦4

1.1
0,0

; LDA REQUIRED • TO SHIFT
; GET ARRT ADD
J LOAD WORK RG IN ACl
; LCAD OVERFLOW RG IN ACO
; COST TO BIT « 16
; CONV. TO 14 BIT A
;HCVt LON RFG LEFT,SAVE CARRD
;nOVE OVERFLOW REG LEFT Aril CARRT

.-4

i.FIOT
3, SAVB
2.0,3
0,0.2
1, 1.2
CIT2
CKT2
1.3

;
;
;
;

GET IT ADD .
GET ADD-PARH AREA
STORE • TO RET TO BASIC
STA « TO RET TO BASIC

{ RT TO ADD 1>S AV E ADD

.

3, SATB1
; GET ADD OF X
3,0,3

7/02/75

LOC
7322
732 J
7326
7325
7326
7327
7330
7331
7332
7333
7336
7335
7 33fc
7337
7360
7361
7362
73«3
7366
7365
7366
7367
7350
7351
7352
7353
7356
7355
735o
7357
7360
7361
73o2
7363
7366
7365
7366
7367
7370
7371
7372
7371
7376
7375
737b
7377
76 CO
76C1
7602
7603
7606
7605
7606

CODE
021600
025601
006130
036622
126520
066023
061023
035601
02160C
025601
006130
062023
036607
065123
125600
175226
000775
036606
001602
000130
001000
COOOOO
000000
063077
063077
Qb3077
063077
056773
031600
021000
025001
006130
066636
15266 C
125222
C006 03
151600
C0C775
026631
166600
130600
05C72Q
1C2660
060752
126600
000601
067323
101606
000777
125523
000775
062023
03076 C
071023

.HAIM

STMT
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
226
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
236
235
236
237
236
239
260
261
262
26 3
266
265
266
267
268
269
250
251
252
253
256
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
266
265
266
267
2b 8
269
270

SOUUCE STATEMENT

.f i x HK:
CNTX:
SAVB1:

SO 86;

LD6
LDA
JSR
LflA
SODZl
DOB
OOA
LDA
LDA
LDA
JSR
DOB
IDA
CO AS
IKC
HOVZR
JHF
LDA
JHP
130
1000
0
0
HALT
HALT
HALT
HILT
STA
IDA
LDA
LDA
JSS
STA
SUBO
HOVZR
JHF
INC
JHP
LDA
SDB
ME 3
STA
SUBO
STA
sus
jnr
DOCP
INC
JHP
mczi
JHP
DOB
LDA
DOA

0,0,3
LOAD X
1,1.3
• LOAD X
6. FIX
CMV TO IMT
3.SAVR1
GET 1 IN AC1
1.1
1, CACV • SET FOR T
O.DACV »
• GIVE T VALOE
3, 1,3
0,0,3
1, 1,3
R.FIX
0, CACV
3,BW
1, DACT
1,1
3, 3, STB
.-3
3,SA*E1
2,3

3.5AVR1
2,0,3
0,0,2
1.1.2 .
a.ni
1.RPTS
2,2
1,1,SZC
.*3
2.2
.-3
1.TBL
2,1
1,2
2, HFV
0,0
O.CHTX
1.1
.♦1
1,DACT
0,0,SZB
.-1
1,1,SMC
.-3
0,DACT
2, HN
2, DACV

GET ADD I HI

• SHIFT TO DBTERHINE SHIFT

SET CNTX AT ZERO
• SET MODE AMP ERASE
* MAIT TOR SCOPS TO ERASE

• SET FOR X
GIVE X - 512
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